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Remote sensing of trace gases in the urban and marine boundary layers

Louisa Kramer

Abstract

The thesis investigates the application of Concurrent Multi-Axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (CMAX-DOAS) for the retrieval of trace gases and aerosols with a particular focus on their spatial and temporal distributions within the urban and marine boundary layers. The CMAX-DOAS technique is a scattered light DOAS instrument with several concurrent viewing directions that is capable of measuring trace gas species and aerosol with fast temporal resolution but also large spatial scale information unlike current in situ techniques.

In the urban boundary layer, the capability of the CMAX-DOAS for the retrieval of aerosol optical depth (AOD) measurements has been quantified. Modelled O$_4$ slant columns calculated using AODs retrieved by a lidar instrument deployed alongside the CMAX-DOAS, showed very good agreement ($r = 0.98$) for cloud free measurements. However, retrieval for AOD from the current CMAX-DOAS was more limited.

CMAX-DOAS NO$_2$ measurements in the urban boundary layer (UBL) have been used to provide a link between tropospheric NO$_2$ columns measured by the satellite-based Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) and measurements obtained near-surface. A FOV weighted algorithm has been developed and the agreement is very good between the satellite columns and near-surface NO$_2$ for spring ($r = 0.83$) and summer ($r = 0.64$) months.

Finally, the thesis presents the first measurements of iodine monoxide (IO) in the mid-latitude marine boundary layer (MBL) by a MAX-DOAS instrument, the retrieval of bromine monoxide (BrO) has also been performed. The range of viewing geometries of the CMAX-DOAS instrument provides additional information about the spatial distribution of halogen oxides in a coastal MBL, which has previously not been documented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Surrounding the Earth's surface is a thin layer of gas known as the atmosphere. The atmosphere is essential for life as it provides oxygen and water, protects against harmful radiation from the Sun and modulates the thermal energy from the Earth's surface. The atmosphere is mainly composed of molecular nitrogen (78.1 %) and oxygen (20.9%), the remaining 1% consists of argon, carbon dioxide and trace gases. Recent human activity has begun to change the composition of the atmosphere, in particular the concentrations of trace gases, resulting in an increase in potentially harmful gases and particulates (atmospheric pollutants) and potential climate change.

Atmospheric pollution is an urgent and fundamental issue in environmental research. The effect of atmospheric pollution on the environment is particularly important in urban areas, as this is where approximately 50% of the world's population resides. Atmospheric pollution has many natural sources, such as particulates and sulphur dioxide from volcanic eruptions and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from biogenic activity which contribute to tropospheric ozone and photochemical smog. However, the largest sources of atmospheric pollutants are the products of combustion from power generation or motor vehicle traffic, such as NOx (NO + NO2), CO and particulates. The increase in industrialisation and traffic over the past century has given rise to a significant increase in atmospheric pollution and the effect on human health has become evident [Sandström, 1995, Brunekreef et al., 2002]. Measuring and monitoring the chemistry and dynamics in the urban and marine environment, therefore, is important to understand the changes that have occurred owing to anthropogenic influence and to determine the long-term stability of the climate.

The arrival of satellite based-instruments over the past few decades has enabled global monitoring of the Earths surface and atmosphere. However, remote sensing still requires ground-based monitoring and *in situ* measurements for validation of
the satellite measurements and determining the local and regional effects of atmospheric pollution.

This chapter highlights the important dynamical processes and chemistry that occurs within the urban and marine atmospheres. In the urban atmosphere the reactions leading to the production of tropospheric ozone and photochemical smog are well known. However, the majority of measurements are performed \textit{in situ} and accurate measurements on a regional scale are still in their preliminary stages. In contrast to the urban boundary layer, chemistry in the marine atmosphere, in particular the role of halogens on the oxidative chemistry of the troposphere is still not fully understood and requires further investigation.

1.1 The Earth’s atmosphere

The Earth’s atmosphere can be classified according to temperature into four distinct layers, known as the troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere and thermosphere. Each layer is bounded by “pauses”, where the maximum changes in the sign of temperature occur (see Figure 1-1).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{layers_of_the_earth_s_atmosphere.png}
\caption{Layers of the Earths atmosphere [source: NOAA].}
\end{figure}
Approximately 99.9% of the atmosphere, by mass, is located below 100 km. The lowest level of the atmosphere, the troposphere, varies in altitude between 10 km at the poles and 18 km at the equator and contains approximately 75% of the total mass of the atmosphere. The lowest kilometre or two of the troposphere, the boundary layer, is directly influenced by the Earth's surface and natural and anthropogenic (human influenced) emissions [Stull, 1988]. It is this region of the atmosphere which is the focus of this thesis.

1.1.1 Planetary Boundary Layer

The planetary boundary layer (PBL) arises from thermal plumes owing to surface heating. In particular over land, the diurnal cycle of surface heating and cooling primarily determines the structure of the PBL. As the thermal plumes rise, they transport moisture, heat, aerosols and gases and expand adiabatically, until a thermodynamic equilibrium is reached at the top of the boundary layer. The top of the PBL ranges in altitude between approximately 100 to 2000 m depending on the time of day and local meteorological conditions and is defined by a sharp decrease in aerosol concentration. The PBL rapidly responds to surface forcing such as temperature as well as moisture and fluctuations in wind speed, all of which allow strong vertical mixing.

Figure 1-2 shows a diagram of the PBL over land. The PBL can be divided into three main regions. The surface or stable layer, at the bottom of the PBL has a thickness of approximately 10% of the total PBL altitude. Above this is the mixed layer (ML), where turbulence is driven by convection. Warm air from the surface meets cool air radiating from the clouds layer above and reaches equilibrium at the entrainment layer (EL). The mixing layer begins to grow just after sunrise and reaches a maximum altitude in the afternoon.

After sunset the thermals decrease and the PBL forms a residual layer above a stable nocturnal surface boundary layer. The gas and aerosol within the residual layer disperse equally in the horizontal and vertical directions and remain within the layer throughout the night, where they may react with each other to form new compounds. In contrast to the residual layer, the stable nocturnal boundary layer has
much weaker turbulence and the vertical dispersion of gas and aerosols is very small.

Figure 1.2: Structure of the urban boundary layer [Stull, 1988].

Over the sea and oceans, the surface temperature changes are very small between day and night, owing to the large heat capacity of water which enables water to absorb solar radiation without a large change in temperature. Hence, thermals rising from the surface vary very slowly and the marine boundary layer (MBL) depth stays almost constant and well mixed.

1.2 Urban boundary layer chemistry

Boundary layer chemistry in urban areas is important as the majority of pollutants are emitted from the surface and the entrainment layer acts as a lid and effectively "traps" the pollutants within the boundary layer. In this next section, the photochemical reactions that occur in the urban boundary layer and lead to the formation of photochemical pollution are overviewed.
1.2.1 Tropospheric ozone and nitrogen oxides

The role of the stratospheric ozone layer is well known and has been studied extensively since the 1930’s [Chapman, 1930]. Tropospheric ozone only accounts for approximately 10% of the total ozone in the atmosphere but is equally as important as it is considered a pollutant within the boundary layer and controls the “oxidising capacity” of the troposphere. In addition, tropospheric ozone can also act as a greenhouse gas and influence radiative forcing. Ozone is highly hazardous to health; it can irritate the eyes, the lungs and cause respiratory problems if continuously exposed. Elevated concentrations of ozone are also the primary component of photochemical smog. An example of this was in Los Angeles during the late 1940’s/early 1950’s. In contrast to the London smog episode of 1952 (see section 1.4), the smog in LA occurred on hot sunny days.

NO and NO\(_2\) (NO\(_x\)), play an important role in the chemistry of the urban boundary layer. The interconversion between NO and NO\(_2\), first suggested by Blacet [1952] is the main key in the formation of photochemical smog in this region. In high NO\(_x\) conditions the reaction of NO with HO\(_2\) leads to the formation of NO\(_2\).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{OH} + \text{CO} &\rightarrow \text{H} + \text{CO}_2 \quad (1-1) \\
\text{H} + \text{O}_2 + \text{M} &\rightarrow \text{HO}_2 + \text{M} \quad (1-2) \\
\text{HO}_2 + \text{NO} &\rightarrow \text{OH} + \text{NO}_2 \quad (1-3)
\end{align*}
\]

The photolysis of NO\(_2\) and the subsequent reaction of the photoproducts lead to the production of ozone in the troposphere.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NO}_2 + h\nu (\lambda < 420 \text{ nm}) &\rightarrow \text{NO} + \text{O}(\text{P}) \quad (1-4) \\
\text{O}(\text{P}) + \text{O}_2 + \text{M} &\rightarrow \text{O}_3 + \text{M} \quad (1-5)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{NET (1-1 to 1-5): CO} + 2\text{O}_2, h\nu \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{O}_3 \quad (1-6)
\]
where M is a third body molecule (N$_2$ or O$_2$), which removes excess kinetic energy in the reaction. Pre-existing ozone may also result in the conversion of NO to NO$_2$.

\[
O_3 + NO \rightarrow NO_2 + O_2 \quad (1-7)
\]

A similar reaction sequence involving RO$_2$ can occur, where R is any organic molecule.

\[
RO_2 + NO \rightarrow RO + NO_2 \quad (1-8)
\]

In low NO$_x$ conditions, however, the following reactions (shown for HO$_2$), resulting in a catalytic destruction of ozone can dominate.

\[
OH + CO \rightarrow H + CO_2 \quad (1-9)
\]

\[
H + O_2 + M \rightarrow HO_2 + M \quad (1-10)
\]

\[
HO_2 + O_3 \rightarrow OH + 2O_2 \quad (1-11)
\]

NET (1-9 to 1-11): CO+O$_3$ $\rightarrow$ CO$_2$ + O$_2$ \quad (1-12)

During the night, when the photolytic production of OH ceases, the NO$_3$ radical and dinitrogen pentoxide (N$_2$O$_5$) can become important [Wayne et al., 1991].

\[
NO_2 + O_3 \rightarrow NO_3 + O_2 \quad (1-13)
\]

\[
NO_3 + NO_2 + M \leftrightarrow N_2O_5 + M \quad (1-14)
\]

NO$_3$ is rapidly photolysed (lifetime $\sim$5 s), hence, is only significant at night time. The reaction of NO$_2$ with NO$_3$ forms N$_2$O$_5$ which acts as reservoir species for NO$_x$ during the night.
The photolysis of NO\(_2\) and reactions of NO and O\(_3\) (reactions 1-4, 1-5 and 1-7) result in a photostationary state, also known as the Leighton relationship, at suitable concentrations and if the sunlight intensity stays constant. The relationship can be expressed as

\[
\phi = \frac{j_{1-4}}{k_{1-7}} \frac{[NO_2]}{[NO][O_3]} \tag{1-15}
\]

Where, \(j_{1-4}\) is the photolysis frequency and \(k_{1-7}\) is the rate coefficient, for reactions 1-4 and 1-7.

Figure 1-3: Diurnal variation of NO\(_2\), NO and oxidants (including O\(_3\)) from 25th July 1973 in Pasadena, California [Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 1977].

Figure 1-3 shows an example of the diurnal variations of NO\(_2\), NO and oxidant (including O\(_3\)) in an urban situation. During the night, N\(_2\)O\(_5\) acts as a reservoir species for NO\(_x\). After sunrise the concentration of NO\(_2\) increases, owing to the reaction of NO with HO\(_2\)/RO\(_2\), and reaches a peak at approximately 8 am.
corresponding to a maximum in traffic emissions, in an urban situation. The NO decreases to a minimum around this point until the evening traffic flow begins. The photolysis of NO\textsubscript{2} and subsequent production of O\textsubscript{3} increases during the day and reaches a maximum in the afternoon. However, the actual time of the peak depends on emissions and transport of pollutants. The NO\textsubscript{2} concentration then increases in the evening owing to reduced photolysis and the reaction of NO with O\textsubscript{3}.

The influence of NO\textsubscript{x} on the production of tropospheric ozone is dependent on its sources, sinks and reservoir species. The main loss process of NO\textsubscript{2} is the reaction with OH to yield nitric acid (HNO\textsubscript{3}).

\[ \text{OH} + \text{NO}_2 + \text{M} \rightarrow \text{HNO}_3 + \text{M} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1-16)

Nitric acid (HNO\textsubscript{3}), with a lifetime of approximately 20 hours, is hence the main sink for tropospheric NO\textsubscript{x} and is removed by wet and dry deposition. In the free troposphere, the lifetime of NO\textsubscript{x} can be expressed as the time constant for reaction (1-16) which gives a lifetime of the order of a few days in the lower free troposphere. However, in the boundary layer, additional loss and transformation processes results in a NO\textsubscript{x} lifetime of approximately 1 hour.

The high photolysis rate and reduced lifetime of NO\textsubscript{2} in the summer months, compared to the long lifetime of NO\textsubscript{2} coupled with increases in residential heating in the winter months, result in a seasonally dependent NO\textsubscript{2} concentration over urban areas. In rural areas, anthropogenic activity is very low and natural emissions dominate, resulting in a different seasonal cycle. In a study by van der A et al., [2006], the seasonal cycle of tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} columns over China measured by the SCIAMACHY and GOME satellite instruments from 1996 to 2004 was presented. The results indicate that in eastern China, where the population density is high, a winter maximum occurs. However, in the western part of China natural emissions from soil and lightning discharges dominate, resulting in a maximum NO\textsubscript{2} concentration in the summer.
From the discussion above, it can be observed that nitrogen oxides are important when considering the formation of ozone and photochemical pollution in the urban boundary layer. Figure 1-4, shows monthly averages of tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} columns over Europe, for September 2007, measured by the OMI on Aura. From Figure 1-4 it can be seen that emissions of NO\textsubscript{2} in the troposphere is particularly high over large cities where anthropogenic sources from industry and vehicles are large.

The Concurrent Multi-Axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (CMAX-DOAS) instrument, installed in Leicester, U.K. (see Chapter 3) is capable of measuring NO\textsubscript{2} in the troposphere and urban boundary layer, during daytime, with a temporal resolution of 1 minute. Exploring the monitoring of NO\textsubscript{2} in this regime is one of the main objectives of this thesis.

The second aim of this thesis involves remote sensing of halogen oxides in the MBL with CMAX-DOAS. The next section gives an overview of the main reactions that occur in the MBL, in particular halogen oxides, their precursors, and the role of halogen oxides in the destruction of ozone.
1.3 Marine Boundary layer chemistry

Within the polar regions, the role of halogens in stratospheric ozone destruction has been known for some time [Farman et al., 1985; Molina and Rowland, 1974; Solomon 1990]. However, the role of halogens in ozone depletion events (ODE) in the troposphere is still under debate. Since Barrie et al. [1988] first reported high concentrations of bromine compounds during ODE in the polar troposphere a number of studies on halogens in the polar regions have been performed [Hausmann and Platt, 1994; Platt and Janssen, 1996; Tuckermann et al., 1997; Kreher et al., 1997, Friep et al., 1999; Friep et al., 2001, Platt and Hönninger, 2003].

More recently, however, ODE have been observed in mid-latitude regions [Platt and Moortgat, 1999], in particular within the marine boundary layer, where reactive halogen species (RHS) are involved in reactions that influence the marine oxidation budget, in particular BrO [Platt and Jansen, 1996; Dickerson et al., 1999; Hebestreit et al., 1999; Wagner et al., 2001; Saiz-Lopez et al., 2004; 2006] and IO [Platt and Jansen, 1996; Alicke et al., 1999; Stutz et al., 1999; Carpenter et al., 2001; Allan et al., 2000; Saiz-Lopez et al., 2006; Whalley et al., 2007, Wada et al., 2007].

The main reactions which are important in MBL ODE involve the halogens, chlorine (Cl), bromine (Br) and iodine (I) and their monoxides, ClO, BrO and IO [Platt and Jansen, 1996]. The lifetime of halogen atoms in the MBL is very short owing to their reaction with ozone (approximately 0.1 s for Cl and 1 s for Br and I, at background ozone levels). There are two primary sources of halogens in the MBL: the release from sea salt aerosols and the emission of biogenic alkyl halides from seaweed.

Sea salt aerosols are produced from the bursting of air bubbles on the surface of the sea or ocean, which release salt particles into the atmosphere. The sea salt aerosol is generally in aqueous form, unless present in very dry marine regions or the free troposphere. Halide ions (I-, Br-, Cl-) within the aerosol react with HOx in sufficient acidity (H+) to form interhalogenated species such as BrCl or Br2, which are then released into the gas phase and photolysed rapidly to form halogen atoms. Studies of sea-salt aerosols [Ayers et al., 1999, Sander et al., 1999] suggest this may be a primary source of Br atoms.
\[ \text{HOX}_{(aq)} + \text{H}^+ + \text{Br}^- \rightarrow \text{BrX}_{(aq)} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (1-17) \]

\[ \text{BrX} + h\nu \rightarrow \text{Br} + \text{X} \quad (1-18) \]

\[ \text{X} + \text{O}_3 \rightarrow \text{XO} + \text{O}_2 \quad (1-19) \]

where \( X = \text{Cl, Br, I} \)

Another mechanism for the release of halogens from sea-salt aerosol is via the reaction with \( \text{N}_2\text{O}_5 \), or \( \text{XONO}_2 \). However, this process is only expected to occur in regions with high \( \text{NO}_x \) concentrations. The release of halogen atoms in reaction 1-17 is autocatalytic and can lead to events such as “Bromine explosions” [Barrie et al., 1988].

In contrast to bromine atoms, the main source of iodine atoms in the MBL is thought to be from the photolysis of biogenic alkyl halides (RI\(_x\)) such as CH\(_3\)I and CH\(_2\)I\(_2\) and iodine molecules (I\(_2\)) emitted from macro-algae and phytoplankton [Schall and Heumann, 1993, Carpenter et al., 1999, 2001, McFiggans et al., 2004]. It has been suggested that the algae and phytoplankton release iodine compounds as a defence mechanism and a maximum in IO occurs during low tide in the daytime owing to the exposure of the algae and phytoplankton to air and solar irradiance.

\[ \text{RI}_x + h\nu \rightarrow \text{R} + \text{I} \quad (1-20) \]

\[ \text{I} + \text{O}_3 \rightarrow \text{IO} + \text{O}_2 \quad (1-21) \]

During the day photolysis of XO or the reaction with NO in polluted regions may lead to the re-generation of halogen atoms.

\[ \text{XO} + h\nu \rightarrow \text{X} + \text{O} \quad (1-22) \]

\[ \text{XO} + \text{NO} \rightarrow \text{X} + \text{NO}_2 \quad (1-23) \]

Self reactions of XO, or another halogen oxide may also occur.
During high IO events, the self reaction of IO to form OIO results in the nucleation of iodine oxide radicals and the possible growth of aerosols particles which may contribute to local radiative budgets [Murphy et al., 1998].

Reaction 1-24a and 1-24b may lead to a catalytic destruction of ozone via reaction 1-19. The photolysis of OXO formed in reaction 1-24c, does not generally lead to a net destruction in ozone as the reaction yields oxygen atoms, which can quickly react with O\textsubscript{2} to form ozone. However, in the case of OIO, a study by Ashworth et al. [2002] show that the photolysis of OIO is more likely to lead to the formation of I and O\textsubscript{2}, hence the subsequent reaction of iodine with ozone will result in ozone destruction.

Halogen atoms may also react with hydrocarbons or HO\textsubscript{2} to form hydrogen halides [Monks et al., 2005].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{HCHO} + X &\rightarrow \text{CHO} + \text{HX} \\
\text{HO}_{2} + X &\rightarrow \text{O}_{2} + \text{HX}
\end{align*}
\]

However, reaction 1-25 does not occur for iodine atoms. The hydrogen halides are eventually removed from the atmosphere by wet or dry deposition.

A schematic of the primary reactions involving halogens in the MBL is given in Figure 1-5.
Along with measurements of trace gases in the urban and marine boundary layers, the CMAX-DOAS instrument is also sensitive to aerosol and clouds within these regions of the atmosphere and is explored further in this thesis. The radiative property of clouds and aerosols are important to determine the radiative forcing of the atmosphere and is explored in the next section.

1.4 Aerosols

Tropospheric aerosol particles or particulate matter (PM) have a direct influence on the climate through absorption and scattering of radiation and indirectly by functioning as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) [Haywood and Boucher, 2000]. Figure 1-6 shows an illustration of the Earth's radiation budget [Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997]. Incoming solar radiation is absorbed by the Earth's surface and water vapour, gases, and aerosols in the atmosphere. The incoming solar radiation is also reflected by the Earth's surface, clouds, and the atmosphere. The energy that is absorbed by the surface and atmosphere is emitted in the form of long-wave radiation. The radiative forcing is defined as the change in the radiation balance at the top of the
atmosphere. Negative forcing corresponds to an increase in outgoing energy, cooling of the Earth. The opposite is true for positive forcing. Therefore, a change in the radiation budget, owing to absorption and scattering of radiation by greenhouse gases or aerosols may affect the global temperature of the Earth.

![Illustration of the Earth's radiation budget](image)

**Figure 1-6:** Illustration of the Earth's radiation budget [Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997]

Particles in the atmosphere arise from natural sources such as dust, volcanic eruptions and sea salt and also from anthropogenic sources such as the combustion of fuels from industry and traffic. Particulate matter consists of small liquid or solid particles that are suspended in the air which can vary in size from nanometres to micrometers [Seinfeld et al., 1998]. The aerosol surface can provide a site for heterogeneous reactions to occur in the troposphere and stratosphere.

The radiative properties of aerosols are determined by the composition, size and shape of the particle [Stier et al., 2005], resulting in positive or negative radiative forcing in the atmosphere. Anthropogenic aerosol particles in the troposphere, such as black carbon, partially absorb solar radiation leading to a positive radiative forcing effect on the atmosphere and an increase in temperature. Sulphate aerosols, formed from the oxidation of SO$_2$, and dimethyl sulphide (DMS) in marine atmospheres, scatter short-wave solar radiation back into space, resulting in a negative radiative forcing effect and a decrease in temperature.
Indirect radiative forcing also occurs, owing to aerosol particles acting as cloud condensation nuclei which modify the physical and radiative properties of clouds as well as the cloud lifetime. An increase in cloud droplets due to aerosols may result in an increase in cloud albedo and greater scattering of radiation back into space.

Aerosols also have an adverse effect on the health of humans and animals. Inhaling particulate matter may allow the smallest particles (< 10 μm) to penetrate deep into the lungs, possibly causing serious respiratory disease. The contribution of SO₂ and PM during December 1952 caused up to 4000 excess deaths in the London “Great Smog” episode. A cold spell caused an increase in coal burning and owing to the dense mass of cold air an inversion layer formed trapping the pollutants near the surface [Wilkins et al., 1952]. Subsequent to this episode a Clean Air Act was passed in 1956 to reduce emissions.

### 1.5 Monitoring the urban and marine boundary layers

In the previous sections the importance of trace gases and aerosol in the urban and marine boundary layers has been highlighted. Global chemistry and transport
models (CTMs) [Bey et al. 2001] are useful tools to study the distribution and transport of tropospheric gases. However they require knowledge of the initial and boundary conditions which are often retrieved from ground based and satellite measurements.

In situ monitoring techniques are widely used to perform measurements of trace gases and aerosols as they can provide long time series of data with good precision and high accuracy. However, the number of remote sensing techniques from the ground and space has increased over recent years owing to the ability of the instruments to perform measurements on a much larger spatial scale.

As the focus of this thesis is measurements of gases and aerosols in the boundary layer, the following sections give a review of some of the current in situ and remote sensing techniques to measure NO\textsubscript{2} and aerosols in the urban boundary layer, and halogen oxides in the marine boundary layer.

1.5.1 In situ measurement techniques

In situ measurement techniques are often used by local authorities to monitor the levels of pollutants in cities. Chemiluminescence monitors, in particular, are employed as they are inexpensive and can provide measurements of NO\textsubscript{2} in real time with good temporal resolution [Navas et al., 1997]. Chemiluminescence monitors typically operate by routing an air sample to a reaction chamber where the NO reacts with ozone to form an excited state of NO\textsubscript{2} which emits radiation, detected by a photomultiplier tube [Navas et al., 1997]. The total NO\textsubscript{x} concentration is also measured by passing the sample stream through a converter containing a catalyst (such as molybdenum) to reduce any NO\textsubscript{2} present to NO. Subtracting the NO from the NO\textsubscript{x} value yields a concentration of NO\textsubscript{2}. It is known, however, that in monitors with molybdenum oxide catalysts, other compounds such as nitric acid (HNO\textsubscript{3}) and peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN), may also reduce to NO, leading to an overestimation of the NO\textsubscript{2} measurement [Ordóñez et al., 2006, Steinbacher et al., 2007; Dunlea et al., 2007]. Other photolysis techniques, less effected by the interference of other nitrogen compounds, are often used in scientific research to measure NO\textsubscript{2} such and diode based blue light (BLC), photolytic NO\textsubscript{2} converter (NOxy) and laser induced fluorescence (LIF) [Kley and McFarland, 1980]. LIF can
also be used to measure other species such as NO$_2$, OH and HO$_2$ radicals and other free-radical species, for example IO and RO$_2$ [Bloss et al., 2003].

In situ measurements of aerosols are often obtained by trapping the particles on filters. Their chemical composition and mass can be measured by a number of different methods. For example, particle counters operate by measuring scattered light from a single particle and condensation particle counters inject the aerosols into air supersaturate with water, where they act as condensation nuclei and grow into large particles which are passed through a detector and counted.

1.5.2 Ground-based remote sensing technique

To retrieve information on gas species and aerosols at different altitudes and locations, the in situ instruments described in section 1.5.1 can be operated on balloons and aircraft. However, ground-based remote sensing instruments may also obtain information at different altitudes above the instrument, for example, light detection and ranging (lidar) systems and Multi-Axis DOAS instruments (MAX-DOAS).

Lidar instruments, in particular, are useful for measuring aerosols as lidar instruments are highly sensitive to particles and clouds and can retrieve aerosol distribution, optical properties and cloud heights from backscatter measurements at multiple wavelengths. The use of lidar instruments to perform measurements of aerosols is explored further in Chapter 4.

Sun photometry measurements are often performed alongside lidar measurements as sun photometry can provide complimentary data for aerosol optical thickness (AOT) and particle size distribution [Takamura et al, 1994, Ferrare et al, 2000].

Sun photometers measure direct solar light across specific wavelength ranges to determine the quantity of absorption from molecules and aerosols in the atmosphere. A tracker device enables the instrument to constantly point towards the sun, ensuring no scattered light enters the detector. As the light travels through the atmosphere, gases and aerosols scatter and absorb some of this radiation and the difference between the intensity at the top of the atmosphere and that detected by the photometer allows the aerosol and gas properties to be calculated. The
AERONET (AErosol RObotic NETwork) program is a ground based aerosol monitoring system that uses a network of sun photometers around the world to perform measurements of aerosol optical properties for monitoring and the validation of satellite retrievals [Holbern et al., 1998].

Figure 1-8: CIMEL sun photometer operating at the University of Leicester in 2007.

A similar technique to that used by sun photometers is the differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) method, established by Platt et al. [1979]. A detailed description of the method is presented in Chapter 2. The DOAS technique enables simultaneous measurements of both gases and aerosols in the atmosphere. DOAS can be applied to ground-based instruments such as, long path DOAS (LP-DOAS) [Perner and Platt, 1979, Axelson, 1990] and cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS) [Berden et al., 2000], or remote sensing instruments that may be deployed on the ground, air, or on satellites, for example, zenith-viewing [Noxon,1975] and multi-axis DOAS (MAX-DOAS) [Hönninger et al., 2004a] (see section 3.1).
1.5.3 Satellite observations of the atmosphere

Ground-based and airborne instruments provide measurements with good temporal resolution and high precision. However, it was not until instruments were launched onboard satellites that information could be obtained of gas species and aerosols on a global scale. The first operational satellite to produce the images of Earth from space was Explorer 6, a U.S. satellite instrument launched in 1959. Since then, many satellites have been launched with instruments to measure the Earth’s atmosphere, land surface and sea-surface.

Retrieving information on gas species and aerosols can be challenging with space-based instruments. Clouds within the line of sight of the instrument can have varying effects on retrievals from space. Clouds may obscure gas located below the cloud, decreasing measurement sensitivity. Secondly, owing to the high albedo of clouds, they generally increase the sensitivity to gas above the cloud layer.

Satellite instruments perform measurements with different viewing geometries. Nadir viewing instruments measure the backscattered radiation directly below the instrument to retrieve total vertical column measurements. When performing tropospheric measurements, the stratospheric contribution to the measured column needs to be quantified and subtracted. Performing measurements in limb viewing geometry by either measuring the solar radiation through the limb of the atmosphere or measuring radiation emitted by trace gases, clouds and aerosols allows the retrievals of trace gases in the upper atmosphere with a vertical resolution of typically 1 to 3 km. However, the spatial resolution is much poorer in limb that nadir view owing to the long horizontal path.

Satellite instruments that employ the DOAS technique are particularly useful for monitoring tropospheric gas species and aerosols, as multiple species may be retrieved simultaneously. A summary of recent satellite DOAS instruments that perform measurements in the troposphere is given in Table 1-1 and an overview of the target gases shown in Figure 1-9.
Table 1-1: Summary of the satellite DOAS instruments that perform measurements in the troposphere.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satellite instrument</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Launch year</th>
<th>Limb/ Nadir</th>
<th>Spatial resolution (km)</th>
<th>Spectral range (nm)</th>
<th>Spectral resolution (FWHM nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOME</td>
<td>ERS-2</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Nadir</td>
<td>40 x 320</td>
<td>240 to 790</td>
<td>0.2 to 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIAMACHY</td>
<td>ENVISAT</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Limb/ Nadir</td>
<td>30 x 60</td>
<td>240 to 2380</td>
<td>0.2 to 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMI</td>
<td>Aura</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Nadir</td>
<td>13 x 24</td>
<td>270 to 500</td>
<td>0.45 to 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOME-2</td>
<td>MetOp</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Nadir</td>
<td>80 x 40</td>
<td>240 to 790</td>
<td>0.2 to 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TROPOMI*</td>
<td>TRAQ</td>
<td>2014/2015</td>
<td>Nadir</td>
<td>10 x 10</td>
<td>270 to 2380</td>
<td>0.25 to 0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* proposed future mission

Figure 1-9: Overview of the spectral range and trace gas products from GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI and TROPOMI (proposed future mission) [de Vries et al., 2007].
The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) has a large swath width of 960 km across track which enables global coverage to be achieved in three days. GOME was originally designed to measure the global distribution of ozone along with other trace gases which play a role in ozone chemistry, such as NO$_2$ [Burrows et al., 1999, Richter et al., 2002; Balis et al., 2007]. However, in addition to the operational products, GOME has also performed measurements of other trace gases such as OCIO [Wagner et al., 2002], SO$_2$ [Eisinger et al., 1996], BrO [Hegels et al., 1998; Chance, 1998; Richter, 2002] and HCHO [Burrows et al., 1999, Chance et al., 2000]. NO$_2$ measurements from GOME have also been compared to ground based instruments with good agreement [Petritoli et al., 2004; Ordóñez et al., 2006, Schaub et al., 2006] and used to determine weekly cycles of tropospheric NO$_2$ vertical columns for different regions of the world [Beirle et al., 2003].

More recently, the second generation GOME-2 instrument on MetOp was launched on October 19, 2006. GOME-2 will continue the long-term monitoring of atmospheric gases started by GOME, although, currently the spectra are not yet fully calibrated and validated.

The SCIAMACHY instrument was launched onboard ESA’s Environmental Satellite (ENVISAT) to continue the measurements performed by GOME [Bovensmann et al., 1999]. Richter et al. [2003] used a combination of tropospheric NO$_2$ retrievals from GOME and SCIAMACHY between 1996 and 2004 to determine the change in emissions over Europe the U.S.A and China (see Figure 1-10). In addition to measurements of NO$_2$, SCIAMACHY has also performed retrievals of BrO [Afe et al., 2004; Piters et al., 2004, Rozanov et al., 2005 and IO [Saiz-Lopez et al., 2007].
The Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) instrument was designed to obtain column measurements of gases important to ozone chemistry and air quality. OMI has a ground pixel size of 13 km × 24 km at nadir and can achieve global coverage in one day, making it ideal for measurements of tropospheric gas species on an urban scale (see section 5.4). OMI was launched onboard Aura, which is a member of the “A-train” (Figure 1-11). The A-train presently consists of five satellites (Aura, PARASOL, CALIPSO, CloudSat and Aqua) flying in low polar orbits a few minutes apart. Two additional satellites, OCO and Glory, are to be launched in late 2008 and will join the rest of the A-train. All the satellites will cross the equator around 1.30 UT. By combining the different sets of observations, we will be able to gain a better understanding of the parameters related to pollution and climate change.

Figure 1-10: Monthly averages of tropospheric vertical columns of NO₂ over East Central China from GOME and SCIAMACY for 1996 to 2004 [Richter et al. 2003].
1.6 Summary

In Chapter 1, an introduction to some of the dynamical processes and chemistry that occur within the urban and marine boundary layers were given, in particular, photochemical reactions leading to the production of tropospheric ozone and urban pollution and the role of halogens on the oxidative chemistry of the troposphere.

Monitoring pollutants in the urban boundary layer is very important to determine their effect on the environment and human health. In this chapter, details of the current in situ and remote sensing techniques employed for this purpose have been presented. In the marine boundary layer, the current theories on the role of halogen oxides on the oxidative chemistry of the troposphere have been discussed and a need for further investigations in this area noted.

The recent use of remote sensing techniques, such as MAX-DOAS and space-based instruments enable simultaneous measurements of a number of trace gases and aerosols on a regional and global scale. It has been noted, however, that it is important that the retrieved quantities from these instruments, in particular satellite instruments, are validated with ground-based or airborne measurements to ensure
that geophysical quantities inferred from the in-orbit radiometric measurements meet requirements for the intended scientific studies and applications.

1.6.1 Motivation for this work

The requirements for additional measurements of trace gases and aerosols to improve our understanding of the processes that occur in the urban and marine boundary layers have been highlighted in this chapter. Current techniques are based on *in situ* measurements that provide good temporal resolution but cannot provide information on a large spatial scale. Satellite instruments, however, can perform measurements on a global and regional scale but their sensitivity near-surface is poor. The need to perform measurements on a larger spatial scale with information on the near-surface and free troposphere is evident and the CMAX-DOAS instrument developed at the University of Leicester has the capability of performing long term measurements of trace gases and aerosols with a good temporal resolution. It also provides information on the vertical and horizontal distribution of gases within two diverse regions of the atmosphere.

In this thesis, the CMAX-DOAS instrument was employed to perform measurements of trace gases in an urban and marine atmosphere during two measurement campaigns. The results from the campaigns and the additional work on the validation of a satellite-based instrument, provides interesting results that have previously not been documented in the literature.
Chapter 2

Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy has become widely used to infer information about gases and particles in the atmosphere. Continuous spectra arise from the emission of radiation over a broad range; this can be in the form of UV or visible radiation such as the radiation the Sun emits or in the case of the Earth, infrared radiation. Discrete spectra are the result of interactions between radiation and atoms/molecules. The outcome is specific energy changes depending on whether a photon is absorbed by an atom or molecule, resulting in a transition from a lower energy state to an exited state or if a transition occurs from an excited state to a lower energy state, producing emission spectra.

In this chapter, an introduction to absorption spectroscopy and its applications is given, in particular DOAS. The DOAS technique, used to perform the retrievals of trace gases in this thesis, utilises absorption spectroscopy to determine concentrations of gases in the atmosphere. The DOAS principle was first introduced by Platt [Platt et al., 1994] and has since been used for ground based and satellite measurements using both active and passive instruments. The process involved in retrieving slant column densities (SCDs) of trace gases from the measured spectra will be explained here, along with information on the radiative transfer in the atmosphere and the calculation of air mass factors required to determine concentrations of the retrieved species within the atmosphere.
2.1 The Beer-Lambert Law

Figure 2-1 shows a demonstration of radiation incident on a gas sample with a concentration, c. As the radiation travels through the sample it is scattered and absorbed by gas molecules. The absorption of radiation by matter is wavelength dependent and is defined by the Beer-Lambert law. Assuming a single absorber, and that the dependence of the absorption cross section on pressure and temperature is negligible, the Beer-Lambert Law can be written as:

\[ I(\lambda) = I_o(\lambda) \exp \left( \int_{l=0}^{l=L} (\sigma(\lambda)c(l)) \, dl \right) \]

Equation 2-1

where, \( I_o(\lambda) \) and \( I(\lambda) \) are the incident and transmitted intensities at a wavelength \( \lambda \), \( L \), is the path length of the light, \( c \), is the concentration of the absorbing species at point \( l \), and \( \sigma(\lambda) \) is the wavelength dependent absorption cross section of the gas species. The absorption cross-section refers to the probability of a molecule to absorb a photon as a function of photon wavelength. It is therefore a measure of the effective surface area of the molecule and is expressed in units of area.

The optical density, \( \tau \) of the absorbing species is defined as the logarithm of the ratio of the transmitted and incident intensities:

\[ \tau = \ln \left( \frac{I_o(\lambda)}{I(\lambda)} \right) = L \sigma(\lambda) \, c \]

Equation 2-2
In reality, there are a number of absorbing species in the atmosphere and the absorbing cross sections are not only wavelength dependent but temperature and pressure dependant too. Rayleigh and Mie scattering can also act like an absorption process by scattering radiation away from the line-of-sight of the detecting instrument. The scattered radiation may follow a multiple of paths through the atmosphere. In addition, the sensitivity of the instrument and the detector noise will also have an effect on the measured intensity.

\section*{2.2 Scattering}

The scattering behaviour of radiation depends on the size of the molecules or particles relative to the wavelength of the radiation. The main forms of elastic scattering are Rayleigh and Mie scattering.

\subsection*{2.2.1 Rayleigh scattering}

Rayleigh scattering occurs when the radius of the molecule or particle is small compared to the wavelength of the radiation. Rayleigh [1899] first published the following expression for scattering by molecules and particles:

\begin{equation}
I = \frac{I_0}{r^2} \left(\frac{2\pi}{\lambda}\right)^4 \frac{1 + \cos^2 \theta}{2} \left(\frac{n^2 - 1}{n^2 + 2}\right)^2 \left(\frac{d}{2}\right)^6
\end{equation}

where \(I\) and \(I_0\) are the incident and scattered intensities, \(r\) is the distance to the particle, \(d\) is the diameter of the particle, \(n\) is the refractive index of air and \(\theta\) is the scattering angle.

The intensity of the scattered radiation actually depends on the polarisation of the incident radiation. For radiation polarised perpendicular to the incident direction the scattering is isotropic. With plane polarised light however, the scattering is a function of \(1 + \cos^2 \theta\). Integrating over the sphere surrounding the particle gives the Rayleigh scattering cross section \((\sigma_r)\).
\[
\sigma_r = \frac{2\pi^5}{3} \frac{d^6}{\lambda^4} \left( \frac{n^2 - 1}{n^2 + 2} \right)^2
\]

Equation 2-4

The strong wavelength dependence Rayleigh scattering \((\lambda^{-4})\) results in the shorter blue wavelengths being scattered much more than the red end of the visible spectrum. It is this effect that gives the sky a blue appearance in a clean atmosphere.

![Rayleigh scattering phase function](image)

**Figure 2-2:** Polar diagram of the Rayleigh scattering phase function for isotropically unpolarised incident radiation, represented by a blue line. The dotted line shows the contribution of light polarised parallel to the incident plane, while the dot-dashed line shows the contribution from light polarised perpendicular to the incident plane. The red dashed line represents the Rayleigh scattering phase function for anisotropically unpolarised incident radiation [Hönninger: et al., 2002].

### 2.2.2 Mie scattering

Mie theory describes the solution to Maxwell’s equations for spherical particles. First developed by Gustav Mie in 1908 [Mie, 1908] it defines the interaction of radiation with wavelengths comparable to or larger than the size of the particle. Calculation of the Mie scattering cross section is much more complicated than for the Rayleigh cross section, but it can be expressed simply as:
\[ \sigma_n = \frac{\lambda^2}{2\pi} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (2n+1) \left( |a_n|^2 + |b_n|^2 \right) \]  

Equation 2-5

where \( a_n \) and \( b_n \) are the Mie scattering coefficients, determined by the boundary conditions on the surface of the sphere.

The Mie phase function is different to the Rayleigh phase function in that the Mie scattering has weaker wavelength dependence but a large dependence on the size parameter,

\[ \alpha = \frac{d\pi}{\lambda} \]  

Equation 2-6

The scattering of radiation is asymmetrical with most of the radiation scattering forwards, along the plane. The Rayleigh and Mie contributions to the absorption can be included in the Beer-Lambert law (Equation 2-1) to give

\[ I(\lambda) = I_o(\lambda) \exp \left( \int_{\lambda=0}^{\lambda} (\sigma(\lambda) c(i)) + \epsilon_m(\lambda) + \epsilon_R(\lambda) \, dl \right) + A(\lambda) \]  

Equation 2-7

where, and \( \epsilon_m \) and \( \epsilon_R \) are the Mie and Rayleigh extinction coefficients, which are the products of the Mie and Rayleigh cross sections with the number density of air \( (n_{air}) \) and A is the attenuation function which describes the broad wavelength dependence transmission of the detector optics.

### 2.3 Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy

The application of DOAS to the measurements of atmospheric gases was first performed in the 1970’s when Noxon [1975, 1979] used absorption spectroscopy to retrieve NO\(_2\) in the troposphere and stratosphere with an instrument that measured scattered sunlight in the zenith direction. Since then the DOAS technique has been employed in a number of different applications. Platt et al. [1979] used DOAS to retrieve gas species using an artificial light source. The application of the Beer-
Lambert law to measurements in the atmosphere, in comparison to measurement in a laboratory is much more demanding as the absorption cannot be directly determined, owing to the lack of information on the intensity in the absence of the atmosphere ($I_0$). The DOAS technique was developed to circumvent the requirement for an absolute intensity measurement, by separating the broad and narrow band structures in the spectra.

Mie and Rayleigh scattering effects result in broadband structures in the measured spectra. Using the DOAS method the broad band structures are removed from the measured spectra and the absorption due to gases with structured cross sections can be isolated. The broad band structure can be approximated by fitting a polynomial of the appropriate order to the spectra. The order of the polynomial will depend on the width of the wavelength window used for the fitting and the width of the broadest gas absorption feature.

![Figure 2-3: Example of the separation of the slow and rapidly varying components of the absorption cross section. The dashed line represents a polynomial fitted to the spectra. $\sigma^-$ and $\sigma'_-$ represent the slow and rapid varying components of the absorption cross section, respectively.](image)

Figure 2-3 shows an example of how the absorption cross section can be separated into two components, one which varies slowly with wavelength ($\sigma^-$), mainly owing to scattering in the atmosphere and the attenuation function ($\Delta$) and another which varies rapidly with wavelength ($\sigma'_-$) owing to gases in the atmosphere; $\sigma'_-$ is known as the differential cross section. A new quantity $I_0(\lambda)$, can
be derived from the intensity of light in the absence of gases in the atmosphere by only applying the slowly varying cross section to the Beer-Lambert law.

\[ I'_0(\lambda) = I_o(\lambda) \exp \left( \int_{\lambda=0}^{\lambda=\lambda} (\sigma_i(\lambda) c_i(l) + \varepsilon_w(\lambda) + \varepsilon_R(\lambda)) dl \right) + A(\lambda) \quad \text{Equation 2-8} \]

where, \( i \) denotes the atmospheric gas species.

The derived incident intensity \( I'_0(\lambda) \) and the differential cross section are then substituted for \( I_0(\lambda) \) and \( \sigma \) in equation 2-7 to calculate the differential optical density \( \tau' \) and the differential slant column density (DSCD) for each gas species, \( i \).

\[ \tau'(\lambda) = -\ln \frac{I(\lambda)}{I'_0(\lambda)} = L \sum_i c_i \sigma_i(\lambda) \quad \text{Equation 2-9} \]

\[ SCD_i = \int_0^L c_i dl = \frac{\tau_i}{\sigma_i} \quad \text{Equation 2-10} \]

\[ \text{DSCD}_i = SCD_i - SCD_i(\text{ref}) \quad \text{Equation 2-11} \]

where, \( SCD_i(\text{ref}) \) is the slant column density of the trace gas in the reference spectrum. For passive DOAS systems the reference spectrum is usually measured at solar noon by a zenith viewing telescope as this is the shortest path the light travels through the atmosphere, therefore, the influence from absorbing species can be minimised. The SCD is an integration of the trace gas concentration along the photon path length and can be expressed as the ratio of the differential optical density and the differential absorption cross section.
2.4 Spectral fitting algorithm

2.4.1 WinDOAS

Various techniques can be used to analyse DOAS spectra, most of these are based on least-squares fitting routines. Linear fitting methods involve minimising the difference between the measured and fitted functions. In the case of DOAS, cross sections, polynomials and other parameter such as stray light corrections are all fitted to the spectra simultaneously.

Owing to spectral misalignments and uncertainties in the wavelength calibration, a non-linear least squares fitting method is preferable for DOAS retrievals. In this project spectra are analysed using the WinDOAS software which was developed at the Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (BIRA) (Fayt and Roozendael, 2001). The WinDOAS software uses the Marquardt-Levenberg non-linear least-squares algorithm [Levenberg, 1944; Marquardt, 1963]. The WinDOAS software also incorporates a “shift” and “squeeze” of the spectra into the fitting routine which allows for slight adjustments to the spectra (see section 3.4.1) owing to differences in the wavelength calibration applied to the spectra. The Marquardt-Levenberg non-linear least-squares fitting algorithm is an iterative process where the parameters that are included in the fitting routine are adjusted slightly between each fitting process to reduce the residual between the fitted and measured differential optical density, until an optimum solution is obtained. The residual consists of random noise and features owing to errors and incorrect fitting of parameters. The residual can give an estimate of the quality of the fit hence, the detection limit of the instrument (see section 3.5.3).

2.4.2 Instrument line shape

The instrument line shape (ILS) of a spectrometer and detector is defined as the response of the instrument to a monochromatic signal at a given wavelength. To perform a DOAS fit, the absorption cross sections are convolved to the line shape of the instrument. The line shape can, however, become distorted, arising from the
variation across the focal plane of the instrument and effect of misalignments of the
optical components and depends on the path length, grating, slit width wavelength
and many other instrument properties. The ILS for a particular wavelength can be
calculated by measuring spectra of a calibration light source such as a mercury
lamp. The WinDOAS software enables a wavelength dependent slit function to be
calculated by convolving the spectrum with a high resolution solar spectrum or
theoretical spectrum and fitting a polynomial through individual sub windows.

In addition to the polynomial and absorption cross sections of trace gases, other
parameters are included in the fitting routine, such as a Ring cross section and the
application of filtering techniques, \( I_0 \) and temperature corrections. The additional
parameters and applications are described in the following sections.

2.4.3 The Ring Effect and Raman scattering

Rotational Raman scattering has a strong effect on the measured spectra through
filling in of the Fraunhofer lines [Fish and Jones, 1995]. Rotational Raman
scattering is an inelastic scattering process which occurs when a photon interacts
with a molecule, normally \( O_2 \) or \( N_2 \), in such a way that the frequency of the photons
change, which can broaden the Fraunhofer structure. The effect is also present for
strong gas absorptions lines. The amount of rotational Raman scattering increases as
the path length through the atmosphere increases, therefore, the ratio of a twilight
spectrum to the reference spectrum at noon does not fully remove the Fraunhofer
structure. This is known as the Ring effect after Grainger and Ring [1962].

A number of methods have been proposed to compensate for the Ring effect,
this is especially important when measuring weak absorbers with narrow band
features, as they can be masked by the Ring structure. The Ring structure can be
thought of as an absorber with a cross section. The WinDOAS software calculates
Ring cross sections using the method described by Chance and Spur [1997]. Briefly,
a reference high resolution solar spectrum [Kurucz, 1995] is convolved using
calculated rotational Raman scattering cross sections to produce a rotational Raman
spectrum. A Ring cross section is then calculated from the ratio of the rotational
Raman spectrum to the reference solar spectrum. The Ring cross section is then
convolved to the line shape of the instrument to produce a cross section that can be
included in the fitting routine. Figure 2-4 shows an example of a Ring cross section (bottom figure) calculated using the WinDOAS software from a convolved reference solar spectrum.

![Figure 2-4](image)

**Figure 2-4**: Top figure shows the reference solar spectrum [Kurucz, 1995] convoluted to the ILS of the CMAX-DOAS instrument. The bottom figure shows the Ring cross section calculated using the method described in the text.

A Ring spectrum may also be measured directly, from the polarization properties of light [Solomon et al., 1987]. Rayleigh scattering is highly polarized, however, rotational Raman scattering is only weakly polarised. By measuring scattered spectra from different viewing angles the intensity of the Rayleigh and Raman scattering can be determined and the Ring intensity calculated as:
This method, however, may result in an unknown amount of absorption in the retrievals as the light paths are different depending on the polarisation. Therefore, a calculated Ring spectrum will be used in this thesis.

2.4.4 The Solar I₀ effect

The solar spectrum is highly structured, owing to Fraunhofer lines. The DOAS technique attempts to remove the Fraunhofer structure by calculating the log ratio of two spectra at different solar zenith angles, leaving the absorption due to gases and scattering effects in the atmosphere. However, both spectra have been filtered by the ILS previous to applying the DOAS method; therefore, complete removal of the Fraunhofer structure is not possible resulting in errors when fitting the laboratory cross sections, which have been measured using a smooth light source. The errors arising from the Fraunhofer structure are known as the ‘I₀ effect’ [Platt et al., 1997].

A correction for the I₀ effect can be performed using a reference high resolution solar spectrum (I₀) which is convolved with the ILS. An effective absorption spectrum (I_{modelled}) is then derived using the high resolution solar spectrum and absorption cross section both convolved with the ILS. A correction to the cross section (σ_{corrected}) can now be derived:

\[
σ_{corrected}(λ, S) = \frac{-\ln \left( \frac{I_{modelled}(λ, S)}{I_0(λ)} \right)}{SCD}
\]  

Equation 2-13

where SCD is an assumed slant column density for the absorber.
The value for the SCD is usually taken as the typical SCD for that particular absorber in the local atmosphere. For many atmospheric absorbers the $I_0$ effect is weak and can be neglected, but for strong absorbers like NO$_2$ and ozone the $I_0$ effect can have an impact on the retrieval of weak absorbers. In Figure 2-5, the absorption cross section for NO$_2$ is plotted along with the absorption cross section that has been

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure25.png}
\caption{NO$_2$ absorption cross section with an $I_0$ correction applied (red line) and without an $I_0$ correction applied (black line). The bottom figure shows the difference between the two cross sections.}
\end{figure}
corrected for the $I_0$ effect (red line). The root-mean-squared difference between the two cross sections is $1.81 \times 10^{-21}$ molecules$^{-1}$cm$^2$. The error owing to the $I_0$ effect is only 1%, however, the effect on the retrieval of gases with much smaller absorption cross sections is greater and a correction must be included in the analysis. In this work the assumed SCD was taken as $1 \times 10^{16}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ for NO$_2$ and $1 \times 10^{20}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ for ozone [Leigh et al., 2006].

2.4.5 Filtering

Two types of filtering processes can be applied to the DOAS retrieval. High pass-filtering involves the removal of broad band features from the absorption spectra. Usually this is performed by fitting a polynomial of an appropriate order to a spectrum. However, other high pass filtering techniques can also be used such as Fourier filters. To perform Fourier filtering, the spectrum is Fourier transformed into the frequency domain and the appropriate frequencies removed. Once transformed back, a filtered spectrum is obtained. Fourier filtering is an effective method but very complex. For the work presented here polynomial fitting is used to remove the broad band structures.

Low pass filtering is occasionally used in DOAS retrievals to reduce the noise in the measured spectra, if the signal to noise ratio is too low. The simplest form of low pass filtering is the moving average solution which involves calculating an average of each point and $n$ points neighbouring to the left and right. A higher value for $n$ will result in broader features being removed. A more sensitive approach to low pass filtering is to use binomial smoothing where each point is weighted according to the binomial distribution; therefore, those values that are further away from the original point contribute less to the average.

2.5 Trace gas cross sections

In this section the trace gas absorption cross sections used in the DOAS retrieval are presented. Where appropriate, cross sections measured at different temperatures
are included in the DOAS fitting routine and orthogonalised to each other to correct for the temperature dependency of absorption species. This is important as residual effects resulting from using a cross section measured at a different temperature can mask the presence of other species.

2.5.1 Retrieval of gases in urban boundary layer

Within the urban boundary layer the main target species for this work are NO\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{3}. However, other species are also included in the analysis. The cross sections used in the fitting routine are summarised in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1: A summary of the absorption cross sections used in the urban boundary layer retrievals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross Section</th>
<th>Temp. (K)</th>
<th>Convolution</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Wavelength dependent Gaussian</td>
<td>WinDOAS (calculated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>Wavelength dependent Gaussian, ( l_0 ) correction ((5 \times 10^{16} \text{ mol/cm}^2))</td>
<td>Vandaele et al., 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>Wavelength dependent Gaussian, ( l_0 ) correction ((5 \times 10^{16} \text{ mol/cm}^2))</td>
<td>Vandaele et al., 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>Wavelength dependent Gaussian, ( l_0 ) correction ((1 \times 10^{20} \text{ mol/cm}^2))</td>
<td>Bogumil et al., 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>Wavelength dependent Gaussian</td>
<td>Greenblatt et al., 1990 (with Burkholder - 0.2nm shift)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H\textsubscript{2}O</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>Wavelength dependent Gaussian</td>
<td>Hitran Database (Rothman et al., 2003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2.5.1.1 NO$_2$

In the UV/visible region the NO$_2$ cross section is composed of broad and narrow band absorption structures. A spectral fitting window in the wavelength range 431 to 508 nm was chosen for the retrieval of NO$_2$ as the ozone absorption features in this window are small; therefore, spectral interference effects are reduced.

The temperature dependence of NO$_2$ in this region is significant, as shown in Figure 2-6. Therefore, two temperature dependent cross sections were included for the NO$_2$ retrieval, one at 294 K and the other at 220 K to represent the tropospheric and colder, stratospheric conditions.

![Figure 2-6: NO$_2$ absorption cross sections measured by Vandaele et al., [1998] at 294 K (black line) and 220 K (blue line).](image)
The $O_3$ absorption cross section is shown in Figure 2-7. The strongest feature is a broad band structure from the Hartley band observed in the UV. For the retrievals performed in this thesis the narrow band structures in the Huggins and Chappuis bands are the most significant. The majority of ozone absorption by sunlight occurs in the stratosphere, owing to the high concentration in the ozone layer. A separation between the tropospheric and stratospheric ozone absorption is often performed by using temperature dependent cross-sections. Therefore, an absorption cross section of 223 K was used in the analysis to represent the warmer tropospheric conditions.

Figure 2-7: $O_3$ absorption cross section measured by Bogumil et al., [2003] at 223 K. The inset shows the Chappius bands used in the retrieval between 431 to 508 nm.
2.5.1.3 O₄

The O₄ absorption bands in the UV and visible spectrum arise from the collisional complex of molecular oxygen (O₂) [Perner and Platt, 1980]. The concentration of O₄ is proportional to the square of the concentration of O₂ and both have a small dependence on atmospheric pressure. The vertical profile of O₄ in the atmosphere is well known [Pfeilsticker et al., 1996]. Therefore, the retrieval of O₄ can give information on the radiative transport through the atmosphere, in particular, the detection of cloud and aerosol loads (see Chapter 4).

The O₄ absorption features are relatively broad with widths of a few nanometres and are easily resolved with DOAS instruments. Figure 2-8 shows the O₄ cross section used in this thesis. In a study by Pfeilsticker et al. (2001), O₄ absorption profiles were inferred from a direct sun DOAS instrument onboard a balloon gondola, for a temperature range between 203 K and 250 K and an atmospheric pressure from 500 hPa to 40 hPa. The results show that the O₄ band shapes do not change with pressure and temperature; however, the absorption intensities are temperature dependent. In this thesis, a single cross section at a temperature of 296K is used in the analysis; therefore, errors in the O₄ retrieval may arise from the temperature dependence.

Figure 2-8: O₄ absorption cross section at 296 K measured by Greenblatt et al. [1990] with a shift of 0.2 nm.
The DSCD of O$_4$ derived from the spectral analysis is not directly associated with the concentration of O$_4$ in the atmosphere as the equilibrium constant between O$_2$-O$_2$ and O$_4$ is not known. The concentrations of both species is proportional to the square of the O$_2$ concentration; therefore, the “O$_4$ DSCD” is given instead as the integrated quadratic O$_2$ concentration, with units of molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$ [Greenblatt et al., 1990]

2.5.1.4 H$_2$O

Water vapour is a weak absorber in the visible wavelength region and only has a small effect on the spectral retrieval of the target gas species. However, it is still included in the fitting routines here for the visible region to remove any structure in the residual. The cross section of water vapour was obtained from the HITRAN data base [Rothman et al., 2003].

2.5.2 Retrieval of gases in the marine boundary layer

When performing measurements in the marine boundary layer (MBL) the main target species were IO and BrO. In addition to the cross sections listed in Table 2-2, the halogen species were included in the analysis (see Table 2-2). The absorption cross section of OCIO was also included when retrieving BrO in the UV region, to remove any remaining structure from the residual.

Table 2-2: A summary of the cross sections used in the marine boundary layer retrievals, in addition to the cross sections in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross Section</th>
<th>Temp. (K)</th>
<th>Convolution</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IO</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>Wavelength dependent Gaussian</td>
<td>Spietz et al., 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrO</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>Wavelength dependent Gaussian</td>
<td>Wilmouth et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCIO</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>Wavelength dependent Gaussian</td>
<td>Kromminga et al., 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5.2.1 IO and BrO

For the retrieval of IO a wavelength window between 434 and 459 nm has been chosen as it includes three strong absorption bands of IO at 436, 445 and 456 nm (see Figure 2-9). There are also four more IO bands below this wavelength region; however, the strong Fraunhofer structure between 425 and 433 nm may result in errors in the retrieval if the Ring spectrum is not fully resolved. Therefore, a window at larger wavelengths is used to avoid the Fraunhofer structure.

BrO absorption occurs in the UV wavelength region and a window between 341 to 364 nm is used to retrieve BrO in the marine boundary layer. The strongest absorption features occur at lower wavelengths, however, the DOAS instrument used to retrieve trace gases in this project is a passive instrument which uses sunlight as a light source, therefore, the signal is very low when observing in the UV region.

![Figure 2-9: IO absorption cross section measured by Spietz [2005]](image)
2.5.2.1 IO and BrO

For the retrieval of IO a wavelength window between 434 and 459 nm has been chosen as it includes three strong absorption bands of IO at 436, 445 and 456 nm (see Figure 2-9). There are also four more IO bands below this wavelength region; however, the strong Fraunhofer structure between 425 and 433 nm may result in errors in the retrieval if the Ring spectrum is not fully resolved. Therefore, a window at larger wavelengths is used to avoid the Fraunhofer structure.

BrO absorption occurs in the UV wavelength region and a window between 341 to 364 nm is used to retrieve BrO in the marine boundary layer. The strongest absorption features occur at lower wavelengths, however, the DOAS instrument used to retrieve trace gases in this project is a passive instrument which uses sunlight as a light source, therefore, the signal is very low when observing in the UV region.

Figure 2-9: IO absorption cross section measured by Spietz [2005].
2.6 Radiative transfer

The DOAS retrieval described in section 2.3, for scattered sunlight DOAS instruments, yields differential slant column densities (DSCDs) for each absorber included in the fitting routine. These DSCDs give a measurement of the amount of increased absorption compared to that measured in the reference spectrum, for photon path lengths through the atmosphere. In order to perform comparisons between measurements at different SZA and viewing geometries and also to model data, it is more convenient to express the values in terms of the vertical column density (VCD), which is defined as the trace gas concentration integrated along a vertical path through the atmosphere. The vertical column density can also be expressed as the ratio of the DSCD to the air mass factor (AMF).

\[ VCD = \frac{DSCD}{AMF} \]  

Equation 2-14
In order to perform this process it is required to fully understand the path the radiation has taken through the atmosphere. The AMF describes the effective absorption path of the light and depends on the distribution of the particular atmospheric gas and also the solar zenith angle, cloud cover, aerosol properties and surface albedo.

2.6.1 Air Mass Factors

AMFs may be calculated using a simple geometric approach if a single scattering approximation is employed [Hönninger et al., 2004a].

Figure 2-11: Single scattering approximation for a trace gas a) above the scattering point and b) below the scattering point. [Hönninger et al., 2004].
The AMFs for the stratosphere, where the absorber is above the scattering altitude, is mainly dependent on the SZA, owing to the increase in path length through the stratosphere as the SZA becomes larger. The AMF for a stratospheric absorber can, therefore, be expressed as \( \frac{1}{\cos(\phi)} \), where \( \phi \) is the SZA. For absorbers below the scattering altitude, the AMF is dependent on the elevation angle, as the sensitivity to tropospheric absorbers increases with lower elevation angles owing to an increase in photon path length within the troposphere. AMFs for tropospheric absorbers, using a single scattering approximation can be defined as \( \frac{1}{\sin(\alpha)} \), where \( \alpha \) is the elevation angle of the viewing telescope. This method can only be taken as an approximation of the AMFs. For a precise calculation, multiple scattering must be taken into account [Perliski and Solomon, 1993] and is usually performed with a radiative transfer model (RTM).

2.6.2 Radiative transfer models

To calculate a precise AMF for an absorber in the atmosphere, multiple scattering of photons in the atmosphere can be modelled with a RTM. At high sun the Earth can be treated as a plane-parallel scattering layer, however, for large SZAs a correction for the sphericity of the Earth, must be applied. This can be in the form of a pseudo-spherical correction, where the direct radiation is corrected for sphericity of the Earth, but the multiple scattering approximation is applied in plane-parallel only, or a full-spherical correction can be applied.

There are many radiative transfer models that can be used to calculate AMFs for DOAS observations. In a study by Hendrick et al., [2006] an intercomparison was performed between six RTMs for interpreting zenith sky and MAX-DOAS observations. SCD simulations for BrO, NO₂ and OClO in the zenith sky and NO₂ and BrO for the multi-axis geometries were performed using identical settings for each RTM. The results from the study show that the model agrees well, especially for zenith sky, when the SZA is below 90°. At higher SZAs, the differences between the models become much larger, with discrepancies between 2 and 14%. For multi-axis observations the agreement is also good, with SCDs of NO₂ and BrO only differing by 5% or less for the SZAs and elevations angles investigated. More recently, a comparison exercise was performed between nine RTMs from various
research groups [Wagner et al., 2007]. A number of different scenarios were performed in each comparison exercise, such as wavelength changes and aerosol loads. The RTM datasets agreed within 5% in most cases. The largest differences were observed when the path length along the line-of-site was very large, between those models which include full-spherical geometry and those using plane-parallel geometries.

2.6.3 AMF dependence

The calculation of AMF's from RTMs for retrievals from space and ground based instruments are very sensitive to the input parameters, such as solar azimuth, multiple scattering, and aerosol and trace gas profiles. In a study by Wittrock et al. [2004] the sensitivity of $O_3$ retrievals from a DOAS instruments using AMFs calculated by the RTM SCIATRAN were assessed. The results show that multiple scattering is an important feature in RTMs; however, refraction in the atmosphere has less of an effect and is considered trivial. The relative azimuth between the instrument viewing direction and the sun has a large effect on the AMFs, in particular at high elevation angles and small relative azimuth angles. The study compared AMFs calculated with surface albedo values of 0.9 and 0.01 and compared these to AMFs with an albedo value of 0.5. The vertical columns of $O_3$ are underestimated with an albedo of 0.01 and overestimated for a too high albedo when observing at a low elevation angle of 3 or a higher elevation at 18 degrees. The albedo has the strongest effect when the instrument is pointing directly towards the sun (see Figure 2-12)
Figure 2-12: AMFs for O₄ calculated with SCIATRAN for an elevation angle of 18 degrees and various azimuth angles. The strongest effect is observed when pointing directly toward the sun [Wittrock et al., 2004].

The distribution and type of aerosols in the atmosphere is important in DOAS retrievals. An increase in aerosol extinction does not have a large effect on the zenith view, but will reduce the path length of the light when viewing at lower elevation angles. Figure 2-13 demonstrates the importance of using the correct aerosol profile when calculating AMFs. The results show the error in retrieved O₄ VCD for different aerosols scenarios in the AMF calculations. The aerosol extinction profile was changed from a scenario with no aerosols to a background level and finally to an arctic haze event. In the lowest elevation angle the light path decreases with increasing extinction and can lead to an overestimation in the retrieved trace gas vertical column. The effect decreases as the elevation angle increases. The azimuth effects play a part here too as the sensitivity of aerosols increases when the instrument is pointing towards the sun.
Figure 2-13: The error on O₃ VCDs owing to the difference in aerosols extinction profiles input into the SCIATRAN AMF calculations for elevation angles of 18, 10 and 3 degrees and various azimuth angles [Wittrock et al., 2004].

In this thesis, the SCIATRAN RTM, which includes a spherical treatment of single scattered light with multiple scattering initialized by a pseudo-spherical model, is used to perform calculations of AMFs for the target gas species. The advantage of this technique over others is the reduced computational time. A summary of the main features of SCIATRAN are given in Section 4.4.2.
2.7 Summary

In this chapter an overview of absorption spectroscopy was given, in particular the application of the DOAS technique to the retrieval of gases in the atmosphere. DOAS instruments are very useful when measuring gases within the atmosphere as simultaneous measurements can be performed for many gases with highly structured absorption cross sections, within a chosen wavelength window. The DOAS method reduces measurement time and allows an analysis of the chemistry with a high temporal resolution.

An overview of the target trace gases in this thesis is given, along with a description of the absorption cross sections applied in the DOAS fitting routine, to retrieve DSCDs of each gas. Converting the slant columns to vertical columns requires knowledge of the photon path through the atmosphere. The last section of this chapter describes the calculation of AMFs used to determine the radiative transfer, using a geometrical approach and by modelling with RTMs, including a comparison of RTMs currently used for DOAS retrievals.
Chapter 3

The CMAX-DOAS instrument

The measurements presented in this thesis have been performed with the Leicester based UV/visible Concurrent Multi-Axis DOAS (CMAX-DOAS) instrument. In this chapter an overview of the different types of DOAS instruments will be given and the advantages of CMAX-DOAS instruments discussed. During the research project a number of the instrument components were altered. Here, the initial set up will be described in detail and the alterations will be highlighted in the appropriate chapters.

3.1 Introduction to DOAS instruments

As discussed in the previous chapter, DOAS instruments have been employed for many years to perform retrievals of trace gases in the atmosphere. DOAS instruments can be classified into two different types. Active instruments, such as Long Path DOAS (LP-DOAS), use artificial light sources and can perform localised measurements of trace gases in the lower troposphere (see section 6.6). Passive DOAS instruments, however, use the sun or moon as a light source, either directly or via scattered light, in the case of the sun.

Scattered light DOAS instruments initially comprised of a ground based instrument with a single telescope directed towards the zenith. UV/visible measurements of scattered light were used to retrieve atmospheric column measurements of many trace gases in the atmosphere, such as $O_3$ [Platt 1994, Solomon et al., 1987], NO$_2$ [Noxon 1975; 1979; Van Roozendael et al., 1994], BrO [Hausmann and Platt 1994; Van Roozendael et al., 2002; Aliwell et al., 2002], IO...
Measurements performed by zenith scattered light DOAS are sensitive to stratospheric absorbers. More recently, however, the development of DOAS instruments incorporating “off-axis” telescopes pointing towards the horizon has enabled monitoring of tropospheric gas species and provided information for the distinction between tropospheric and stratospheric column measurements.

Off-axis DOAS is essentially a version of zenith scattered light DOAS. A telescope pointing towards the zenith will observe gas absorption indirectly via the scattering of sunlight through different layers of the atmosphere. As the sun moves across the sky the solar zenith angle (\( \theta_p \)), SZA and the solar azimuth angle (\( \zeta \)), SAA, will change, which will alter the path that the solar radiation takes as it passes through the atmosphere, with the minimum path length occurring at solar noon. The off-axis geometries increase the sensitivity of the instrument to absorption in the troposphere due to the increase in photon path lengths at lower elevations angles. The stratospheric component to the absorption is comparable for each elevation angle and the zenith view, therefore, can be distinguished from the tropospheric signal. In addition to retrieving concentrations of gases in the troposphere MAX-DOAS instruments may also provide information on their vertical profiles.

Sanders et al. [1993] first introduced off-axis measurements when observing OCIO over Antarctica during twilight. The off-axis technique has been advanced by several groups over the last few years to include scanning telescopes that can switch between several viewing geometries and/or multiple telescopes set to different angles. An overview of the measurements currently performed by ground based MAX-DOAS systems is shown in Table 3-1.

A MAX-DOAS instrument consisting of a scanning telescope (S) has the advantage of using only a single optical set-up. However, the telescope needs to be re-positioned to different elevation angles for each measurement. MAX-DOAS instruments with multiple telescopes (M), also known as CMAX-DOAS instruments, image concurrently onto different sections of the detector for each view. Therefore, they remove the time scanning delay and can retrieve gas species with very good temporal resolution. With the concurrent system, attention does
need to be paid to the variability of the line shape and wavelength calibration between the individual views.

**Table 3-1:** Overview of ground based MAX-DOAS instruments (adapted from Hönninger et al., 2004a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>No. of axes</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trace Gases</td>
<td>2-4, M</td>
<td>Löwe et al. [2002], Oetjen et al. [2002], Heckel [2003], Wittrock et al. [2003]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropospheric BrO</td>
<td>4, S</td>
<td>Hönninger and Platt [2002], Hönninger et al. [2004c]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₂ plumes</td>
<td>8, M</td>
<td>von Friedenburg (2003), Leigh et al. [2006]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrO in MBL</td>
<td>6, S/M</td>
<td>Leser et al. [2003], Bossmeyer [2002]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrO, SO₂, volcanoes</td>
<td>10, S</td>
<td>Bobrowski et al. [2003]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrO, Salt lakes</td>
<td>4, S</td>
<td>Hönninger et al. [2004b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas and aerosols</td>
<td>5, S</td>
<td>Sinreich et al. [2005], [2006]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropospheric NO₂</td>
<td>5, M</td>
<td>Leigh et al. [2006], [2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropospheric and Stratospheric BrO</td>
<td>5, S</td>
<td>Theys et al. [2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCHO</td>
<td>5, S</td>
<td>Heckel et al. [2004]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosols</td>
<td>6, S</td>
<td>Irie et al. [2007]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S=Scan, M=Multiple telescopes

The instrument employed in this thesis is a CMAX-DOAS system [Leigh et al. 2006] with five 5 cm diameter telescopes positioned at elevation angles of 90° (zenith), 15°, 10°, 5° and 2°, in normal operation mode. The use of a single charge coupled device (CCD) with an imaging spectrometer and a multi-track fibre-optic cable gives an instrument that offers temporal resolution of a minute or less.
3.2 The CMAX-DOAS setup

The CMAX-DOAS instrument was initially set up on the roof of the Space Research Centre at the University of Leicester. The measurement site is located south of the city, with the telescopes directed in a northerly direction towards the city centre. The location of the site is ideal in that it allows the measurement of trace gases over an urban polluted region.

The CMAX-DOAS instrument has previously been assembled and tested during the NAMBLEX (North Atlantic Marine Boundary Layer Experiment) in Ireland in 2002 and more recently formed part of the NDSC inter-comparison campaign in Andøya, Norway in 2003. More recently the instrument has been used for long term measurement of stratospheric ozone and tropospheric NO₂ over Leicester [Leigh et al. 2006; 2007].

3.2.1 The Head Unit

The head unit of the CMAX-DOAS instrument is designed to house the viewing telescopes in a stable position and to protect them from atmospheric conditions which can effect the retrievals, such as condensed water on the optics. A container of silica gel desiccant is placed inside the head unit and during the winter, heating pads were wrapped around the frame and telescopes to avoid freezing of optical parts. The head unit is attached to a mast that can be moved up and down via a pulley system to allow access to the telescopes.

A schematic of the head unit is shown in Figure 3-1. Each telescope is made from aluminium alloy tubes with a diameter of 5 cm. To ensure only the radiation from each view is directed onto the telescope and there are no stray light issues, every part of the head unit is black anodised and an alloy tube is placed between the entrance window and the telescope.
Each telescope is connected to a 200 µm diameter fibre optic cable. The field of view of the telescopes (θ) is given by:

\[ \theta = 2 \arcsin \left( \frac{d}{2f} \right) = 0.12^\circ \]

**Equation 3-1**

where, \( d \) is the diameter of the fibre entrance (\( d = 200\mu m \)) and \( f \) is the focal length of the lens (\( f = 100 \text{ mm} \)).
3.2.2 The spectrometer

The fibres attached to the telescopes are input to an imaging spectrometer via an Oriel multi-track fibre [Oriel, 2001] which aligns the outputs of all fibres into a vertical array suitable for input into an imaging spectrometer. The multi-track fibre is connected to an f-number matcher, used to increase the output through the spectrometer and decrease the amount of stray light.

The f-number of an optical fibre is given as:

\[ f-number = \frac{1}{2NA} \]  
\[ NA = \sqrt{(n_1^2 - n_2^2)} \]

where, \( NA \) is the numerical aperture of the fibre and \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) are the refractive indices of the fibre core and fibre cladding. For this system the f-number of the fibres is 2.27.

The f-number matcher reduces the amount of stray light by matching the output angle of the fibre to the input angle of the spectrometer. Since the spectrometer has an f-number of 3.9, the f-number matcher is used to converge the f-numbers and maintain the vertical separation of each fibre in the spectrometer.

The imaging spectrometer is a Czerny-Turner design (Oriel MS257™) [Oriel, 2001] with a multiple grating turret which can hold up to four gratings. A schematic diagram of the spectrometer is shown in Figure 3-2. The optics of the spectrometer are especially designed to enable many sources to be simultaneously diffracted and resolved as separate images on a CCD, which makes it suitable for use in CMAX-DOAS systems. Table A-1 in the Appendix lists the specifications of the three gratings incorporated into the spectrometer. The light, transmitted from the multi-track fibre is incident onto a plane-parallel mirror and directed towards a collimating mirror. The collimating mirror focuses the light onto a diffraction grating. A second collimating mirror then focuses the dispersed light from the grating onto the detector.
3.2.3 The CCD

The spectrometer is connected to a custom built CCD camera and the image from each fibre produces a spectrum dispersed over the horizontal direction of the CCD chip. The detector is a Marconi 48-20 back illuminated, frame transfer UV coated CCD and has 1033 rows and 1072 columns of pixels each of which is 13 μm in height and by 13 μm in width.

The CCD measures the intensity of the incident photons by the use of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) chips. The photon excites an electron in the silicon band which is then transferred into the conduction band, forming an electron/hole pair. The electrons are then stored in a potential well. A full potential well will result in a good signal to noise ratio, however, overflowing of the potential well may cause saturation of the image. Therefore it is important to obtain the correct integration time to ensure the potential well is full, but saturation does not occur. A sequence of voltages is applied to the rows and columns of the CCD to transfer the
charge from one pixel to another which is then read out at the end. An analogue-to-
digital converter (ADC) converts the voltages into data numbers (DN).

For front-side illuminated CCDs, the incident photons first penetrate the
polysilicon gates, which transfer charge from one pixel to another, before reaching
the underlying silicon dioxide. The silicon absorption coefficient increases toward
the blue end of the spectrum, therefore, the response below 400 nm, significantly
decreases. For scattered sunlight measurement this will effect the retrieval of gases
with absorption features below this wavelength. To improve the response of the
chip a back-illuminated CCD can be used. Back-illuminated CCDs are similar to
front-illuminated CCDs except the photons pass through the back of the CCD and
are therefore not obstructed by the polysilicon gates. To enable the photons to
penetrate the back of the CCD the silicon layer must be etched very thin, typically
10 to 20 μm thick.

Figure 3-3: Quantum Efficiencies of a typical 48-20 CCD with different coatings (Marconi, 48-20
technical notes). The CCD used in this work was coated with the enhanced UV coating, shown as a
dot-dashed line in the figure.
The Marconi 48-20 is a frame transfer CCD, which can operate without a shutter at a high frequency. The CCD has an opaque layer, often aluminium, on which the image can be stored. From this storage area the image can be read slowly, while a new image is being created. The UV coating on the CCD increases the efficiency of the CCD in producing cascades of electrons for each photon incident on the surface. This is known as the Quantum Efficiency (QE). The QE is dependent on wavelength and is different for each detector. The QE for the CCD used in this work is shown in Figure 3-3. For a CCD with enhanced UV coating the QE is between 50% and 65% for the wavelength regions important in this work (approximately 320 to 550nm), whereas, without any coating the QE drops considerably below 450 nm.

3.3 Instrument Stability

Thermal and spatial stability of the spectrometer and detector are very important as a slight misalignment in the optics can cause large errors in the retrievals owing to wavelength and line shape changes. When situated in Leicester, the spectrometer and CCD system were stored inside a flight case with foam padding lining. The spectrometer was switched off in normal operation mode to remove any heat generated from the instrument.

The CCD housing is attached to a vacuum pump and is held in a vacuum of ~5x10^{-4} mbar to allow the chip to be cooled without any ice formation. The CCD is attached to a two-stage Peltier cooler which in turn is cooled by an external refrigeration unit. The Peltier cooler is powered by a regulated supply which monitors the temperature of the CCD through a platinum resistance thermometer (PRT). In this way the CCD temperature is kept at a constant temperature of ~40 °C. This is important to reduce the effect of dark current on the measured spectra as described in the following section.
3.3.1 Dark Current

The dark current (DC) is an offset from zero that arises from thermal energy within the CCD creating electrons independent of the photons falling on the CCD. Dark current varies from pixel to pixel and can also vary slowly with time. The dark current can be limited by reducing the temperature of the CCD, as the number of excited electrons increases exponentially with the temperature.

\[
D_R(e^-) = CT^{1.5}e^{(\frac{k}{T})}
\]  

Equation 3-4

where \(D_R(e^-)\) is the average dark current measured in \(e^-\) pixel\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\), \(T\) is the operating temperature of the CCD (K), \(k\) is Boltzmann’s constant \((8.62 \times 10^{-5} \text{ eV/K})\) and \(E_g\) is the band gap energy of silicon (eV).

\[
E_g = 1.1557 - \frac{7.021 \times 10^{-4} T^2}{1108 + T}
\]

Equation 3-5

\(C\) is a constant and the solution can be found at room temperature (300 K).

\[
C = \frac{D_{FM} P_S}{qT_{300}^{1.5} e^{[24/E_g]}}
\]

Equation 3-6

where \(P_S\) is the pixel area in cm\(^2\) and \(D_{FM}\) is the “dark current figure of merit” at 300 K (in units of nA cm\(^{-2}\)) which is different for each CCD.

The final dark current can be expressed as:

\[
D_R(e^-) = 2.5 \times 10^{12} P_S D_{FM} T^{1.5} e^{(\frac{k}{T})}
\]

Equation 3-7
Figure 3-4 shows the relationship between the CCD temperature and the dark current for the CCD chip used in this work. A temperature of -40 °C results in a dark current of approximately 100 to 150 e\(^{-}\) pixel\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\). The method for the removal of the dark current from the measured spectra is discussed in section 3.3.3.

![Graph showing relationship between CCD temperature and dark current](image)

**Figure 3-4**: Relationship between CCD temperature (°C) and dark current (e\(^{-}\) pixel\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)) for the 48-20 CCD chip (Marconi, 48-20 technical notes).

3.3.2 Stray light

Instrument stray light can originate from the incident photons reflecting off the optical components such as mounts and other surfaces and also from higher order diffraction and can interfere with the retrievals if detected by the CCD.

The stray light effects for this instrument have previously been quantified during the intercomparison of ground-based zenith-sky viewing UV-visible spectrometers at Andoya, Norway [Vandaele *et al.*, 2005]. A set of Schott filters was used to determine the magnitude of the stray light for the CMAX-DOAS system. The filters block the radiation below a certain wavelength, reducing the amount of stray light. A ratio of two zenith spectra, one obtained with a filter in the 350 to 370 nm wavelength region and one without a filter, should yield a zero ratio, if there are no stray light effects. For the CMAX-DOAS instrument, a ratio less than 0.5 % was
calculated at 360 nm. The Network for the Detection of Stratospheric Change (NDSC) class those instruments, for which the ratio was found to be smaller than 0.5 % as having a very good stray light rejection capability.

3.3.3 Instrument noise and offset

The input into the CCD is determined by the number of photons striking the detector, however, the output is a digital number produced by the analogue to digital converter (ADC). An offset can occur when there are no photons detected, owing to an artificial signal added to each measurement in case a negative signal is detected which cannot be converted by the ADC.

In addition to the offset, random noise in the spectra may also occur. Random noise is the dominant source of error and determines the detection limit of the retrieval. It is primarily caused by photoelectron and detector noise [Stutz, 1991]. The photoelectron noise (shot-noise) is associated with the random arrival of photons as some pixels interact with more photons than others. The shot noise (\( \sigma_s \)) has a Poisson distribution, and is proportional to the square root of the number of incident photons.

\[
\sigma_s \propto \sqrt{N_{\text{photons}}}
\]

The detector noise is produced by the electronics in the system, for example, the variability on the dark current and the readout noise. The readout noise is proportional to the square root of the number of CCD images averaged for each spectrum. In the CMAX-DOAS system the number of CCD images changes throughout the measurement period of one day as it depends on the integration time, which is determined by the intensity of the scattered light. The detector noise, for current CCD systems is very small and the shot noise dominates here.

All sources of offset and errors described in section 3.4 will affect the DOAS retrievals, therefore, they must be removed or minimised as much as possible. To increase the signal to noise ratio, the spectra are averaged over a number of rows and scans. Each fibre image is dispersed over approximately 30 rows and all of these rows are included to obtain averaged spectra. In order to reduce the noise even
further, multiple images were averaged within a specific time period. The time period chosen should allow for a significant number of images to be obtained, without reducing the ability of the instrument to detect sudden changes in concentrations of trace gas species. In the case of NO$_2$, the absorber is strong; therefore, some noise on the spectra does not affect the retrievals considerably. Images were averaged over a one minute period, which enabled small changes in NO$_2$ to be detected. At noon this corresponds to approximately 20 images, but decreases towards dusk and dawn when the integration time for each image is much longer.

The offset due to the ADC, random noise and dark current can vary easily with each scan and need to be measured frequently. Figure 3-5 shows a standard CCD image with the zenith image at the top of the CCD followed by the 15, 10, 5, and 2 degree elevation angles. The images from each telescope are spaced approximately 100 rows apart. The gaps between each fibre image give a good approximation of the dark current and offset for the scan, together creating a background level. The background spectrum is obtained by averaging over 10 rows centred on the 50$^{\text{th}}$ row either side of the central peak of each image. The average of these two spectra was calculated, which give a value for the background signal for each section of the CCD. Each background spectra can then be subtracted from the appropriate measured spectra.

Figure 3-5: CCD image of scattered sunlight, the image from the zenith telescope is at the top of the CCD followed by the 15, 10, 5, and 2 degree elevation angles.
The variability in the signal obtained from the background spectra gives an estimate of the electronic noise. The root mean squared value of the mean daily variability is 2.5 counts. For average signal strength of 1500 on each fibre, this gives an error of approximately 0.2%. The error owing to electronic noise is very small in comparison to the error from the DOAS fitting routine which will be discussed in section 3.5. The 2 degree fibre, however, has a low intensity which increases the error due to electronic noise, particularly at twilight and the error can be as high as 5.3% in these cases [Leigh et al., 2006].

Figure 3-6: Absorption (black line) and background spectra (red line) measured by the CMAX-DOAS instrument. The background spectrum was obtained from the average of 10 rows either side of the absorption spectrum. Bottom figure shows a zoomed in plot of the background spectrum.
Figure 3-6 gives an example of an absorption spectrum extracted from the CCD image (black line) and a background spectrum obtained from the average of 10 rows either side of the absorption spectrum (red line). The observed background intensity is approximately 10% of the absorption spectrum. The bottom plot in Figure 3-6 shows a zoomed in version of the background spectrum. The variability on the background intensity due to electronic noise can be observed. The final spectrum used in the DOAS retrieval is the result of the background spectrum subtracted from the absorption spectrum.

3.3.4 Pixel-to-pixel variability

For an ideal CCD, the detector signal should be proportional to the intensity of the incident photons and the integration time and each pixel should have an equal response to the incident photons. In reality, non-linearity often occurs across the detector, arising from the varying responsivities of each pixel. This effect may have a large effect on the DOAS retrieval from the CMAX-DOAS instrument as a spectrum from the zenith view is used for a reference for the off-axis views. As each fibre images on a separate section of the CCD, pixel-to-pixel variability will result in an error in the retrieval.

A radiometric calibration is performed to calculate a correction factor for the pixel-to-pixel variability across the CCD. A calibrated Tungsten Halogen Light Source is used to calibrate the absolute spectral response of the system. The light source is connected to each fibre in turn and a spectrum is recorded over an integration time of 60 seconds. A simple ratio of the off-axis to the zenith spectra is used to calculate a correction factor, $R$. The correction factors were then applied to the spectra before the DOAS retrieval.

$$ R_{(\alpha,n)} = \frac{I_{(zen,n)}^c}{I_{(\alpha,n)}^c} $$

Equation 3-9

where, $I_{(zen,n)}^c$ is the intensity of the zenith spectrum at a pixel and $I_{(\alpha,n)}^c$ is the intensity of the off-axis spectrum.
Figure 3-7 demonstrates the spectral response of the CCD to a calibrated light source and the associated correction factors calculated from Equation 3-7 for each off-axis view. Broad features are observed below pixel 600 in all fibres, in particular the $2^\circ$ view, most likely owing to smears on the surface of the CCD. The edges of the CCD are dominated by noise, owing to low signals. These pixels are not included in the DOAS retrieval. A radiometric calibration is performed each time the wavelength range is changed or the images are re-focused.

Figure 3-7: a) Spectral response of the CCD chip measured with a calibrated Tungsten Halogen Light Source for the $15^\circ$ (black), $10^\circ$ (red), $5^\circ$ (green), $2^\circ$ (blue), zenith (light blue) view and b) the associated correction factors for the off-axis views.
3.4 Measurement software

The spectrometer and CCD electronics are all controlled by a personal computer via USB and high speed-data cables. A Visual Basic™ (VB) program developed at the University of Leicester enabled the instrument to run autonomously. An important feature of the VB program is the ability to vary the integration time depending on the light intensity. The CCD image should not become saturated or have a low signal-to-noise ratio. The optimum level is between 70 and 90% of the saturation limit. The integration time \( t_j \) is determined by the light intensity from the previous image.

\[
I_j = \frac{I_{j-1}}{\left(\frac{I_{j-1}}{I_{\text{sat}}} + 0.1\right)}
\]

Equation 3-10

where, \( I_{j-1} \) and \( I_{j-1} \) are the integration time and maximum light intensity for the previous image and \( I_{\text{sat}} \) is the saturation intensity (6000 counts). A maximum integration time of 60 seconds was chosen for when the light intensity decreases during twilight. The instrument stops measuring once the SZA becomes greater than 93°.

3.4.1 Wavelength and instrument line shape calibration

Performing a precise wavelength calibration is very important for DOAS retrieval as any misalignment of the reference cross sections to the spectra will create errors in the retrievals. An initial wavelength calibration is performed with a mercury light source (HG-1, Ocean Optics) that emits at well-defined wavelengths. Figure 3-8 shows an example of a spectrum obtained from the mercury light source. The dark current and instrument noise can clearly be observed as an offset in the spectrum. The wavelength of each mercury emission line detected here is listed in Table 3-2. Associating the wavelengths of each emission line with a pixel number allows an initial wavelength calibration to be performed. A disadvantage of using an emission light source to perform a wavelength calibration, however, is the difficulty...
in accurately determining the position of the emission line centre if neighbouring emission lines are not completely resolved by the instrument or the ILS is asymmetric.

Figure 3-8: Emission line spectra from a Mercury calibration lamp (HG-1, Ocean Optics) measured by the CMAX-DOAS instrument.

Table 3-2: List of mercury lines [Ocean Optics] and pixel numbers from Figure 3-8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pixel number</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>FWHM (pixels)</th>
<th>FWHM (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>404.656</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>407.783</td>
<td>10.93</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454</td>
<td>435.833</td>
<td>10.98</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ILS can also be determined from the mercury emission lines (see section 2.4.2). However, the ILS may vary across the CCD; therefore, it is more accurate to calculate a wavelength dependent ILS. The WinDOAS software can calculate a wavelength dependant ILS, by fitting a pre-selected line shape to the spectrum with the appropriate full width half maximum (FWHM).
The WinDOAS software includes a wavelength calibration feature which performs a calibration over the whole wavelength range of the instrument. The procedure utilises the strong Fraunhofer lines in a high resolution reference solar spectrum [Kurucz, 1995], convolved with the ILS, to align the measured spectra. Using non-linear least squares fitting, a calibration is performed by shifting and stretching the spectra to fit the solar Fraunhofer lines to those in the reference spectrum obtained at noon from each view.

$$\Delta = a + b(\lambda - \lambda_0) + c(\lambda - \lambda_0)^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3-11}

where, $\lambda$ is the preliminary wavelength calibration (performed using the mercury lamp), $\lambda_0$ the centre wavelength of the current spectral window, $a$ the fitted shift, $b$ the fitted stretch (first order), $c$ the second order fitted stretch (if used).

Figure 3-9 gives an example of the output from the WinDOAS wavelength calibration and ILS feature. A wavelength calibration window was chosen between 431 and 508 nm to incorporate the wavelength fitting window for the NO$_2$ analysis. The wavelength calibration window was then divided into 12 sub-windows and a wavelength and ILS calibration performed on each of these sub-windows. The red line in Figure 3-9a represents the spectrum to which the calibration has been applied and the black line is the high resolution solar spectrum which has been pre-convoluted with the ILS. The difference in optical intensity between the two spectra, shown in Figure 3-9b provides an indication of the quality of the wavelength calibration.

Figure 3-9c is the result of the ILS fitting routine. A Gaussian slit function with a specific FWHM is fitted to the absorption features in each sub-window (black points in figure) and a 2nd order polynomial (red line) is fitted to the points to calculate the variability across the wavelength window. The ILS FWHM ranges between approximately 1.32 and 1.20 across the CCD for a Gaussian slit function.
Figure 3-9: WinDOAS wavelength and ILS calibration and using non-linear least squares fitting between 431 and 508 nm. The wavelength region was divided into 12 micro-windows and the analysis performed separately in each window. The top figure shows the convolved solar spectrum (black) along with a zenith viewing spectrum (red). The middle figure shows the residual structure from the non-linear least squares fitting routine and the bottom figure show the Gaussian FWHM for the ILS in each micro-window and a 2nd order polynomial (red) fitted to the data.
3.5 Error analysis

The sources of error in the DOAS retrieval are important in determining the accuracy and precision of the instrument to measuring absorbing gas species in the atmosphere. The root-mean-square (RMS) of the residual of the fitting algorithm is a measure of the statistical and systematic errors and provides an estimate of the quality of the DOAS retrieval.

Statistical errors arise from noise on the spectrum, mainly owing to photoelectron noise described in section 3.3.4. Systematic errors are introduced from inaccuracies in the DOAS fitting analysis, such as cross sections, ILS and wavelength calibration. Estimations for the systematic errors for this instrument have previously been performed by Leigh et al. [2006] and are summarised in the following sections.

3.5.1 Summary of error analysis

The errors on the instrument line shape arise from the use of a pre-selected Gaussian function to represent the ILS of the instrument, which can vary across the columns of CCD. However, the use of WinDOAS to calculate a wavelength dependent Gaussian reduces the error here. The asymmetry of the ILS may also effect the retrievals with an error of approximately 0.5 % [Leigh et al., 2006]. However, the largest source of error owing to the ILS arises from the use of a zenith spectrum as a reference for the off-axis spectrum owing to the variability in the ILS across CCD rows. The error in the ILS from different views was estimated by calculating the difference from two normalised Gaussian curves with FWHMs of 1.14 and 1.38, representing the ILS shape for the 15° and zenith views. The maximum difference was observed between the 15° and zenith views at 470 nm, giving an error of approximately 3.5% in the retrieved NO$_2$ DSCDs.

The wavelength calibration, performed by the WinDOAS software is assumed to be accurate within a half pixel, which corresponds to 0.04 nm when using the grating with 600 lines mm$^{-1}$. Errors associated with shifts in wavelength correspond to an error of approximately 0.8%, with a Gaussian line shape of 1.4 FWHM.
Additional errors arise from the calculation of the cross sections from the literature, which differs for each cross section used. Leigh et al. [2006] calculated a total fit error from the RMS residual of approximately 5% on the retrieved NO\textsubscript{2} slant columns for a spectrum analysed with a zenith reference spectrum. As the integration time is determined by the maximum signal on the CCD, the 2° consistently observes lower signal to noise ratios compared to the other views, therefore, the error on the 2° view is much higher at approximately 10.3%. A summary of the error sources and estimates for the CMAX-DOAS instrument is given in Table 3-3.

3.5.2 Detection limit

The detection limit (\(\overline{D}_{\text{lim}}\)) of the instrument to determining the differential optical depth an individual gas species can be approximated using the following equation [Stutz and Platt, 1996]:

\[
\overline{D}_{\text{lim}} = \sigma \sqrt{\frac{6}{n-1}}
\]

where \(n\) is the number of pixels within the fitting window and \(\sigma\) is the instrument noise level. To calculate the detection limit of the instrument for a slant column amount of the gas species, the detection limit \(\overline{D}_{\text{lim}}\) is simply divided by the absorption cross section.

This expression for the detection limit was validated with calculations from a Monte-Carlo model which calculates the errors associated with each fitting routine. The estimated detection limits are within 10 to 20% of the Monte-Carlo values. This is an acceptable level and reduces the need for long time-consuming calculations. In this thesis, the RMS residual is used as an estimate of the noise on the spectra and to determine the detection limit. However, the residual may also show systematic structures and in these cases the detection limit has to be treated with care. Typical detection limits for retrieval of NO\textsubscript{2} in the 5°, 10° and 15° views are \(4.7\times10^{15}\), \(4.2\times10^{15}\), \(3.2\times10^{15}\) molecules cm\textsuperscript{-2} respectively, when using a zenith
reference spectrum. The detection limits for the target species in this thesis are given in the appropriate chapters.

Table 3-3: Summary of the error sources and estimates for the CMAX-DOAS instrument [Leigh et al., 2006]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Source</th>
<th>Error Estimate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength calibration</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic noise</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stray light</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitting error</td>
<td>5 (10.3 for 2° view)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, an introduction to different DOAS systems was given, in particular the use of Multi-Axis DOAS to perform retrievals of tropospheric gas species. A description of the design and operation of the CMAX-DOAS system, installed on the Space Research Centre at the University of Leicester, was given, including the process involved in extracting spectra from the CCD images and the calibration of the wavelength and ILS using the the WinDOAS software developed by the Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (BIRA). Finally a discussion and summary of the errors associated with the instrument were presented.

The following chapters will present results from the retrievals of NO$_2$, O$_3$ and halogen oxides by the CMAX-DOAS instrument in the urban and marine boundary layers. The results demonstrate how the instrument can provide important information on concentrations and profiles of gases to understand the chemical process in the atmosphere and the validation of satellite-based instruments.
Chapter 4

CMAX-DOAS measurements of $O_4$ for the retrieval of aerosol in the urban boundary layer

Understanding air pollution and transport in the urban boundary layer (UBL) is particularly important for assessing the role of anthropogenic emissions and their impact on the wider environment. As described in Chapter 1, the urban boundary layer is a region of the troposphere directly influenced by the Earth’s surface. Vertical mixing of trace gases and aerosols within the UBL is generally fast acting, resulting in a well mixed layer with an altitude between 500 and 2000 m, depending on meteorological conditions. Monitoring the trace gas species and aerosols within the UBL, therefore, improves our knowledge and understanding of the dynamic processes and chemical reactions that affect the surface layer.

In this chapter, results from the measurements of $NO_2$ and aerosols as part of the Leicester Air Quality Measurement Project (LAMP) during summer 2007 are discussed. The determination of the radiative effects of aerosols and their role in atmospheric chemistry are challenging problems and at the forefront of climate research. In addition, an accurate knowledge of aerosol optical depth (AOD) profiles can optimise the AMF calculations and improve the accuracy of DOAS retrievals. Recently, DOAS instruments have begun to be used to determine aerosol optical depths from $O_4$ measurements in the atmosphere; however, quantitative studies of MAX-DOAS $O_4$ retrievals for determining the optical properties of aerosols are limited [Wagner et al., 2004; Sinreich et al., 2005; Frieß et al., 2006; Leigh et al., 2007, Irie et al., 2007]. In this chapter, a number of sensitivity test have been performed to determine the sensitivity of the CMAX-DOAS to the retrieval of aerosol optical depth in the urban boundary layer.
4.1 Leicester Air Quality Measurement Project (LAMP)

4.1.1 Introduction to LAMP and the participating instruments

The LAMP campaign, held at the University of Leicester (52.38° N, 1.08° W) during summer 2007, involved a number of instruments performing measurements of NOx, VOCs and aerosols to enhance our knowledge of air quality in an urban area. A summary of the instruments is given in Table 4-1. The main objectives of the LAMP campaign were:

1. The comparison of measurement techniques for the determination of NO2 concentrations

2. The derivation of information on radical reactivity, volatile organic compounds, and secondary aerosol formation in the urban boundary layer.

The first of these objectives involve concurrent measurements of NO and NO2 concentrations from three different in situ instruments along with retrievals of NO2 from the CMAX-DOAS instrument, to compare measurement techniques in an urban area. The chemiluminescence monitors (API M200a analyser, Enviro Technology) run by Leicester City Council use molybdenum oxide catalysts to measure NO2. Recently, the effect of interference from other nitrogen compounds converting to NO2 by molybdenum oxide catalysts has been documented [Ordóñez et al., 2006; Schaub et al., 2006 Steinbacher et al., 2007; Dunlea et al., 2007]. The NOx instrument consists of a single channel, chemiluminescence NO detector with a molybdenum oxide catalyst, NOx converter and a diode based blue light (BLC) photolytic NO2 converter, which is reported to limit the interference of other nitrogen compounds and measure NO2 more accurately. The BBCEAS instrument performs measurements in situ, however, the instrument employs the absorption spectroscopy techniques to derive NO2 concentrations, therefore is not influenced by the interference from other nitrogen compounds [Langridge et al., 2006]. The comparison of measurements from all these instruments allows us to quantify the
influence of other pollutants to the NO$_2$ measured by the chemiluminescence method.

Two recent studies evaluated the significance of the interference in the chemiluminescence measurements in a rural and urban site. Steinbacher et al., [2007] compared NO$_2$ measurements from a molybdenum converter to those from a photolytic converter, which are far less effected by interference, at two rural sites of different elevation levels, in Switzerland. The analysis demonstrated that the molybdenum converters overestimate the amount of NO$_2$ more in summer than winter, owing to the high production of secondary pollutants from photochemistry, such as HNO$_3$. On a monthly basis only 70 to 83% of the NO$_2$ measured by the molybdenum converters on the ground can be attributed to “real” NO$_2$ and even less at the elevated site. Dunlea et al. [2007] presents data from field campaigns in Mexico City during 2002 and 2003. Results from a comparison of NO$_2$ measurements by chemiluminescence detectors, equipped with molybdenum converters, with a Tunable Infrared Laser Differential Absorption Spectroscopy (TILDAS) and a DOAS instrument, showed that the interference resulted in a 22% increase in average measured concentration of NO$_2$ from the chemiluminescence monitors than co-located spectroscopic measurements.

The second objective includes measurements of radical reactivity, volatile organic compounds, and secondary aerosol formation from a number of instruments including the chemical ionisation reaction-time of flight-mass spectrometer (CIR-TOF-MS) and dual inlet peroxy radical chemical amplifier (PERCA). A lidar instrument was also deployed to perform measurements of AOD from 80 m to 5000 m at a vertical resolution of 7.5 m. In addition, the AOD from the lidar instrument was used to determine the accuracy of the CMAX-DOAS to the retrieval of AOD in the urban boundary layer. Finally, the AOD measurements from the lidar instrument were used to determine NO$_2$ AMFs and the urban boundary layer height in Leicester. Using this information the concentration of NO$_2$ in Leicester is determined from the CMAX-DOAS measurements and correlated with data from in situ monitors run by the local council.
Table 4-1: Summary of the instruments and their measurements involved in the LAMP campaign.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Target Species</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Detection limit</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOxy</td>
<td>NO, NO₂</td>
<td>Diode based blue light photolytic converter</td>
<td>~3 ppt (NO), 6ppt (NO₂), 3ppt (NOy) (10 minute data cycle)</td>
<td>University of York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBCEAS</td>
<td>NO₂</td>
<td>Blue LED</td>
<td>50 to 60 ppt</td>
<td>University of Leicester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemiluminescence</td>
<td>NO₂, NO, O₃</td>
<td>Molybdenum oxide catalysts</td>
<td>0.4 ppb (NO₂)</td>
<td>Leicester City Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitors (on site and city wide)</td>
<td>PM2.5, PM10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Lidar</td>
<td>AOD, PBL Height</td>
<td>10 minute integration vertical resolution of 7.5 m for AOD</td>
<td></td>
<td>University of Manchester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAX-DOAS</td>
<td>O₄, NO₂</td>
<td>Scattered light measurements with 5 elevation angles</td>
<td>~52×10⁴⁰ molecules² cm⁻⁵ (O₄), 8.60×10¹⁴ molecules cm⁻² (NO₂)</td>
<td>University of Leicester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>CO, CO₂</td>
<td>path of 50m, &lt;1 s resolution</td>
<td></td>
<td>University of Edinburgh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4-1: Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Detection Limit</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun photometer</td>
<td>AOD</td>
<td>Direct solar irradiance at 440, 670, 870 and 1020 nm.</td>
<td>±0.01 &gt;440 nm</td>
<td>AERONET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter samples</td>
<td>Organic aerosol composition</td>
<td>Filter sample once per day</td>
<td>University of York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIR-TOF-MS</td>
<td>VOC’s, sVOCs, OVOCs, SOA</td>
<td>time-of-flight mass spectrometry</td>
<td>10 ppb (1 min)</td>
<td>University of Leicester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottle samples</td>
<td>CH₄, CO₂, CO, and CH₄ isotopes</td>
<td>Samples collected every 3 hours over 48 hour period.</td>
<td>University College London</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERCA</td>
<td>$\sum$HO₂+RO₂</td>
<td>Detection via catalytic reaction with NO</td>
<td>2 ppt (1 min)</td>
<td>University of Leicester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 x Ozone monitor</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>UV absorption technique</td>
<td>1 ppb</td>
<td>University of York/Leicester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO monitor</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Vacuum ultraviolet fluorescence CO analyser</td>
<td>&lt; 1 ppb</td>
<td>University of Leicester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorological data</td>
<td>Temperature, wind speed, wind direction, humidity</td>
<td>Measured at 3 m and 10 m altitude</td>
<td>University of Leicester</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiometers</td>
<td>J values, Actinic flux</td>
<td>2π sr view, 0.5 second integration time</td>
<td>University of Leicester</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 CMAX-DOAS set-up during LAMP

During the LAMP campaign the spectrometer and camera set up, as described in chapter 3, was replaced with an Acton InSight system (PIActon, which consists of a spectrometer and CCD camera controlled by the PC via a USB cable). The new setup allowed for thermally stable continuous measurements with a much higher S/N than previously attainable.

A multi track fibre, connected to the telescopes in the head unit, which were set to elevation angles of 6°, 8°, 10°, 12° and zenith, was coupled to the spectrometer with an imaging fibre adaptor, (PIActon, model: FC-446-030) designed especially for the spectrometer which enables precise images of the fibres at the entrance slit. The spectrometer contains two gratings with line densities of 600 and 1200 lines per mm. During this campaign only the 1200 lines per mm grating was used, which enabled spectra to be measured over a wavelength range of 67 nm.

The CCD (PIActon, model: Pixis 1024,) is back illuminated and contains 1024 rows and 1024 columns with a pixel size of 13 μm x 13 μm, giving a total imaging area of 13.3 mm x 13.3 mm. The camera is within a permanent vacuum and has a built in thermo-electric peltier cooler which is thermally stable, this allows the CCD to be maintained at a constant temperature of -70°C, with a precision of ±0.05°C. The low temperature reduces the dark current significantly with a typical value of 0.001 e⁻ pixels⁻¹ seconds⁻¹ improving on the previous set up by a magnitude of over 1x10⁴.

Figure 4-1 shows an example of an absorption spectrum (black lines) obtained from averaging 30 rows of the CCD. The red line in the figure is the background spectrum, which includes the dark current and offset, calculated by averaging 10 rows centered on the 50th row below the measured spectrum. The background intensity is approximately 600 counts and the RMS of the variability in the background spectra is approximately 7 counts. For average signal strength of 22000 counts in the absorption spectrum the error on the spectra owing to electronic noise of 0.03%.
Figure 4-1: Absorption (black line) and background spectra (red line) measured by the CMAX-DOAS instrument with the new spectrometer and camera.

One major disadvantage with the new system is the variability of the instrument line shape across the CCD. Figure 4-2b shows the FWHM for a wavelength dependent Gaussian instrument line shape calculated using the WinDOAS software for each fibre. The FWHM increases considerably with increasing wavelength, from approximately 0.9 to 1.8. The variability in the line shape between each fibre is not as large as the variability across the CCD columns but differences are still evident when imaging a mercury line source through each fibre (Figure 4-2a).

Figure 4-2: a) Mercury emission line spectra and b) Wavelength dependent Gaussian instrument line shape calculated using the WinDOAS software for each elevation angle fibre.
Variability in the ILS between fibre images may produce large errors when using the zenith noon measurement as a reference spectrum. To overcome this effect the zenith telescope was connected to each fibre in turn and a spectrum was measured. As the instrument is very stable one reference spectrum for each view could then be used for a number of weeks, removing the effect of ILS variability. During the LAMP measurement period reference spectra were obtained on two occasions, both of these were performed at noon on a Sunday, when low NO$_2$ DSCDs were observed in all views.

4.2.1 O$_4$ and NO$_2$ retrieval

For the retrieval of O$_4$ and NO$_2$ during this campaign, a wavelength range of 426 to 493 nm was used. This region includes two O$_4$ absorption bands at 477 nm and 447 nm and a strong absorption cross section for NO$_2$ (see section 2.6). Water vapour and ozone are also present in this wavelength region and are included within the fitting routine. A third order polynomial was also included in the fitting routine to remove the broadband structures. Figure 4-3 shows an example fit for O$_4$, NO$_2$. Ozone and water vapour from the 6° view for a one minute averaged spectrum obtained on the morning of 7th September 2007. The zenith reference spectrum was measured at noon on 9th September.

The effect of retrieving a reference spectrum from the same row as the off-axis measurements, thereby reducing the ILS error, is evident in the small residual observed in Figure 4-3. The error in the retrievals, therefore, is dominated by the fitting error rather than ILS errors and can be calculated with the WinDOAS software. For the 7th September, the average fitting error for the retrieval of O$_4$ is 43.7 x 10$^{10}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$ and 1.05 x 10$^{15}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ for NO$_2$. The RMS value for the residual in Figure 4-3 is 1.71x10$^{-3}$, resulting in a detection limit of approximately 52 x 10$^{40}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$ for O$_4$ and 8.60 x 10$^{14}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ for NO$_2$. 
Figure 4-3: Example of the spectral retrieval of a) $O_3$ and b) $NO_2$ (294 K) on 7th September 2007, with a reference spectrum from the morning of 9th September. Include in the fitting routine are also c) $O_3$, d) $H_2O$, and e) Ring. The black lines represent the retrieved spectral signature and the red lines represent the fitted absorption cross section. An $NO_2$ cross section at 220 K, offset and polynomial (third order) is also included (not shown). The final residual for this fit (f) has a rms value of $1.71 \times 10^{-3}$. The differential slant column values for $O_3$, $NO_2$, and Ozone are $1.14 \times 10^{10}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-2}$, $1.15 \times 10^{17}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ and $6.90 \times 10^{19}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ respectively.

4.3 Aerosols retrieval from the lidar instrument

4.3.1 Lidar instrument

The University of Manchester lidar instrument, deployed during the campaign, was situated on the ground below the location of the CMAX-DOAS head unit. The lidar instrument, built by Elight Systems, is designed to retrieve aerosol and ozone
profiles of the boundary layer simultaneously [H. Ricketts: personal communication]. Figure 4-4 shows a schematic diagram of the instruments optical layout.

Figure 4-4: Optical diagram of the Elight Systems lidar instrument deployed during the LAMP campaign [Image: courtesy of H. Ricketts].

A laser supplies a pulse of energy at 1200 mJ and wavelength of 1064 nm, which is converted into wavelengths of 355 nm and 266 nm using combinations of second, third and fourth harmonic generators. The 266 nm pulse is then directed through three Raman cells containing different ratios of hydrogen and deuterium at predefined pressures, resulting in three wavelength changes of 289, 299 and 316 nm, owing to inelastic Raman scattering. The lidar pulse alternates in turn between the five wavelengths and the backscattered signal is collected by a 40 cm telescope. The telescope mirror focuses the backscatter signal onto two photomultiplier tubes (PMT), one for the near-field, which is passed through a broadband UV filter. The second PMT records the far-field signal after initially being focussed onto a diffraction grating to separate out the wavelengths of interest for each pulse. An analogue-to-digital converter then converts the signal into 4096 points with a range
resolution of 7.5 metres, providing aerosol retrieval up to an altitude of 5 km in cloud free conditions.

4.3.2 Aerosol retrieval

For the aerosol retrieval a wavelength of 355 nm is used as it is not significantly affected by ozone absorption. Solving the lidar equation for single wavelength scattering gives the power measured at the detector (P) for a range, R [Fernald, 1984].

\[ P(R) = \frac{P_0}{\alpha(R) + \beta(R)} \]

where, \( P_0 \) is the power of the emitted pulse, \( \alpha(R) \) is the volumetric absorption coefficient, and \( \beta(R) \) is the volumetric backscatter coefficient. The volumetric absorption and extinction coefficients are the sum of the molecular (mol) and aerosol (aero) contributions.

\[ \alpha(R) = \alpha_{mol} + \alpha_{aero} \]  
\[ \beta(R) = \beta_{mol} + \beta_{aero} \]

The molecular components of Equations 4-2 and 4-3 can be modelled using Rayleigh scattering theory. To determine the aerosol components a ratio of the total backscatter to the backscatter owing to molecules only, is calculated by choosing a point at high altitude, assumed to be free of aerosols. The aerosol volumetric backscatter coefficient (\( \beta_{aero} \)) can then be derived. Figure 4-5 shows an example of the backscatter measurements from the aerosol lidar deployed during the LAMP campaign on 6th September 2007. The backscatter coefficient increases in the lower troposphere over the day, owing to an increase in aerosols in this region. The boundary layer height can be determined from the altitude at the top of the aerosol layer.
To determine the AOD, knowledge of the aerosols extinction coefficient ($\alpha_{\text{aero}}$) is required. The ratio of the extinction-to-backscatter coefficients, $\beta_{\text{aero}} / \alpha_{\text{aero}}$, known as the Lidar Ratio ($\chi$) can be determined by lab measurements. However, Vöelger et al. [1996] provided model based Lidar Ratios to be used for continental and marine environments according to the Global Aerosol Data Set. A lidar ratio of $\chi=55$ steradians for continental air is used here.

The AOD is determined from the product of the aerosols extinction coefficient ($\alpha_{\text{aero}}$) and the resolution of the lidar ($\Delta R$).

$$AOD = \alpha_{\text{aero}} \times \Delta R$$  

Equation 4-4

During the LAMP campaign AOD measurements were averaged over 10 minutes, with a vertical resolution of 7.5 m, from 80 m to 5 km. The AOD retrieval below 80 m requires further analysis in the near-field data.
4.4 Aerosol measurements in the urban boundary layer by the DOAS technique

In situ monitors are traditionally used to measured aerosol properties as they can provide information on aerosols with high accuracy at the instruments location. More recently, however, remote sensing techniques have been employed to measure aerosols on a wider spatial scale, as previously discussed in section 1.6. It is also important for remote-sensing instruments to determine AOD as aerosols may influence the trace gas determinations. This section looks at the retrieval of aerosol information from the CMAX-DOAS instrument in the urban boundary layer along with aerosol measurements from the lidar instrument described in section 4.3 which was deployed alongside the CMAX-DOAS during the LAMP campaign.

The employment of DOAS systems to measure aerosol properties has previously been reported. Flentje et al., [1997] performed measurements of gas species and the extinction coefficient using five spectral channels in the UV/visible wavelength region with a LP-DOAS instrument situated at Cape Arkona in Germany. The instrument was set up with two light paths of total path lengths 2750 km and 7030 km and the extinction coefficient was calculated from the intensity of the radiation measured by the short and long path lengths and difference in path length. The contributions to the extinction from Rayleigh scattering and absorption by trace gases were subtracted, resulting in extinction by aerosols only. The most common approach, however, to retrieve aerosol properties from DOAS systems is to observe the absorption of radiation in the O$_4$ bands in the UV, visible and near-infrared spectra.

DOAS retrievals of O$_4$ are often used to infer photon path lengths and as a tool for cloud detection from ground-based and satellite instruments. Clouds can shield the O$_4$ below the cloud layer when performing retrievals from satellite instruments. In general, the O$_4$ decreases with increasing altitude of the cloud, owing to the shielding of O$_4$ by the clouds [Acaretta et al., 2004; Daniel et al., 2003]. Tropospheric clouds may influence the ground-based DOAS retrievals of gases by enhancing the photon path length, owing to Mie scattering within the clouds [Van Roozendale et al., 1994; Erle et al., 1995; Wagner et al., 1998, Pfeilsticker et al, 1999]. The O$_4$ profile is well known and almost constant within the troposphere.
therefore, an enhancement in the \( O_4 \) slant column may indicate an increase in path length owing to tropospheric clouds.

More recently, \( O_4 \) retrievals from LP-DOAS and MAX-DOAS instruments have been used to determine aerosol properties within the troposphere. A study on atmospheric absorption of \( O_4 \) using direct moonlight and zenith scattered sunlight, by Wagner et al., [2002], involved a comparison between modelled and measured \( O_4 \) AMFs. The results show that the \( O_4 \) AMF is sensitive to changes in aerosol extinction. Wittrock et al., [2004] demonstrated a good agreement between measured \( O_4 \) AMFs retrieved from a MAX-DOAS instrument, located at Ny-Alesund and those modelled by the radiative transfer model, SCIATRAN. It was suggested that the AOD profile can be derived by varying the aerosol and albedo settings in the modelled \( O_4 \) calculations to match the \( O_4 \) DOAS measurements. This theory has since been evaluated in a series of papers by Wagner et al., [2004] and Frieb et al., [2006].

The first of these studies looks at the use of MAX-DOAS systems to derive information on aerosols. A MAX-DOAS instrument, consisting of three movable telescopes at azimuthal angles of 5°, 185°, 250°, was deployed during the FORMAT II (Formaldehyde as a tracer for oxidation in the Troposphere) campaign in Italy in September 2003. Each telescope performs measurements at 3°, 6°, 10°, 18° and 90° elevation angles above the horizon and the \( O_4 \) DSCD were calculated from the spectral analysis between 335 and 367 nm. The results show that for an increasing aerosol load in the atmosphere the \( O_4 \) DSCS decrease overall, owing to the shorter light paths, as observed in Figure 4-6. In addition, the difference between the \( O_4 \) DSCDs at low elevation angles also decreases with increasing aerosol. The altitude of the aerosol layer also has an effect on the measured \( O_4 \) DSCDS.

A radiative transfer model (RTM) was used to model the \( O_4 \) AMFs during the measurement period. Four aerosol scenarios with varying altitude ranges and aerosol extinctions were used in the simulations. The results from the model runs agree well with the MAX-DOAS observations and demonstrate that MAX-DOAS \( O_4 \) measurements are very sensitive to aerosols near the surface. Additional work performed by Wagner et al., [2004] on the magnitude of the Ring effect and relative intensity suggest that both of these may allow further information on aerosol properties to be derived from MAX-DOAS \( O_4 \) observations.
Figure 4-6: $O_4$ DSCDs and AMFs (calculated with a RTM) measured on 14th to 17th September 2003 for a telescope at 185° azimuth and elevation angles of 3°, 6°, 10°, 18° and 90° [Wagner et al., 2004].

The second paper, by Freiß et al. [2006], focuses on an optimal estimation retrieval algorithm to determine aerosol properties using variations in the observed $O_4$ differential optical depths (DODs) and relative intensity at different viewing directions and wavelengths. The SCIATRAN model is used to simulate $O_4$ DODs and intensities at different solar zenith, elevation and azimuth angles, with varying aerosol scenarios. The outcomes of the model runs are then input into the optimal estimation model to retrieve the aerosol extinction profile. The results from the study demonstrate that $O_4$ from a single absorption band contains enough information to estimate the aerosol extinction in the lowermost 300 m of the atmosphere. For aerosols information at altitudes up to 3 km, multiple $O_4$ absorption bands are required. The precision of the AOD retrieval is greatly improved when including the variation of the observed intensity with viewing direction. At lower elevation angles an increase in the intensity is observed, owing to an increase in scattering by particles. The error in the retrieved AOD is similar when using only one or four $O_4$ bands with a precision in the AOD of 0.01 which is comparable to that of sun photometers and lidars, with the advantage that DOAS instruments are self-calibrating.

Sinreich et al., [2005] demonstrated a simplified algorithm to retrieve aerosol extinction from MAX-DOAS $O_4$ measurements by varying an aerosol box profile,
input into the three-dimensional spherical radiative transfer model, TRACY, until an agreement is observed between the modelled and measured O₄ AMFs. The aerosol profile is then used in the RTM to determine NO₂ AMFs.

4.4.1 CMAX-DOAS retrieval of O₄

Retrievals of O₄ by the CMAX-DOAS instrument were performed on 12 days during the LAMP campaign, between 6th and 22nd September 2007. The O₄ DSCD measurements, shown in Figure 4-7, vary considerably throughout the measurement period, implying a change in aerosol load in the atmosphere, or clouds in the field-of-view. For example, on the morning of 18th September, the O₄ DSCDs are very high with values up to 12000×10⁴ molecules² cm⁻5. In addition, large separations are observed between the measurements from the low elevation angles on this day. The results from the lidar instrument on 18th September (Figure 4-7) demonstrate low AODs, with a maximum during the morning of AOD = 0.002. In comparison, the O₄ DSCDS on other days are much lower and in many cases do not have a significant separation between measurements from different elevation angles. The corresponding lidar AOD measurements show an increase in AOD on these occasions, compared to the 18th September. The results appear to agree with previous theories that for low elevation angles an increased aerosol load in the troposphere reduces the photon path length along the line-of-sight of the instrument, resulting in a decrease in O₄ DSCDS.
Figure 4-7: $O_3$ DSCDs measured by the zenith (black), $12^\circ$ (red), $10^\circ$ (green), $8^\circ$ (dark blue), $6^\circ$ (light blue) views on 11 days between 6th and 23rd September 2007.
The white regions in the lidar AOD plots in Figure 4-8 are due to clouds in the FOV of the instrument. Clouds may also effect the gas retrievals from the CMAX-DOAS instrument. Previous studies on the effect of tropospheric clouds on DOAS measurements [Erle et al., 1995; Wagner et al., 1998; Pfeilsticker et al., 1998, 1999] report that clouds can have varying effects on the retrieved DSCDs depending on the optical thickness and altitude of the cloud. Optically thick clouds in the field of view may reduce the photon path length, thus reducing the slant columns for each elevation angle. However, an optically thin cloud may actually increase the slant column, owing to an increase in multiple scattering. Sporadic decreases in \( \text{O}_4 \) DSCD observed in the CMAX-DOAS data correspond to measurements of cloud from the lidar instrument, suggesting that optically thick clouds are present in the instruments field-of-view.
Comparisons between MAX-DOAS and lidar aerosol retrievals have previously been performed by Irie et al. (2007) during November and December 2006 in Tsukuba, Japan. A look-up-table of box AMFs calculated using the RTM Monte Carlo Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Simulator (MCARaTS) was used to retrieve the aerosol optical depth and the vertical profile of the aerosol extinction coefficient from the MAX-DOAS data. The results show that the agreement between the MAX-DOAS and lidar retrievals of the vertical profile of the aerosol extinction coefficient agree within 30% for most cases when observing the lowest 1 km of the atmosphere. The errors in the lidar are stated to occasionally exceed 30%. Therefore, the comparisons yield an upper limit to the overall uncertainty of the MAX-DOAS retrieval. When comparing retrievals from the bottom 2 km of the atmosphere the uncertainty is estimated to be less than 60%.

To perform a more quantitative comparison here, the AOD data retrieved from the lidar instrument has been used as the aerosol parameter input into the RTM. SCIATRAN to produce modelled $O_3$ DSCDs which can then be directly compared to the retrieved $O_3$ DSCDs from the CMAX-DOAS instrument.

The aerosol type and AOD/aerosol extinction can be set to the user’s requirements in the SCIATRAN RTM. For the analysis of $O_3$ measurements in this thesis, the aerosol types consist of soot (68.6%), water soluble (31.399%) aerosols and insoluble aerosols/dust (0.001%) to represent typical aerosol properties in the urban boundary layer. The aerosol profile was set to 25 altitude levels, with altitudes of 200 m from 0 to 4 km and 250 m from 4 to 5 km, to reduce computational time. The lidar instrument measured the AOD every 7.5 m from 80 m up to 5 km. To derive the AOD within a 200/250 m layer, the sum of the AODs within the layer is calculated, resulting in larger AODs with a coarse vertical resolution.
Figure 4-9: Top figure shows the AOD retrieved from the lidar with a vertical resolution of 7.5 m. Bottom figure shows the AOD integrated over 200 m from 0 to 4 km and 250 m from 4 to 5 km.

Figure 4-9 shows a plot of AOD retrieved by the lidar on 7th September 2007, with a vertical resolution of 7.5 m (top figure) and the total AODs over 25 altitude levels (bottom figure). The results demonstrate that the process retains most of the vertical structure in the AOD retrievals. A maximum altitude of 5 km is sufficient for the comparisons performed here as aerosols at higher altitudes do not significantly influence the retrievals in the boundary layer [Frieb et al., 2006; Irie et al., 2007].
Figure 4-10: AOD measured by the lidar instrument for 31st August 2007. The black line represents the lidar AOD integrated over 200 m from 0 to 4 km and 250 m from 4 to 5 km. The blue line represents the lidar AOD corrected for the misalignment and the red line represents the AOD retrieval error.

Figure 4-10 shows the typical error on the retrieved AOD for the lidar instrument for the AOD integrated over 200 m from 0 to 4 km and 250 m from 4 to 5 km. In general, the lidar error is smaller than 1% of the total AOD. The blue line represents an offset in the retrieved AODs from the lidar, owing to a misalignment between the focal plane of the telescope and the detector. The offset at each altitude is approximately a third of the calculated AOD and should be subtracted from the measurement. However, the lidar data is still preliminary and offsets have not been calculated for all measurements.

4.4.2 Modelled O₄ slant columns with SCIATRAN

The radiative transfer model SCIATRAN (v2.2) was used to interpret the observations performed in this thesis. SCIATRAN was developed at the Institute of Environmental Physics at the University of Bremen and features full spherical
geometry with multiple scattering initialized by a pseudo-spherical model. The advantage of this technique over others is the reduced computational time. Details of the model can be found in Rozanov et al. [2001 and 2002]. A summary of the main features of SCIATRAN v2.2 are:

- **Modelling**: Produces radiance/intensity, weighting functions, AMFs, slant columns, block AMFs, fluxes, spherical albedo, vertical/slant optical depth.
- **Retrievals**: Trace gas vertical profiles, cloud top height, tangent height correction.
- **Wavelength range**: 175.44 nm - 2400 nm. Several spectral windows can be selected.
- **Geometry**: All observation geometries from the ground space in the atmosphere.
- **Atmospheric model products**: Trace gases (O3, NO2, ClO, OC1O, BrO, HCHO, SO2, NO3, O4, O3, H2O, CO2, CO, CH4, and N2O), aerosols, and clouds.
- **Earth surface**: Lambertian reflector with (wavelength dependent) albedo. The surface elevation with respect to the sea level can be specified.

For the analysis performed here, DSCDs of O4 were calculated with the SCIATRAN RTM for each elevation angle, incorporating the input parameters summarised in Table 4-2.

**Table 4-2**: Summary of the main inputs in the SCIATRAN RTM for the calculation of O4 DSCDs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albedo</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Typical value for urban area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>477 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace gas profile</td>
<td>Standard profiles</td>
<td>Appropriate to month and instrument latitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol</td>
<td>AOD from lidar</td>
<td>Urban aerosol (Soot, water soluble, dust) 25 altitude levels (0 to 4 km: 200 m resolution. 4 to 5 km: 250 m resolution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The wavelength setting in SCIATRAN is very important owing to the strong wavelength dependence of Rayleigh scattering in the atmosphere. In general, for increasing wavelengths the optical depth of the atmosphere decreases, hence an increase in the O₄ DSCDs [Wagner et al., 2004; Frieß et al., 2006]. The CMAX-DOAS retrieval of O₄ is performed in a window of 425 to 490 nm, which includes O₄ absorption bands at 447 nm and 477 nm. For this thesis, O₄ DSCDs were modelled at the maxima of the 477 nm wavelength band, to represent the strong O₄ band used in the CMAX-DOAS analysis. An albedo of 0.15 is used in the RTM, which is typical for an urban area, however differences in the albedo may introduce errors in the modelled O₄ DSCDs.

The effect of scattering owing to aerosols has wavelength dependence and the difference in AOD at two wavelengths (λ₀, λ) can be approximated using the Angström relation.

\[ AOD_\lambda = AOD_{\lambda_0} \left( \frac{\lambda}{\lambda_0} \right)^\alpha \]  

Equation 4-5

\( \alpha \) is known as the Angström coefficient and can provide information on the particle size (the coefficient increases with smaller particle sizes).

González et al. [2003] retrieved AOD and Angström coefficients over Europe using data from the ATSR-2 radiometer on board the ESA satellite ERS-2, for August 1997. The results show that for industrial regions over Europe, the Angström coefficient ranges between 0.8 and 1.6. For the analysis performed here, the lidar retrieves AOD at 355 nm and the SCIATRAN RTM is modelling O₄ DSCDS at 458 nm. Using the Angström relation, the difference in AOD at 458 nm compared to 355 nm is 18 to 34 % for an Angström coefficient between 0.8 and 1.6. Therefore the AOD retrieved from the O₄ DSCDs is likely to be underestimated by 26% on average.

During LAMP, concurrent lidar and CMAX-DOAS measurement were performed on 8 days. The lidar measurements were integrated over a 10 minute period; therefore, modelled O₄ DSCDs were produced every 10 minutes and compared directly to the slant columns retrieved from the CMAX-DOAS instrument.
Figure 4-11: O₃ DSCDs retrieved from the CMAX-DOAS instrument (dashed lines) and modelled by SCIATRAN using the lidar AOD as an input parameter (solid lines), for the zenith (black), 12° (red), 10° (green), 8° (dark blue), 6° (light blue) views on 8 days between 6th and 18th September 2007.
The results of the comparison between \(O_4\) DSCDs retrieved from the CMAX-DOAS instrument and those modelled by SCIATRAN using the lidar AOD as an input parameter are shown in Figure 4-11. The agreement between the retrieved and modelled \(O_4\) DSCDs is good, in particular for the lower elevation angles, during those periods when optically thick clouds are not present in the field-of-view of either instrument. The difference between the modelled and retrieved \(O_4\) DSCDs for the zenith view is minimal at low SZA. During this period, when the Sun is at its highest point in the sky, the zenith view is effectively sampling the same air mass as the lidar instrument.

The modelled \(O_4\) DSCDs, in general, are slightly lower in the 6° view, than the measured \(O_4\) DSCDs, in particular at high SZA. The other views tend to overestimate the \(O_4\) DSCDs. However, this may be due to the error in the elevation angle which will be discussed in section 4.5. The offset in the AOD data, discussed earlier, may also be the reason why the modelled \(O_4\) DSCD are lower than the measured \(O_4\) DSCDs as a larger AOD will, in general, result in a reduction in the light path and lower \(O_4\) DSCDs. Figure 4-12, shows the comparison between measured and modelled \(O_4\) DSCDs when the AOD from the lidar has been corrected for the offset by subtracting one third of the AOD from each layer. The agreement with the 6° view has improved slightly on a few days; however, there appears to be no improvement in the other views, most likely owing to the reduced sensitivity to aerosols in the boundary layer at higher elevations angles.
Figure 4-12: \( \text{O}_3 \) DSCDs retrieved from the CMAX-DOAS instrument (dashed lines) and modelled by SCIATRAN using the lidar AOD, which has been corrected for an offset, as an input parameter (solid lines), for the zenith (black), 12° (red), 10° (green), 8° (dark blue), 6° (light blue) views on 8 days between 6\(^{th}\) and 18\(^{th}\) September 2007.
Figure 4.13: Comparison between measured O₃ DSCDs retrieved from the CMAX-DOAS instrument and modelled O₃ DSCDs by SCIATRAN using the lidar AOD as an input parameter (offset corrected), for the zenith (black), 12° (red), 10° (green), 8° (dark blue), 6° (light blue) views on 8 days between 6th and 18th September 2007. The grey lines represent the 1:1 line.
The effect of clouds on the retrieval of O\textsubscript{4} and aerosols is evident in the correlation plots between the modelled and measured O\textsubscript{4} DSCDs shown in Figure 4-13. The offset correction was applied for all the correlation plots. During periods where optically thin clouds are observed, for example, 14\textsuperscript{th} and 15\textsuperscript{th} September, the agreement between the modelled and retrieved O\textsubscript{4} SCDs is very good, suggesting that the CMAX-DOAS instrument is still sensitive to aerosol effects in these cases. However, when optically thick clouds are present the measured O\textsubscript{4} slant columns decrease substantially owing to a reduced photon path length. For example, on 7\textsuperscript{th} September there is a large difference between the retrieved and modelled O\textsubscript{4} DSCDs from 10 to 14 GMT. During this period a large enhancement in AOD is observed in the lidar instrument, most likely owing to clouds. However, it is only a very thin layer and does not appear to change the modelled O\textsubscript{4} SCDs, whereas the CMAX-DOAS measured O\textsubscript{4} DSCDs observe a decrease in all views. For optically thick clouds or large aerosol loads as observed on 7\textsuperscript{th} September between 8:30 and 10 GMT, the lidar signal saturates and a modelled O\textsubscript{4} DSCD cannot be retrieved. The effect of clouds or possibly large aerosol loads in the FOV is greater in those views closer to the horizon at low elevation angles and can be observed as vertical lines in the correlation plots in Figure 4-13.

Figure 4-14 shows "cloud cleared" O\textsubscript{4} DSCDs according to two criteria; lidar AOD > 1.0 and CMAX-DOAS O\textsubscript{4} DSCDs < 5x10\textsuperscript{13} molecules\textsuperscript{2} cm\textsuperscript{-5} in the 6° view. Cloudy observations in the lidar data generally result in values of AOD greater than 1.0. However, some optically thin clouds may produce AODs below this threshold. For the CMAX-DOAS the lowest elevation angle is generally the most sensitive to clouds, therefore, to ensure all those points which are affected by optically thick clouds in both the lidar and CMAX-DOAS data are excluded in the comparison a threshold value of 5x10\textsuperscript{13} molecules\textsuperscript{2} cm\textsuperscript{-5} in the 6° data was also used to remove all data which have measured O\textsubscript{4} DSCDs below this threshold. The correlation is greatly improved with a correlation of $r = 0.98$ and only a small positive bias in the measured O\textsubscript{4} DSCDs of 216 x 10\textsuperscript{10} molecules\textsuperscript{2} cm\textsuperscript{-5}. The slope of the line is below 1 at 0.93, with measurements from the retrieved O\textsubscript{4} DSCDS measuring, on averaged, 7% lower than the modelled O\textsubscript{4} DSCDs using the lidar AOD as an input parameter.
The good agreement between the measured O$_4$ DSCDs retrieved by the CMAX-DOAS instrument and those modelled by SCIATRAN using the lidar AOD as an input parameter, suggests that the CMAX-DOAS may be used to retrieve AOD, in the boundary layer by adjusting the aerosol profile in the SCIATRAN RTM until the modelled O$_4$ DSCDS agree with those measured by CMAX-DOAS. Optimal estimation [Seinreich et al., 2005; Writtock et al., 2002; Wagner et al., 2002; 2004; Frieß et al., 2006] or look-up-table methods [Leigh et al., 2007; Irie et al., 2007] have previously been used to vary the AOD profile and obtain an agreement between measured and modelled O$_4$ DSCDs or AMFs.

In addition to the absolute AOD, the aerosol profile shape may also change the observed O$_4$ DSCDs. Understanding how the profile shape effects the measurements may improve the accuracy of the AOD retrieval and reduce the number of profiles used in either the look-up-table or optimal estimation methods.
The next section looks at a number of tests involving the SCIATRAN RTM to determine the accuracy of the CMAX-DOAS to retrieving AODs from O$_4$ DSCDs measurements.

4.5 Sensitivity tests

As observed in the aerosol retrievals from the lidar instrument during LAMP, the aerosol profile may change significantly throughout the day. In addition to the increase and decrease in AOD, the thickness of the aerosol layer may also change or occur at different altitudes. During the LAMP campaign the AODs over 200/250 m layers, in non-cloudy conditions, ranged between approximately 0.01 and 0.1.

Here, modelled O$_4$ DSCDs are produced using SCIATRAN for 7th September 2007, with different aerosol profiles to simulate the typical conditions observed in Leicester, the results of which are used to determine the effect on the O$_4$ DSCDs.

4.5.1 Aerosol layer height

The effect of the aerosol layer height on the O$_4$ retrieval was investigated by calculating modelled O$_4$ DSCDs from SCIATRAN for each of the elevation angles used in the CMAX-DOAS retrieval. A box aerosol profile with a layer thickness of 100 m at altitudes between 200 m and 2 km and maximum AODs of 0.01 and 0.1 were used to simulate typical aerosol levels observed in Leicester.

The results of the simulations, shown in Figure 4-15 demonstrate that for very low AODs the layer height does not appear to have a large effect on the O$_4$ DSCDs. The standard deviation of the O$_4$ DSCDs for the 6° view is $3.92 \times 10^{40}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$ at a SZA of 60°. When observing higher AODs, the effect is greater and the standard deviation of the O$_4$ DSCDs increases to $40.6 \times 10^{40}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$. In general, aerosols near the surface increase the optical depth of the atmosphere, thus reducing the measured O$_4$ DSCDs. However, when aerosol is present in layers at
different altitudes, the effect of multiple scattering may enhance the O₄ DSCDs for those views with scattering altitudes below or within the aerosol layer.

![Figure 4-15: Modelled O₄ DSCDs by SCIATRAN at 477nm, for the zenith (black), 12° (red), 10° (green), 8° (dark blue), 6° (light blue). There are multiple lines at each viewing angle in the plot. The aerosol was modelled as a box profile with a maximum AOD of a) 0.01 and b) 0.1, and a layer thickness of 100 m at altitudes between 200 m and 2 km.]

The results here suggest that the O₄ DSCDs do not appear to be sensitive to the height of the aerosol layer with AODs of the magnitude observed in Leicester. Averaging kernels produced by Frieß et al. (2006) demonstrate that that the information on aerosols at higher altitudes is greatly improved when retrieving O₄ at different wavelengths.

4.5.2 Thickness of the aerosol layer

The thickness of the aerosol layer as retrieved by the lidar instrument during LAMP was observed to vary throughout the day, from approximately 600 m to 2 km, depending on the PBL height and cloud layers. Figure 4-16 show the results from a simulation of O₄ DSCDs from SCIATRAN, with an aerosol layer increasing in thickness from the surface, in 200 m steps, up to a maximum of 2 km, with a maximum AOD of 0.01 and 0.1

The results, presented in Figure 4-16, demonstrate the effect of the aerosol layer thickness on the modelled O₄ DSCDs is strong in comparison to the altitude of the aerosol layer, as shown in the previous test. As the layer thickness increases the O₄
DSCDs decrease owing to a reduction in the photon path length. The lower elevation angles show the greatest variation, with a decrease in AOD of approximately $400 \times 10^{40}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$ for the O$_3$ DSCDs from the $6^\circ$ view with an aerosol layer of AOD=0.01 and thickness of 2 km compared to a layer thickness of 200 m. When observing at higher AODs, the effect is greater with a decrease in O$_3$ DSCDs of $700 \times 10^{40}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$. 

Figure 4-16: Modelled O$_3$ DSCDs by SCIATRAN, for the zenith (black), $12^\circ$ (red), $10^\circ$ (green), $8^\circ$ (dark blue), $6^\circ$ (light blue). The aerosol layer was modelled as a box profile with a maximum AOD of 0.01 and increased in thickness by 200 m up to 2 km.

Figure 4-17: Modelled O$_3$ DSCDs by SCIATRAN, for the zenith (black), $12^\circ$ (red), $10^\circ$ (green), $8^\circ$ (dark blue), $6^\circ$ (light blue). The aerosol layer was modelled as a box profile with a maximum AOD of 0.01 and increased in thickness by 200 m up to 2 km.
In Figure 4-17, a plot of O₄ DSCDs modelled with SCIATRAN and normalised to the O₄ DSCDs at 2 km for each of the lower elevations angles is presented. The results show that the O₄ DSCDs simulated for the 6°, 8°, 10° and 12° views, decrease as the aerosol layer increases in thickness, owing to a reduction in the photon path length. However, the zenith observes an increase in O₄ DSCDs with aerosol, which may be caused by an increase in scattered photons from the layer below entering the line of sight of the instrument. The change in O₄ DSCDs with aerosol layer thickness for an AOD of 0.1 is approximately 25% in the 6° view.

4.5.3 Magnitude of AOD

A greater aerosol load in the atmosphere is thought to increase the probability of scattering photons away from the line-of-sight of the instrument, resulting in a decrease in observed O₄ DSCDs, owing to the shorter light path. To quantify the effect on the different views of the CMAX-DOAS instrument, SCIATRAN was used to model O₄ DSCDs for a range of AODs with a 1 km layer thickness from the surface. The magnitude of the AOD was increased from 0.01 to 0.22 in steps of 0.01.

Figure 4-18: Modelled O₄ DSCDs by SCIATRAN, for the zenith (black), 12° (red), 10° (green), 8° (dark blue), 6° (light blue). The aerosol layer was modelled as a box profile with a 1 km thickness from the surface and the magnitude of the AOD increased in steps of 0.01 up to a maximum of 0.22.
From the results in Figure 4-18, it can be observed that an increase in AOD decreases the modelled $O_4$ DSCDs for all views, however, the sensitivity is greatly increased for lower elevation angles. As the AOD increases, additional aerosol scattering results in the difference between $O_4$ DSCDs at each view decreasing, until the views are independent of the direct photon light path. This effect has previously been seen in measurements by Wagner et al. [2004] and is also observed in the LAMP data (see section 4.4.2). The difference between the $O_4$ DSCDs modelled with an AOD of 0.01 and the $O_4$ DSCDs modelled at increasing aerosols loads was calculated for the $6^\circ$ view at a SZA of 60°.

![Figure 4-19: Difference between SCIATRAN modelled $O_4$ DSCDs at an AOD of 0.01 and $O_4$ DSCDs, for increasing AODs, for the $6^\circ$ view at a SZA of 60°. The aerosol profile was modeled as an aerosol layer with a thickness of 1 km from the surface.](image)

The results, presented in Figure 4-19 show that the maximum decrease in $O_4$ DSCD of 3500 molecules$^2$ cm$^{-4}$ is observed when the AOD increases from 0.01 to 0.24. The plot confirms that the difference between $O_4$ DSCDs decreases as the magnitude of the AOD increase. For example, an increase in AOD of 0.01 between 0.01 and 0.02 decreases the $O_4$ DSCDs in the $6^\circ$ view by $300 \times 10^{10}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-4}$. However, for an increase in 0.01 between 0.22 and 0.23 the $O_4$ DSCDs only
decrease by approximately $70 \times 10^{40}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$, suggesting that the increase in photons owing to multiple scattering within the aerosol layer becomes comparable to the decrease in direct photon path length.

4.5.4 Elevation angle

As demonstrated previously, the sensitivity of the CMAX-DOAS to aerosols in the boundary layer can change significantly when measuring at different elevation angles, owing to the variation in photon path length. Therefore, an accurate elevation angle is important when comparing modelled and measured $O_4$ DSCDs. The telescopes within the head unit of the CMAX-DOAS instrument can be fixed to different elevation angles with an accuracy of approximately $\pm 1.0^\circ$.

To calculate the effect of the elevation error on the $O_4$ DSCDs, modelled $O_4$ DSCDs were calculated for elevation angles of 6°, 5.9°, 5.8°, 5.7°, and 5.6° and 5.5° with an aerosols profile of AOD=0.01 and layer thickness of 1 km for the ground. The results of the modelled $O_4$ DSCDs for a change in elevation angle of up to 0.5° are shown in Figure 4-20.

![Figure 4-20: Modelled $O_4$ DSCDs by SCIATRAN, for five different elevation angles at 6° (black), 5.9° (purple), 5.8° (blue), 5.7° (red), 5.6°(green), and 5.5°(yellow). The aerosol layer was modelled as a box profile with a 1 km thickness and an AOD of 0.01.](image)
To quantify the effect of elevation error, the difference between the O$_4$ DSCDs at 6° and those at the other elevation angles was determined. The results, presented in Figure 4-21, show for small SZA the difference in O$_4$ DSCDs is almost constant and increases by approximately $50 \times 10^{40}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$ for a decrease in elevation of 0.1°. Therefore, for an error in the elevation angle of ±1.0°, this results in an error in the modelled O$_4$ DSCDs of approximately $500 \times 10^{40}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$. In section 4.4.2, the results in Figure 4-13 show the retrieved O$_4$ DSCDs from CMAX-DOAS observe on average 5% smaller columns than the modelled O$_4$ DSCDs using the lidar AOD as an input parameter. For the 6° view, this results in the measured O$_4$ DSCDs observing smaller columns of approximately 300 to 600$\times 10^{40}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$, depending on SZA angle compared to the modelled columns. Therefore, the error in the elevation angle may be an explanation for the differences observed and that the elevation angle for the 6° is actually at approximately 6.6°. However, there are other sources of error owing to the lidar ratio, the optical properties of aerosols and those introduced from the SCIATRAN modelling of O$_4$ DSCDs which may also introduce differences between the modelled and measured O$_4$ DSCDs.

Figure 4-21: Difference in calculated O$_4$ DSCDs from SCIATRAN for a decrease in elevation angle from the 6° view of 0.1° (purple), 0.2° (blue), 0.3°(red), 0.4° (green) and 0.5°(yellow). The aerosol layer was modelled as a box profile with a 1 km thickness and an AOD of 0.01.
The error in the modelled O$_4$ DSCDs from the 6° view owing to the accuracy in the elevation angle (±1.0°) can be converted into an error in the AOD from the results in Figure 4-19, for a SZA of 60° and aerosol layer thickness of 1 km. A polynomial was fitted to the points in Figure 4-19, to determine the relationship between the change in O$_4$ DSCDs in the 6° view and the AOD magnitude, between 0.01 and 1.0. The error in the AOD was then calculated by assuming an error in the DSCDs of ±500×10$^{40}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$.

The result in Figure 4-22 show that the theoretical elevation error ranges between 0.01 to 0.55 for AODs between 0.01 and 1, retrieved from the O$_4$ DSCDs in the 6° view. The red line in the figure represents the theoretical error in AOD for an elevation angle error of ±0.1°. The error in the AOD is significantly reduced with a maximum of 0.05 for AODs of 1.0.

Figure 4-22: Estimated error in the AOD retrieval from the O$_4$ DSCDs retrieved by the 6° view, owing to an elevation angle error of ±1.0° (black line) and an elevation angle error of ±0.1° (red line).
4.5.5 Summary of sensitivity tests

When considering an optimal estimation algorithm or look-up-table method to retrieve aerosol information from DOAS instruments, the modelled O$_4$ DSCDs/AMFs are compared directly to the retrieved O$_4$ DSCDs/AMFs and adjusted accordingly with the aerosol input parameter. Using the RTM SCIATRAN, modelled O$_4$ DSCDs have been produced for a range of aerosol scenarios, typical for the urban boundary layer in Leicester during the LAMP campaign period, as determined by the lidar instrument. The results show, for aerosol levels of a maximum of 0.1 AOD, the aerosol layer altitude does not have a large effect on the retrieved O$_4$ DSCDs. However, the aerosol layer thickness does decrease the O$_4$ DSCDs for an increase in aerosol layer thickness from the ground. A maximum decrease of approximately 25% was observed in the modelled O$_4$ DSCDs from the 6° elevation angle when an aerosol layer of 2 km thickness is present.

When retrieving AODs of the magnitude observed in Leicester during LAMP (AOD=0.01 to 0.1), from the CMAX-DOAS, the error in the elevation angle becomes very important. The results, from the sensitivity test, demonstrate that the O$_4$ retrieval is very sensitive to the elevation angle, owing to the increase in photon path length, in particular when observing close to the horizon. The error in the elevation angle is the most likely explanation for the differences observed in the measured and modelled O$_4$ DSCDs and will dominate the error in the AOD retrieval. From the plot in Figure 4-22, it can be observed that an error in O$_4$ DSCDs of $\pm 500 \times 10^{40}$ molecules$^2$ cm$^{-5}$ from the 6° view may result in an AOD retrieval error of approximately 0.05 for an AOD with a magnitude of 0.1 (for a SZA of 60° and aerosol layer thickness of 1 km), therefore, an accurate retrieval using the O$_4$ DSCDs is challenging. To perform accurate retrievals using the CMAX-DOAS O$_4$ DSCDs during this period, the CMAX-DOAS requires accuracy in the elevation angle of the telescope to be 0.1° or better.
4.6 CMAX-DOAS retrieval of NO$_2$ in the urban boundary layer

In the previous section, a number of sensitivity tests were performed to determine the detection limit of the CMAX-DOAS to the retrieval of AOD using O$_4$ measurements. For the current system, an optimal estimation method has not been performed to calculate the AOD from CMAX-DOAS. Therefore, aerosol profiles retrieved by the lidar are used to calculate AMFs for the CMAX-DOAS NO$_2$ retrievals during the LAMP campaign.

4.6.1 NO$_2$ air mass factors

Figure 4-23 presents tropospheric AMFs for each off-axis view, calculated by SCIATRAN for 8 days during the LAMP campaign. The total NO$_2$ AMFs were calculated using the same input parameters as summarised in Table 4-2. The stratospheric contribution to the total AMF is assumed to be equal for all elevation angles (Hönninger et al. 2004a) and can be subtracted from the total AMF to yield a tropospheric NO$_2$ AMF. A similar approach is used in the DSCD retrievals of NO$_2$ from CMAX-DOAS. NO$_2$ in the atmosphere is present in the stratosphere, and in polluted regions, also in the troposphere. The zenith view has greater sensitivity to trace gases in the stratosphere, owing to the small path length through the troposphere (see section 2.6.1). Thereby, subtracting the zenith DSCDs from the off-axis measurements yields a tropospheric NO$_2$ DSCD which can be divided by the appropriate tropospheric AMF to produce vertical column measurements of NO$_2$ in the troposphere. In addition to removing the stratospheric NO$_2$, however, a small component of tropospheric NO$_2$ measured by the zenith view is also removed.

The average tropospheric AMFs calculated at noon for the 8 days of measurements shown in Figure 4-23, are 3.6, 2.8, 2.3 and 1.9 for the 6°, 8°, 10° and 12° elevation angles with a standard deviation, owing to variations in the AOD profile over the 8 days of measurements, of approximately 0.03 to 0.3 at noon (0.7 to 6 %) depending on the viewing angle and SZAs, demonstrating that small changes in AODs over the LAMP period does not have a large effect on the retrieved NO$_2$ AMFs. The sharp peaks observed in Figure 4-21 are caused by clouds in the field of view of the lidar, producing anomalies in the calculated AMFs.
As previously discussed in section 2.6.1, a geometric approach can be used to determine the AMF of a tropospheric absorber near the surface and below the scattering altitude, for single scattering events. It has been suggested that the AMF may be approximated to $1/\sin(\alpha)$, where $\alpha$ is the elevation angle of the viewing telescope [Hönninger et al., 2004a]. For the telescope views in the CMAX-DOAS instrument, this approximation results in tropospheric NO$_2$ AMFs of 9.6, 7.2, 5.8, 4.8 for the 6°, 8°, 10° and 12° elevation angles. Comparing the geometrical AMFs to those calculated with SCIATRAN, show that the geometrical approach over estimates the NO$_2$ by more than 2.5 times. The result suggests that, even for the low AODs observed in Leicester, multiple scattering should be accounted for when calculating AMFs for DOAS instruments.

The accuracy of the NO$_2$ AMFs calculated with SCIATRAN associated with the error in the CMAX-DOAS elevation angles was determined by calculating
tropospheric NO$_2$ AMFs for elevation angles of 6°, 5.9°, 5.8°, 5.7°, and 5.6°. The results, presented in Figure 4-24, show that an error of 0.5° in the elevation angle of the telescope will only change the calculated tropospheric NO$_2$ AMFs by up to 8%. Hence, for the CMAX-DOAS instrument, this will result in accuracy in the NO$_2$ AMFs of approximately 16%.

![Figure 4-24: Percentage difference in calculated tropospheric AMFs from SCIATRAN for a decrease in elevation angle from the 6° view of 0.1° (black), 0.2° (blue), 0.3° (red), 0.4° (green) and 0.5° (yellow) for 7th September 2007.](image)

4.6.2 NO$_2$ concentration within the urban boundary layer

The vertical tropospheric column densities of NO$_2$ are calculated by dividing the retrieved NO$_2$ DSCDs by the calculated tropospheric AMFs from SCIATRAN. If the assumption is made that the tropospheric NO$_2$ observed by CMAX-DOAS lies within the boundary layer, the concentration of NO$_2$ may be calculated by integrating the vertical tropospheric column densities over the boundary layer height.
Sinreich et al. [2005] calculated the boundary layer height from the ratio of the modelled NO\textsubscript{2} AMFs at 2\degree and 20\degree elevation angles as a function of NO\textsubscript{2} box profile height, which was varied in the AMF calculations. The measured SCD ratio at 2\degree and 20\degree gave a value of 6, which corresponds to a box profile height of 1500 m (±300 m). The boundary layer height may also be calculated from the AOD retrieval. The top of the boundary layer forms an inversion layer which acts as a lid to the rising thermals. In Figure 4-8 the boundary layer heights can be clearly be distinguished during periods where optically thick clouds are absent from the field-of-view of the lidar instrument. Here, the lidar aerosol data has been used to calculate the boundary layer height during the LAMP campaign. The PBL height is determined by a simple method of calculating the altitude where the AOD decreases by 75\% or more. In the case where optically thin clouds are present, the altitude of the cloud top height has been used to determine the PBL height. This method is basic, but from observation allows a good approximation of the PBL height layer with an error of ± 200 m. The maximum and minimum boundary layer heights for 8 days during LAMP are listed in Table 4-3.

The boundary layer height has a diurnal cycle with a minimum altitude of approximately 600 m occurring over night followed by an increase in the PBL height between 9 and 10 GMT. Figure 4-25 shows an example where the lidar retrieved AOD over Leicester on a clear day with no clouds in the field-of-view of the instrument. Between 0 and 9 GMT the stable nocturnal boundary layer can be observed between the surface and 400m, with a residual layer above. After 9 GMT the altitude of the PBL increases forming a mixing layer with an altitude of approximately 1800 m. The entrainment layer, which acts as a lid on the rising thermals can be observed at the top of the mixing layer. Between 9 and 15 GMT the thermals can still be observed as spikes in the AOD, between the PBL and the free-troposphere. After 15 GMT however, the entrainment zone becomes stable.
Figure 4-25: Lidar AOD retrievals over Leicester for 31st August 2007.

Table 4-3: Summary of the PBL heights calculated from the lidar instrument during LAMP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Minimum PBL height (m)</th>
<th>Maximum PBL height (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06/07/09</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/07/09</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/07/09</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14/07/09</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15/07/09</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16/07/09</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17/07/09</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18/07/09</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4-26 shows NO\textsubscript{2} concentrations in the urban boundary layer over Leicester, measured by the 12° (red), 10° (green), 8° (dark blue), 6° (light blue) views of the CMAX-DOAS instrument for 8 days during the LAMP campaign. The total error in the calculation of NO\textsubscript{2} within the boundary layer arises from the error in the PBL height and the fitting error for the NO\textsubscript{2} columns and is approximately 27% for all elevation angles.
Figure 4-26: NO$_2$ concentrations derived using the CMAX-DOAS system in the urban boundary layer for 8 days during the LAMP campaign. The different colours represent measurements by the 12° (red), 10° (green), 8° (dark blue), 6° (light blue) views.
The observations demonstrate that the diurnal cycle and concentration of NO\(_2\) may change significantly throughout the week. Measurements performed on weekdays (6\(^{\text{th}}\), 7\(^{\text{th}}\), 14\(^{\text{th}}\), 17\(^{\text{th}}\) and 18\(^{\text{th}}\) September) in general, observe much higher concentrations of NO\(_2\), compared to the weekend measurements (9\(^{\text{th}}\) 15th and 16\(^{\text{th}}\) September) with concentrations up to 60 ppb during the week, compared to 10 ppb on Saturday and 5 ppb on Sundays.

Performing measurements at different elevation angles demonstrates the inhomogeneity of NO\(_2\) throughout the boundary layer. In Figure 4-26, it can be observed that the 6\(^{\circ}\) view generally observes higher NO\(_2\) concentrations than the views at higher elevation angles, suggesting that the majority of the NO\(_2\) is located near the surface. However, there are periods when the higher elevation angles observe greater concentrations of NO\(_2\). In general, this occurs when there are clouds are present in the FOV of the lidar, producing unrealistic AMFs. For example, the large peak in NO\(_2\) for all views during the morning of the 9\(^{\text{th}}\) September is due to clouds in the field of view of the lidar. However, plumes of NO\(_2\) are occasionally observed which may produce high concentrations of NO\(_2\) in the upper boundary layer. The potential of the CMAX-DOAS instrument to perform measurements of unmixed air masses has previously been reported by Leigh et al. [2007].

**Figure 4-27:** NO\(_2\) concentrations measured by the CMAX-DOAS system in the urban boundary layer between 18:00 and 19:00 GMT on 17\(^{\text{th}}\) September 2007. The different colours represent measurements by the 12\(^{\circ}\) (red), 10\(^{\circ}\) (green), 8\(^{\circ}\) (dark blue), 6\(^{\circ}\) (light blue) views.
Figure 4-27 shows the NO$_2$ concentrations measured by each view for one hour between 18:00 and 19:00 GMT on 17$^{th}$ September 2007. Individual plumes of NO$_2$ can be observed as distinct peaks in the data. For example, at 18:11 GMT a peak in NO$_2$ of 24 ppb is observed in the lowest view which then decreases sharply over the next few minutes. During this period, peaks in NO$_2$ are also observed in the 8$^\circ$, 10$^\circ$ and 12$^\circ$ views suggesting a plume of NO$_2$ is rising within the boundary layer. Between 18:30 and 18:44 GMT, a steady rise in NO$_2$ is observed in all views simultaneously. However, higher concentrations are measured in the 10$^\circ$ and 12$^\circ$ views which may result from the transport of NO$_2$ to higher altitudes.

A similar result is observed on 7$^{th}$ September (Figure 4-28), where an increase in NO$_2$ was observed between 11:00 and 12:30 GMT, with a maximum of 13 ppb measured in the 10$^\circ$ view. At approximately 12:15 GMT on this day a fire was reported at a site in the city centre. The direct emission of NO from the fire and subsequent reaction with HO$_2$/RO$_2$ leads to an increase in NO$_2$ over background levels. The wind was prominently in a northerly direction during this period, resulting in plumes of NO$_2$ being transported through each view of the CMAX-DOAS instrument.

**Figure 4-28:** NO$_2$ concentrations measured by the CMAX-DOAS system in the urban boundary layer between 11:00 and 14:00 GMT on 7$^{th}$ September 2007. The different colours represent measurements by the 12$^\circ$ (red), 10$^\circ$ (green), 8$^\circ$ (dark blue), 6$^\circ$ (light blue) views.
4.6.3 Comparison of NO$_2$ measurements from CMAX-DOAS and *in situ* monitors

During the LAMP campaign, measurements of NO$_2$ were also performed by chemiluminescence monitors run by Leicester City Council, on site and around the city centre for the duration of the measurement period; along with photolysis measurements of NO$_2$ by the NO$x$$_3$ instrument, up to 12$^{th}$ September (BBCEAS NO$_2$ data is currently not available for analysis). The results from section 4.6.2 demonstrate that the 6° view has the greatest sensitivity to NO$_2$ at the near surface, therefore, is suitable for comparisons with the *in situ* data.

Figure 4-29 shows a plot of the NO$_2$ concentration measured by the CMAX-DOAS instrument, and two chemiluminescence monitors, located on site and within the city centre. The city centre monitor is located approximately 2 km north of the CMAX-DOAS instrument, between two large buildings and away from any major roads to allow hourly averaged measurements of urban background NO$_2$ in Leicester. The monitor located on site has the same design as the one in the city centre and performs 15 minute averaged measurements of NO$_2$

![Figure 4-29: NO$_2$ concentrations for the period between 6th and 19th September measured by the 6° view of the CMAX-DOAS instrument (black line), the chemiluminescence monitor on site (blue line), and a chemiluminescence monitor situated within the city centre (red line).](image-url)
Figure 4-30: NO₂ concentrations for 8 days in September measured by the 6° view of the CMAX-DOAS instrument (black line), the chemiluminescence monitor on site (blue line), and a chemiluminescence monitor situated within the city centre (red line).
Comparing 8 days of NO$_2$ measurements with coincident data in Figure 4-30, it can be observed that there is reasonable agreement with both in situ monitors and the CMAX-DOAS in the diurnal variation of NO$_2$, however, the in situ monitors, in general, measure higher concentrations of NO$_2$ compared to the CMAX-DOAS instrument. One reason for the differences may be the influence of wind on the NO$_2$ measurements. A comparison between near-surface concentrations of NO$_2$ measured by the monitor in the city centre and CMAX-DOAS derived concentrations has previously been performed by Leigh, et al., [2006] during 2004. Meteorological data gave information on the influence of wind on the differences observed between the two datasets and it was observed that a southerly wind causes the greatest difference as city centre emissions are naturally dispersed to the north of the city and away from the viewing geometry of the instrument.

![Wind frequency plot](image)

**Figure 4-31:** Occurrence frequency of wind direction measured on 8 days during the LAMP campaign. The wind directions are binned into 5° intervals.

Figure 4-31 shows a frequency plot for wind direction during the 8 days of coincident measurements. The wind direction was binned in 5° bins for data between 5 and 22 GMT to represent the wind direction during measurements performed by the CMAX-DOAS instrument. The results from the analysis show
that the wind direction during the 8 days was predominantly from a northerly or westerly/south-westerly direction and the differences between the measurements cannot be directly attributed to wind influences.

The inhomogeneity of NO₂ across Leicester is evident in Figure 4-30 where differences in NO₂ concentration are observed by the two chemiluminescence monitors. For example, on 16th September the city centre monitor observes twice the concentration of NO₂ during the morning, than the monitor on the campaign site for the same period. This day falls on a Sunday and in general there are much lower NO₂ concentrations at the weekend owing to the reduction in traffic and industry. However, the high peak in NO₂ observed by the city centre monitor suggests an increase in traffic, most likely owing to a festival event that took place in the city centre on this day. The result demonstrates that local emissions within the vicinity of the monitor have a strong effect on the concentration of NO₂ measured. Therefore, the differences observed between NO₂ measurements from the CMAX-DOAS and the in situ monitors may be caused by inhomogeneity of NO₂ across the city and the difference in spatial sampling between the instruments.

4.6.4 Comparison of NO₂ measurements by chemiluminescence and photolytic techniques

The location of both the NOₓ instrument and chemiluminescence monitors on site during the LAMP campaign gives a unique opportunity to determine the significance of the interference of other compounds, such as nitric acid (HNO₃) and peroxycetyl nitrate (PAN) on the measurements of NO₂ in an urban area by measurements performed with a molybdenum oxide catalyst.

Sampling tubes for both instruments were placed next to each other to ensure the instruments were measuring the same air. The NOₓ instrument performs measurements of NO₂ every minute. The data was then averaged over 15 minute intervals to allow for a direct comparison to measurements performed by the chemiluminescence monitor on site.
Figure 4-32 shows the correlation of NO\textsubscript{2} concentrations measured by the chemiluminescence monitor and the NO\textsubscript{xy} instrument from 23\textsuperscript{rd} August to 12\textsuperscript{th} September 2007. The agreement is very good, with a correlation coefficient of 0.93 and only a small offset of 1.68 ppb in the chemiluminescence measurements. In Figure 4-33 and Figure 4-34 the percentage difference between NO\textsubscript{2} measurements from the chemiluminescence monitor and the NO\textsubscript{xy} instrument are shown along with ozone measurements for 23\textsuperscript{rd} August to 12\textsuperscript{th} September 2007 and for a zoomed in period from 24\textsuperscript{th} to 30\textsuperscript{th} August 2007.

The results show that the chemiluminescence monitors on average measure 5% greater NO\textsubscript{2} than the NO\textsubscript{xy} instrument during the LAMP campaign, with a standard deviation of 24%. The greatest difference is observed during the afternoon when the ozone concentration increases. Dunlea \textit{et al.}, [1999] also observed enhancements in the NO\textsubscript{2} measured by chemiluminescence detectors, equipped with molybdenum converters, compared to a TILDAS and a DOAS instrument when ozone levels peaked and concluded that the interference is most likely caused by reactive nitrogen species that are produced photochemically along with ozone, such as HNO\textsubscript{3}. 

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure4-32.png}
\caption{Correlation of NO\textsubscript{2} measurements by the chemiluminescence monitor and the NO\textsubscript{xy} instrument. The red line represents the linear regression of the correlation.}
\end{figure}
Figure 4-33: Percentage difference of NO$_2$ measurements by the chemiluminescence monitor and the NO$_x$ instrument from 23rd August to 12th September 2007. The grey shading represents the ozone concentration measured over the same period.

Figure 4-34: Percentage difference of NO$_2$ measurements by the chemiluminescence monitor and the NO$_x$ instrument from 24th to 30th August 2007. The grey shading represents the ozone concentration measured over the same period.
In a study by Ordoñez, et al. [2006] the ratio of the photolytic to chemiluminescence NO\textsubscript{2} measurements were used to correct for the influence of other species in the chemiluminescence data. However, the NO\textsubscript{x} instrument may also be affected by the influence of other compounds, albeit on a much smaller scale, therefore, to perform an accurate correction, the interfering NO\textsubscript{x} species are required to be measured independently.

### 4.7 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter measurements of O\textsubscript{4} and NO\textsubscript{2} performed by the CMAX-DOAS instrument as part of the LAMP campaign during summer 2007 have been presented. Recent studies have shown that O\textsubscript{4} measurements from a MAX-DOAS system can be used to determine aerosol properties. The O\textsubscript{4} profile is almost constant within the troposphere; therefore, any variation in the O\textsubscript{4} slant column may indicate an increase or decrease in photon path length owing to tropospheric clouds or aerosols.

A lidar instrument deployed during the campaign performed measurements of AOD over Leicester. The AOD results from the lidar instrument were used as an input parameter into the SCIATRAN RTM to model O\textsubscript{4} DSCDs at 477 nm, which were directly compared to the retrieved O\textsubscript{4} DSCDS from the CMAX-DOAS instrument. The results from the comparison showed excellent agreement with a correlation coefficient of $r = 0.97$ for those measurements not effected by clouds in the field-of-view of either instrument.

To determine the sensitivity of the CMAX-DOAS instrument to the retrieval of AOD, a number of sensitivity tests were performed which involved a range of aerosol scenarios, typical for the urban boundary layer in Leicester. The results showed that for the AODs observed in Leicester, the O\textsubscript{4} DSCDs are most sensitive to the AOD magnitude rather than the profile shape. The accuracy of the retrieval of AOD by CMAX-DOAS is dominated by the error in the elevation angle of the instrument. For the current system, the AOD error ranges between 0.01 to 0.55 for AODs between 0.01 and 1 when retrieving AOD from O\textsubscript{4} DSCDs at one viewing angle and a single wavelength. The potential of the CMAX-DOAS instrument to
retrieving AOD could be very good, although it would require accuracy in the elevation angle of 0.1°. Combining measurements from different wavelengths and viewing direction may also enable derivation of the aerosol size, as previously suggested by Frieß et al. [2004].

Using the aerosol data from the lidar instrument, AMFs for NO₂ were calculated by the SCIATRAN RTM and concentrations of NO₂ in the boundary layer over Leicester derived. The largest error source in the derived NO₂ concentrations was the calculation of the boundary layer height from the lidar AOD measurements with an error of approximately 27% for all elevation angles. Comparisons of the CMAX-DOAS NO₂ measurements with in situ monitors likely demonstrate the inhomogeneity of NO₂ across the city owing to local emission sources.

Finally, a comparison of NO₂ measurements from different in situ instruments was performed to determine the significance of other nitrogen compounds interfering with measurements performed with a molybdenum oxide catalyst. The results show that the molybdenum oxide catalyst on average overestimates the NO₂ by 5%, with a standard deviation of 24% owing to the conversion of reactive nitrogen species to NO₂.
Chapter 5

Intercomparison of OMI tropospheric NO$_2$ columns with CMAX-DOAS and $in$ $situ$ measurements

Satellite retrieved products are often compared to ground based or airborne data to assess the accuracy and precision of the satellite data by independent means. In addition, the results of an intercomparison can be used as a diagnostic tool in the improvement of retrieval algorithms.

The validation strategy is important, as poor validation will compromise the quality of the satellite retrieved products. A simple approach to validation is a comparison exercise concluding in the difference between the satellite data and a reference set of 'validated' data. However, this is not sufficient to determine the usefulness of the data for its intended scientific applications. What needs to be identified is how well the satellite data represents known geophysical features that are observed by other instruments or deduced from our understanding. The validation programme, in general, involves an initial validation before public release of a new product or after release of a near-real-time (NRT) product. Following this is a detailed geophysical validation for different scenarios and the verification of precision after the improvement of a retrieval algorithm. Finally, a long term validation is performed to evaluate trends and degradation of the instrument.

The comparison with $in$ $situ$ and other ground based measurements is important for the purpose of validation as it can benefit from knowledge on the local geophysical parameters and allow a large number of possible co-locations, with varying atmospheric scenarios, potentially improving the significance of the validation. However, the validation of satellite instruments with ground based
observation techniques yield different samplings of the atmosphere on a spatial and temporal scale which may reduce reliability and introduce biases.

In this chapter, retrieved tropospheric VCDs of NO$_2$ from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) are compared to coincident tropospheric columns retrieved from the CMAX-DOAS instrument and *in situ* near-surface measurements from chemiluminescence detectors in and around Leicester city centre. A field-of-view (FOV) weighted estimate for the OMI-equivalent urban NO$_2$ was calculated for each coincidence by including background emissions from a nearby *in situ* monitor, situated in a rural area. The final part of this chapter presents seasonal and weekly cycles of NO$_2$ in an urban and rural environment measured by the OMI and *in situ* monitors.

### 5.1 Retrieval of NO$_2$ over Leicester from CMAX-DOAS

During the period of measurements analysed in this chapter, the CMAX-DOAS instrument was set-up as described in Chapter 3, with five telescopes fixed at elevation angles of 90° (zenith), 15°, 10°, 5° and 2°. The DOAS technique was performed in the wavelength region 431 to 508 nm [Leigh *et al.*, 2006] to derive DSCDs of NO$_2$, O$_3$, H$_2$O and O$_4$. Tropospheric NO$_2$ DSCDs are derived using a zenith reference spectrum for each viewing angle and then subtraction of the concurrent zenith differential slant column for each measurement in the off-axis views, removing the stratospheric signal, along with a small signal from tropospheric absorbers. The average detection limits are $3.2\times10^{15}$, $4.2\times10^{15}$ and $4.7\times10^{15}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ for the 15°, 10° and 5° views respectively when using a zenith reference spectrum [Leigh *et al.*, 2006]. For the comparisons performed in this chapter, data from the 5° viewing angle was used. The retrieval of VCDs at higher elevation angles are less affected by aerosols however, the sensitivity to tropospheric absorbers will decrease. The 2° view has the greatest sensitivity to tropospheric absorbers. However, the error on the retrieved slant columns for the 2° elevation angle is 10.3% compared to 5% for the other elevation angles owing to the low signal to noise ratio for the 2° elevation angle. NO$_2$ VCDs are derived from the
AMFs calculated with the SCIATRAN RTM. Previous analysis of NO$_2$ AMFs in Chapter 4 demonstrated that small variations in AOD do not significantly change the calculated NO$_2$ AMFs, giving a standard deviation of 0.7 to 6% depending on the elevation angle and SZA, for AODs between 0.01 and 0.1. Therefore, a typical AOD profile obtained from the lidar data with a maximum AOD of 0.05 was used in the AMF calculations in this chapter, for the 5° view.

The largest contribution to the measured CMAX-DOAS NO$_2$ column amount is located in the PBL. In Chapter 4, the PBL height was determined from lidar aerosol measurements and ranged between 600 and 2000 m over Leicester, during summer. The height of the PBL depends on many factors such as weather conditions and time of year [Medeiros et al., 2005]. Aerosol data was not available during the period of data capture used in this chapter and given the uncertainty in calculating the PBL height over Leicester from CMAX-DOAS O$_3$ aerosol measurements, tropospheric VCDs retrieved from CMAX-DOAS are used in the comparisons performed in this chapter rather than estimated PBL mixing ratios.

5.2 Previous work on the validation of tropospheric NO$_2$ from space

NO$_2$ is an important tropospheric trace gas when monitoring pollution in the UBL. Public exposure to NO$_2$ in the urban environment is a health concern, a public policy concern and subject to several EU directives on pollution levels [DEFRA, 2003]. At present, the majority of monitoring of NO$_2$ uses sparse networks of in situ monitors. In addition to in situ NO$_2$ monitoring networks, remote sensing of the troposphere from satellites and ground based remote sensing instruments could provide measurements of tropospheric NO$_2$ on much larger scales.

Spectroscopic techniques are a useful method for detecting NO$_2$ and other strong atmospheric absorbers. The first tropospheric NO$_2$ column measurements obtained on a global scale were performed by the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) launched onboard the ESA ERS-2 in April 1995 [Burrows et al., 1999; Leue et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2002].
One advantage of measurements of NO\textsubscript{2} from space is the possibility of observing pollution ‘hot spots’, high concentrations of NO\textsubscript{2} over industrial regions. Beirle \textit{et al.}, [2003] produced weekly cycles of tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} columns retrieved from GOME for different regions of the world. Industrial regions and cities in the USA, Europe and Japan show a clear decrease of approximately 25 to 50\% in tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} on a Sunday compared to observed weekly levels. Regions in the Middle East show a different cycle owing to other social working patterns, with weekly minimums on Friday and Saturday. In China there is no indication of a weekly cycle which may indicate that the emissions from China are dominated by heavy industry and power plants whereas in the USA and Europe it is transport which mainly contributes to the NO\textsubscript{2} sources.

A study of tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} measurements in the Po river basin (northern Italy) from GOME was performed by Petritoli \textit{et al.}, [2004] and included comparisons with \textit{in situ} stations within the Po Valley and a zenith viewing DOAS instrument located on peak of Mount Cimone. Under particular meteorological conditions the agreement between the GOME measured tropospheric columns of NO\textsubscript{2} and those measurements made at the near-surface showed a good correlation for high pollution episodes. A similar study by Ordóñez \textit{et al.}, [2006] included a comparison of GOME tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} columns with measurements of NO\textsubscript{2} from 99 ground stations in the Lombardy region. The \textit{in situ} measurements were scaled to tropospheric vertical columns using 3 monthly averaged profile shapes of NO\textsubscript{2} calculated by the Model of Ozone and Related tracers 2 (MOZART-2). The agreement between the GOME and ground based columns was very good, with a correlation coefficient of $r = 0.78$ for slightly polluted stations. Schaub \textit{et al.}, [2006] produced tropospheric columns, to be compared to NO\textsubscript{2} columns retrieved from GOME measurements, from integrated measurements of NO\textsubscript{2} by \textit{in situ} stations at different altitude levels in Switzerland. For clear sky conditions the comparison shows good agreement with a correlation coefficient of $r = 0.7$. The study also demonstrated that the GOME columns were systematically smaller than the equivalent ground based columns. Blond \textit{et al.}, [2007] performed an intercomparison of \textit{in situ} NO\textsubscript{2} measurements and model results from the CHIMERE chemistry transport model with SCIAMACHY NO\textsubscript{2} tropospheric columns for 2003. The 439 stations across Western Europe, used in the study, were categorised into urban, suburban, and rural stations and their annual means
compared to the annual mean of co-located SCIAMACHY tropospheric columns, which are simultaneously available in a model grid box \((n = 176)\). The correlation was low \((r = 0.43)\), however, when the comparison is limited to the 29 rural sites the agreement is much better \((r = 0.9)\). Blond et al., suggested that urban sites were unlikely to be suitable for validation of satellite tropospheric NO\(_2\) retrievals with low spatial resolution, such as SCIAMACHY.

In this chapter, a comparison is performed of retrieved NO\(_2\) tropospheric vertical columns from the NASA-AURA Ozone Monitoring Instrument with those from the Concurrent Multi-Axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (CMAx-DOAS) instrument installed on the University campus for the period December 2005 to March 2006. The OMI tropospheric columns are then compared to a set of data from \textit{in-situ} chemiluminescence monitors for 2005 and 2006, operated by the Leicester City Council.

The previous studies of comparisons between ground based and satellite measurements of tropospheric NO\(_2\) discussed above, have been performed over large regions, which include many cities and towns and heavily polluted areas. Here, the first results from the validation over a small city in central England with an area of approximately 73 km\(^2\) are presented. Observations of trace gases on a city scale, from space, are limited by the spatial resolution of the instrument. The spatial resolution of OMI improves on that of previous instruments and potentially makes it suitable for measurements of air quality on an urban scale [Levelt et al., 2006].

### 5.3 The AURA Satellite

The Ozone Monitoring Instrument operates onboard the NASA Earth Observing System (EOS) Aura satellite launched on 19\textsuperscript{th} June 2004 into a sun synchronous polar orbit (98\(^\circ\) inclination) with a period of approximately 100 minutes and an altitude of 705 km, crossing the equator between 13.40 and 13.50, local time. The Aura mission is designed to research the chemistry and dynamics of the Earths atmosphere, such as ozone, air quality and climate.

The four instruments onboard Aura measure greenhouse gases in the troposphere and UTLS regions. Aura also retrieves information on absorbing and
reflecting aerosols and water vapour. Table 5-1 contains a summary of the instruments onboard the Aura satellite, along with the species they detect.

Table 5-1: Summary of the instruments onboard Aura and the species they measure in the atmosphere.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Spectral range</th>
<th>Species measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIRDLS (High Resolution</td>
<td>Scanning infrared limb sounder</td>
<td>6.12 to 17.76 µm</td>
<td>Global distribution of temperature and profiles of O₃, H₂O, CH₄, N₂O, NO₂,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamics Limb Sounder)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HNO₃, N₂O₅, CFC11, CFC12, ClONO₂, and aerosols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLS (Microwave Limb Sounder</td>
<td>Microwave limb-sounding radiometer/spectrometer</td>
<td>Millimetre and submillimetre-wavelengths</td>
<td>Profiles of OH, HO₂, H₂O, O₃, HCl, ClO, HOCl, BrO, HNO₃, N₂O, CO, HCN,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CH₃CN, volcanic SO₂), cloud ice, temperature and geopotential height.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMI (Ozone Monitoring</td>
<td>Nadir-viewing wide-field-imaging</td>
<td>270 - 500 nm</td>
<td>Columns of O₃, NO₂, SO₂, BrO, OCIO, aerosols and cloud top pressure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument)</td>
<td>spectrometer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TES (Tropospheric Emission</td>
<td>High-spectral-resolution infrared-imaging Fourier transform spectrometer</td>
<td>3.2 to 15.4 µm</td>
<td>Profiles of Temperature, O₃, NO₂, CO, HNO₃, CH₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrometer)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4 OMI instrument

5.4.1 Objectives

The OMI was built by Dutch Space/TNO-TPD in the Netherlands, in cooperation with Finnish subcontractors VTT. A team constituting of Dutch (KNMI), US (NASA) and Finnish (FMI) scientists were established to develop retrieval algorithms, monitor in-flight instrument calibration, operational handling of the instrument and conducting data validation.

The OMI is designed to measure total column ozone, ozone profile, surface UV irradiance, aerosols and cloud characteristics, and the column amounts of trace gases at high spatial resolution. The measurements will indicate whether the ozone layer is recovering and the aerosol and cloud measurements will provide information on the Earth’s radiation budget and climate change. Global measurements of tropospheric gases will offer information on air quality and transport across the globe. The combination of OMI data with the MLS, HIRDLS and TES data sets will improve on the data retrieved and extract more information on trace gases in the atmosphere.

5.4.2 Pointing geometry

OMI is a nadir viewing spectrometer that measures upwelling radiance in the ultraviolet and visible wavelength range between 270 and 500 nm [Levelt et al., 2006]. The instrument has two CCD detectors, one in the UV (270-365nm) and one in the VIS (350-500 nm) wavelength range. The UV wavelength range is divided in two channels: UV-1 (270-310 nm) and UV-2 (310-365 nm). The spectral resolution is 0.52 and 0.45 nm in the UV-1 and UV-2 channels and 0.63 in the visible channel.

The CCDs are two dimensional arrays, which enable the instrument to instantaneously record spectra across the whole wavelength range for 60 discrete pixels along a 114° swath (see Figure 5-1). The large swath corresponds to a 2600 km wide spatial sampling for one orbit, enabling global coverage in just one day. Figure 5-2 shows the size of the OMI cross track ground pixel size as a function of
distance from nadir. At nadir the ground pixel size is 13 km (along track) x 24 km (cross track); this increases to approximately 13 km x 150 km for the outermost swath angles (57°). OMI combines the spectral advantages of SCIAMACHY and GOME with the global coverage of TOMS.

Figure 5-1: Coverage of OMI. The large swath width of 2600 km means OMI can cover the whole globe in one day. At higher latitudes more overpasses are available [Levett et al., 2006].

Figure 5-2: OMI cross track ground pixel size as a function of distance from nadir [Levett et al., 2006].
5.4.3 Measurement modes

OMI has three measurement modes: the global measurement mode, the spatial zoom-in measurement mode and the spectral zoom-in measurement mode.

The normal operation mode is the global measurement mode, for which OMI performs a swath of 2600 km across the whole wavelength range. The ground pixel size at nadir is 13 km (along track) × 24 km (cross track) for the UV-2 and VIS channels (310 to 365 nm and 365 to 500 nm) and 13 km × 48 km for the UV-1 channel (270 to 310 nm). The size of the ground pixel depends on the speed of the satellite and if the measurements are co-added. OMI travels at 7 km s⁻¹ and the measurements are co-added every two seconds; this corresponds to a ground pixel size of 13 km. In the swath direction, either 4 or 8 pixels are binned to a ground pixel size of 12 or 24 km.

Table 5-2: Swath width and sub-satellite ground pixel of OMI for the three different observation modes [Levelt et al., 2000].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation mode</th>
<th>Swath width</th>
<th>Nadir ground pixel size</th>
<th>Spectral range</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV-1</td>
<td>2600 km</td>
<td>13 × 48 km²</td>
<td>270 - 310 nm</td>
<td>Global observations of almost all OMI products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV-2</td>
<td>2600 km</td>
<td>13 × 24 km²</td>
<td>310 - 365 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIS</td>
<td>2600 km</td>
<td>13 × 24 km²</td>
<td>365 - 500 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial zoom-in mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV-1</td>
<td>2600 km</td>
<td>13 × 24 km²</td>
<td>270 - 310 nm</td>
<td>Regional observations of all OMI products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV-2</td>
<td>725 km</td>
<td>13 × 12 km²</td>
<td>310 - 365 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIS</td>
<td>725 km</td>
<td>13 × 12 km²</td>
<td>365 - 500 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral zoom-in mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>2600 km</td>
<td>13 × 12 km²</td>
<td>306 - 364 nm</td>
<td>Global observation of some products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIS</td>
<td>2600 km</td>
<td>13 × 12 km²</td>
<td>350 - 432 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the spatial zoom mode the spatial resolution can be reduced to 13 km x 12 km. This small pixel size allows OMI to observe in between clouds and is useful for regional studies. The spectral zoom mode decreases the spectral range while observing the ground with a resolution of 13 km x 12 km. A reduction in spectral range enables the swath width to be fixed at 2600 km; therefore, daily global coverage is still possible with an increased spatial resolution, however the wavelength range is limited to 306 to 432 nm. A summary of the observation modes and spectral and spatial ranges is listed in Table 5-1.

A measurement also contains some information outside the 13×12/24 km region owing to the intrinsic field of view (IFOV). The IFOV is defined as the FWHM of the pixel response curve when a point source is moving with the swath or flight direction. The IFOV of an OMI pixel is approximately 3 km in the swath direction and 10 km in the flight direction.

5.4.4 Geolocation

The geolocation of the observation is determined from the elevation and azimuth angles for each pixel line-of-sight and the time of the measurement using the SDP toolkit [Levelt et al., 2006]. The science requirements state that the geolocation of the pixels should have an accuracy of 1/10th of the ground pixel. This has been tested by generating a false colour RGB image, derived from the OMI radiance measurements (Red=465-485 nm, Green=405-415 nm, Blue=340-360 nm).

Figure 5-3: False colour RGB plot from OMI radiances on May 16, 2005 for the whole globe and the Sahara desert. Dust storms and its outflow can be seen above the Sahara dessert. [Levelt et al., 2006].
Figure 5-3 shows a false colour RGB plot from OMI radiances on May 16, 2005. The image on the left shows a global RGB plot and the image on the right is from the Sahara desert, where dust storms can be observed. The world map alignment was determined to be: latitude = $8^\circ/1000 \pm 0.3^\circ/1000$ and longitude = $-3^\circ/1000 \pm 0.3^\circ/1000$, where $1^\circ/1000 = 111$ m. This is within the accuracy required.

5.4.5 Instrument design

The OMI spectrometer consists of a telescope, mirrors, UV and visible detectors and calibration systems. Figure 5-4 shows the main components of the spectrometer. The upwelling radiation from the Earth is imaged onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer and reflected from the primary mirror through a polarisation scrambler. The polarisation scrambler effectively depolarises the signal. OMI is sensitive to polarised light, owing to the dependence on the optical properties of the mirrors and gratings. Although, the dependence on the optical properties can be corrected pre-flight by determining the polarisation response of the instrument.

![Figure 5-4: Diagram of the OMI optical assembly [Levelt et al., 2006].](image-url)
The radiation is then reflected off a secondary mirror, which has a coating that restricts the transmission of stray light above 500 nm, onto a dichroic mirror, which contains a multilayer coating of dielectrics, this coating reflects light from the UV region onto a folding mirror and the visible light to a flat mirror.

5.4.6 Optical Assembly

5.4.6.1 UV and visible channels

The UV radiation incident on the flat mirror is reflected to a plano convex fused silica lens that collimates the beam in the direction of a grating which forms a spectrum detected by the two UV channels. The UV channel is split into two sub channels UV-1 and UV-2 to avoid problems owing to stray light. The stray light originating from wavelengths between 310 and 380 nm may exceed the actual signal from light at lower wavelengths. Splitting the channels will improve the signal in the UV-1 wavelength range.

The visible radiation, directed to the flat mirror, is first reflected onto a folding mirror to a collimating mirror. The collimated beam is then reflected off two more mirrors onto a plane grating and finally the spectrum is imaged on to a visible detector.

5.4.6.2 CCDs

The CCDs are back side illuminated with a HfO$_2$ anti-reflection coating. This coating improves the quantum efficiency, especially in the UV. Each CCD contains 580 x 780 pixels and each pixel is 22.5 x 22.5 μm in size. The Earth shine measurements are imaged on 480 x 750 pixels. The other rows and columns are used for measurements of stray light. The wavelength information is distributed along the 480 rows and the spatial information along the 750 columns. The signal from each pixel is transferred to the storage region, this is known as a ‘frame transfer’. The storage array is the same size as the detector array. While the storage array is being read, the detector array is able to image another spectrum. This
increases the temporal resolution of the instrument and also reduces the 'smear
effect' although this may still cause some problems and is corrected for in the data
processing. In the read out area each pixel is separately processed. To reduce the
read out time the pixels are binned into 4 or 8 rows, this reduces the ground pixel
size. The exposure time of the CCD is 0.4 seconds. Co-addition of 5 exposures
results in a 2 second interval in which measurements are performed in the flight
direction.

The read out area has an excess of 17 pixels on each end of the CCD which are
covered and hence, not illuminated by light. These extra rows and columns are used
to measure the dark current and electronics offset. To reduce the dark current the
detectors are operated at -10 °C and to avoid ice formation on the surface of the
detectors, out gassing of the instrument was performed soon after launch. The
detectors however, will deteriorate over time due to radiation damage, so shielding
is added to reduce the damage.

Owing to the design of the optics there is distortion in both the spatial and
spectral direction. The curvature in the in the spatial direction is very small but may
introduce errors as the pixels in the same row may have slightly different viewing
angles, hence, varying pixel sizes. In the spectral direction a much larger curvature
in the columns is observed. The distortion in the columns has been accurately
calculated. In the UV-1 band, the maximum distortion is approximately between 0.2
and 9 pixels. For the UV-2 band the maximum distortion increases from 0.25 to 17
pixels. The effect is less prominent in the visible region with a distortion of 0.3 to 2
pixels.

5.4.7 Instrument Calibration

Instrument calibration is defined as the correction of the observed data or final
spectrum into a physically meaningful absolute quantity. The calibration can be
performed pre-flight and onboard, after launch. The OMI instrument includes two
calibration devices onboard, a White Light Source (WLS) and Light Emitting
Diodes (LEDs) [Dobber et al., 2006].

The WLS, a Tungsten Halogen lamp, onboard OMI is used to determine the
CCD detector properties, such as non-linearity of the pixels (see section 3.1.4) and
to perform a radiometric calibration and monitor throughput of the instrument to determine degradation of the instrument. The WLS is measured during flight once per week.

The LEDs, situated in front of the detectors in the UV and visible channels are used to identify bad pixels and obtain the relative gain values. The detector electronics consist of a 12 bit analogue to digital converter (ADC) which is proportional to the electron charge produce by the photons. The gain is a ratio of the number of electrons per pixel to the number of counts per pixel. The gain can be switched between a function of rows and a function of wavelength. Switching to a function of wavelength results in more gain, therefore, increasing the signal to noise ratio, which is of use in the UV region.

5.4.8 Wavelength Calibration

The wavelength calibration of the OMI is performed in a similar way to the CMAX-DOAS (see section 3.4.1), with the use of Fraunhofer lines in the radiance (terrestrial) and irradiance (solar) spectrum. The wavelength calibration may change during an orbit owing to thermal effects and the stability is expected to be of the order of 0.02 pixels for the irradiance spectra and 0.04 to 0.05 pixels for the radiance spectra. The calibration itself is accurate to 0.01 pixels. The spectral slit function was measured pre-launch for each pixel on the CCD and is assumed to stay constant throughout the lifetime of the instrument. Standard Gaussian line shapes profiles represent the line-shape for the UV-1 band and broadened Gaussians for the UV-2 and visible bands.

5.4.9 Data processing

The OMI data goes through a number of steps of processing, which is performed at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and at KNMI in the Netherlands. The main data products from the processing are:
Level 0 - Raw instrument data
Level 1 - Geolocated/Calibrated
Level 2 - Geophysical parameters
Level 3 - Gridded data

The level 0 product consists of raw instrument data at the original resolution. The data is then processed by KNMI using the ground data processing software (GDPS) developed by Dutch Space and is commissioned by the Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programs (NIVR) [van den Oord et al., 2006]. A 100 minute orbit of OMI produces 0.5 GB of raw data that is processed by the GDPS to Level 1 data. The level 0 data is first reformatted and with additional engineering data forms the Level 1a data package. The second step in the level 0 to level 1 processing includes radiometrically corrected and calibrated radiances, geolocated, at full instrument resolution (level 1b).

The level 2 product contains the geophysical parameters which are derived from the radiometrically calibrated and geolocated radiances. Each file contains one orbit of data and most of the level 2 products will be at 13 x 24 km² (nadir pixel size) resolution. The level 2 spectral surface UV irradiance and weighted irradiance (290 to 400 nm) are produced using the enhanced version of TOMS Surface UV-B flux algorithm. The radiance products are used in radiative transfer models.

There are four level 2 ozone products retrieved using different methods, two for total column ozone, the ozone profile, and tropospheric total ozone column. OMI also provides aerosol information using the near-UV and multi-wavelength methods which are used for the retrieval of aerosol characteristics over the ocean and land. Retrievals of trace gases are performed for NO₂, BrO, HCHO, OCIO, and SO₂, using the DOAS technique (see Chapter 2). The slant column densities are determined from a polynomial function applied to the ratio of the measured Earth radiance to the solar irradiance data. The OMI algorithm is based on the following equation:

\[
\frac{I(\lambda)}{F(\lambda)} = P(\lambda)\exp\left[-N(\lambda,T,\eta)\sigma(\lambda,T,\eta)\right]
\]  

(4.1)
where $I$ is the radiance, $F$ is the solar irradiance, $P$ is the low order polynomial $N_o$ is the slant column density of ozone, $\sigma$ is the absorption cross section, $\lambda$, wavelength and $T_{eff}$ the effective temperature. The fit parameters and the polynomial coefficients are determined using a nonlinear, least squares fit.

The OMI level 2 product also provides cloud pressure and effective cloud fraction ($C_{eff}$) measurements from two cloud retrieval algorithms. Clouds have varying effects on retrievals from space. Clouds may obscure gas located below the cloud, decreasing measurement sensitivity. Secondly, owing to the high albedo of clouds, they generally increase the sensitivity to gas above the cloud layer. The Rotational Raman Scattering method (OMCLDRR) is based on the least squares fitting of the Ring spectrum in the range 392-398 nm [Joiner and Vasilkov, 2006]. The O$_2$-O$_2$ algorithm (OMCLDO2) is based on DOAS fitting of the absorption spectrum of the O$_2$-O$_2$ band at 477 nm [Acarreta et al., 2004]. In this study, the OMCLDO2 cloud product is used to identify cloudy pixels. Sneep et al., [2006] produced a first validation of the OMCLDO2 product using MODIS/Aqua data. The results show that the effective cloud fraction error meets the OMI scientific requirement of $\leq 0.1$.

The level 3 products contain daily global averaged data from the level 2 files, regridded at resolutions of 0.25 deg x 0.25 deg, 0.5 deg x 0.5 deg, or 1 deg x 1 deg.

In addition to the operational data products, the OMI near-real-time (NRT) and very-fast-delivery data (VFD) are also produced. The NRT product is available within 3 hours after the observation and contains data for total and tropospheric NO$_2$ columns and ozone total columns. The main difference between the NRT product and the operational product is that the predicted altitude and ephemeris data is used in the NRT processing, which may cause some errors in the geolocation parameters [Boersma et al., 2006]. The VFD products, available within 30 minutes of the observation, include images of total ozone columns and UV data [Leppelmeier et al., 2006]. Retrievals of the operational products are also performed by independent science groups from the level 1b data.
5.5 OMI NO\textsubscript{2} retrieval algorithm

5.5.1 Tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} columns

The retrieval of the level 2 operational NO\textsubscript{2} product from OMI is based on the DOAS method described in chapter 2. The algorithm for the retrieval of total column and tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} from OMI data is described in detail by Bucsela \textit{et al.} [2006]. Briefly, the algorithm is divided into three processes, each performed separately. The first process performs a least squares fitting on the ratio of the earthshine radiance spectrum to a solar irradiance spectrum. A fitting window of 405 to 465 nm is used to include the strongest NO\textsubscript{2} absorption features and avoids some of the Ring (Raman scattering) structure. In the second process, the NO\textsubscript{2} SCDs retrieved from the DOAS fit are converted to vertical column densities (VCDs) by the use of air mass factors (AMFs), which are computed for both stratospheric and tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2}, under clear and cloudy, polluted and unpolluted conditions. The stratospheric AMF is applied to the retrievals to compute an initial estimate of the NO\textsubscript{2} VCD. Thirdly, a smoothing algorithm is then applied to the data within ± 12 hours and over a 10° latitude band and zonal planetary wave smoothing (up to wave-2), to extract the "unpolluted" field, consisting mostly of the stratospheric NO\textsubscript{2}. If the initial VCD exceeds the unpolluted value then the AMF is corrected to one appropriate for elevated levels of tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} and a new VCD calculated for total and tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2}.

The publicly released NO\textsubscript{2} operational product used in this thesis contains datasets of the observed total column, the tropospheric column (NO\textsubscript{2} vertical column between ground and the estimated mean tropopause pressure of 150 mb), the polluted column (magnitude of the column above the background, integrated from ground to 250 mb), the unpolluted column (polluted column subtracted from the total column) and an estimate of the column hidden by the clouds within the FOV of the instrument known as the ghost column. The ghost column is calculated from the measured column and an \textit{a priori} NO\textsubscript{2} profile. However care must be taken when using the ghost column as the uncertainty increases as the cloud fraction increases, in particular for cloud fractions greater than 0.4.
5.5.2 Errors

The main sources of error in the OMI NO$_2$ retrieval algorithm arise from uncertainties in the AMF. The calculation of the AMF is affected by the assumed profile shape of NO$_2$ in the atmosphere and also the OMI cloud fraction and cloud top pressure. The cloud algorithm is sensitive to aerosols, therefore, aerosol effects are included indirectly in the AMF calculation and their relative contribution to the total error budget is expected to be small. However, the omission of aerosols in the AMF calculation may still have an effect, particularly over heavily polluted regions.

The relative errors in the tropospheric column density estimate are also larger than the total column errors. Therefore, the error in tropospheric NO$_2$ columns can be as large as 60% in the presence of clouds/aerosols and pollution [Boersma et al., 2004].

5.6 Striping effects

Owing to some hot transient pixels in the OMI CCDs and large dark current signals, which increase the noise at certain wavelengths, stripes have occurred in the L2 data products. Stripe patterns with peak to peak amplitudes of 20 % are commonly found in the operational NO$_2$ column density data. The striping has more of an effect on weaker absorbers, such as BrO, HCHO and ClO, owing to the peak to peak magnitude of the striping becoming comparable to the column amounts. However, the striping also has an effect on stronger absorbers such as NO$_2$. An example of this can be seen in the level 2 NO$_2$ data in Figure 5-5. In general, the stripe pattern is very similar if the data has been processed with the same solar irradiance spectrum, suggesting the origin of the stripes is in the irradiance spectra rather than in the earthshine radiance spectra.
Figure 5-5: OMI NO$_2$ column amounts. The vertical striping effect owing to hot pixels and large dark current is clearly visible [Veihelmann et al., 2006].

To correct for striping effects, several improvements have been performed to the retrieval algorithm [Veihelmann et al., 2006]. Firstly the hot transient pixels are identified and a correction factor for the dark current in applied. In addition, time averaging the irradiance spectra using a median filter also reduces the effect of stripes.

A further addition is an experimental cross-track smoothing procedure. The stripe patterns in the column density data are identified as those values that deviate from the along-track median by more than the along-track standard deviation. A low order polynomial function is then fitted to the stripe pattern and dividing the stripe pattern by the polynomial function brings the stripe patterns of all orbits to a common baseline. For each row, the irradiance spectrum is selected that causes the stripe with the smallest possible amplitude or no stripe at all.

The effects of the de-striping techniques can be observed in Figure 5-6. Figure 5-6a, shows NO$_2$ vertical columns when no striping has been applied. Figure 5-6b shows the NO$_2$ vertical columns after the hot transient pixels are identified and a correction factor for the dark current applied. Figure 5-6c shows the NO$_2$ vertical
columns after a median filter has been applied and Figure 5-6d has the addition of the cross track smoothing. Small changes are observed between Figure 5-6c and Figure 5-6d. However, reprocessing the data using improved dark current data and pixel flags have the greatest effect, the striping has reduced considerably and the features owing to elevated levels of NO$_2$ are more obvious.

Figure 5-6: OMI NO$_2$ vertical columns for a) nominal data, reprocessed data using b) the dark current corrections c) median filtered irradiance spectra and d) cross-track smoothing correction.

5.7 Comparison of OMi and CMAX-DOAS NO$_2$ measurements

5.7.1 Co-location thresholds applied to OMI data

Coincident OMI and CMAX-DOAS tropospheric columns over Leicester were compared for the period when continuous CMAX-DOAS data were available. A
coincidence was defined as an overlap between an "inner swath" OMI pixel and a circle of radius 5 km centred to the *in situ* monitor in the city centre (52.63 N, 1.13 W). The circle includes the main built-up area of the city and major road systems in terms of estimated NO$_2$ concentrations as defined by a map of city emissions (not shown). The OMI pixels towards the edge of the swath, with cross track positions of 0 to 10 and 50 to 59, have not been included in the analysis because viewing angles across the swath result in ground pixel sizes which are large compared to the "inner swath" size of $13 \times 24$ km$^2$ (at nadir); the cross-track criterion corresponds to a threshold size of approximately $13 \times 40$ km$^2$.

The CMAX-DOAS measurements were performed every minute but for this analysis were averaged over a five minute period either side of the OMI overpass time. This ensures that any short term enhancement in the CMAX-DOAS NO$_2$ data, owing to plumes passing across the field-of-view of the telescope, will not affect the comparison [Leigh *et al*., 2007]. A number of different criteria were applied to the OMI data. First, all coincident "inner swath" pixels were considered, then, cloud pixels with cloud fraction above 0.2 were removed; a threshold of 0.2 for the cloud fraction has previously been used in studies with GOME and SCIAMACHY data. Pixels are generally defined as cloud-free when the cloud radiance fraction does not exceed 50%, which corresponds to effective cloud fractions smaller than 15 to 20%. The cloud restriction tests was undertaken because clouds in the OMI FOV can result in erroneous retrieved NO$_2$ columns because of cloud effects on the atmospheric absorption. Finally the OMI pixels were restricted to those satisfying the first two conditions but also having at least 90% of the Leicester circle within the OMI pixel. An important aspect of this comparison is that relevant CMAX-DOAS data were only available for the winter months from December 2005 to March 2006.

### 5.7.2 Results

The results in Figure 5-7 show correlations between OMI and CMAX-DOAS tropospheric NO$_2$ columns for the three cases considered. The black circles in Figure 5-8 show all pixels that satisfy the "inner swath" criterion. The calculated correlation coefficient, R, is relatively poor at 0.1. The red crosses are those for
which further cloud clearing has been performed. The best correlation is obtained for the strictest filtering of the OMI data \((r = 0.45)\) where at least 90\% of the Leicester circle within the OMI pixel.

Figure 5-7 shows that although there is a reasonable agreement between the two sets of data a positive offset is present in the OMI NO\(_2\) VCD of \(1.67 \times 10^{15}\) molecules cm\(^{-2}\) and the CMAX-DOAS instrument often retrieves OMI NO\(_2\) VCD twice as large as the OMI during this period over the winter. The VCDs from CMAX-DOAS are retrieved using an AMF calculated with an aerosol setting similar to that measured in September 2007, with an AOD of 0.05 up to 1500 m. During winter time the aerosol levels can be high owing to the combustion of fossil fuels for heating with the addition of low temperatures and stagnant air masses. Leigh et al. [2007] derived air mass factors (AMF) for NO\(_2\) for each of the viewing angles of the CMAX-DOAS instrument, by inputting an aerosol box profile of 0.1 optical depth from the surface to 1500 m.

Figure 5-7: Correlation between OMI and CMAX-DOAS tropospheric VCDs for December 2005 to March 2006. Black circles represent all measurements. OMI pixels that have a cloud fraction < 0.2 are shown as red crosses, and the blue triangles represent OMI pixels that sample at least 90\% of the Leicester area. The dotted line shows the linear regression for the correlation between OMI and CMAX-DOAS when strident filtering is applied.
Figure 5-8 shows the results of the comparison between OMI and CMAX-DOAS using AMFs calculated by SCIATRAN with the settings used by Leigh et al. [2007]. The results show that the agreement is much better, the correlation coefficient has increased to $r=0.64$ when observing those pixels with the strictest filtering of the OMI data.

![Figure 5-8: Correlation between OMI and CMAX-DOAS tropospheric VCDs for December 2005 to March 2006. CMAX-DOAS VCDs have been calculated using a box profile of AOD=0.1 up to 1500 m. Black circles represent all measurements. OMI pixels that have a cloud fraction < 0.2 are shown as red crosses, and the blue triangles represent OMI pixels that sample at least 90% of the Leicester area. The dotted line shows the linear regression for the correlation between OMI and CMAX-DOAS when stringent filtering is applied.](image)

In Figure 5-8, a negative offset can be observed in the OMI VCD of $1.78 \times 10^{15}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$. Owing to the viewing geometry of the CMAX-DOAS, the tropospheric vertical columns retrieved from CMAX-DOAS measurements are only representative of a small area across the OMI pixel. At nadir, when the pixel size is smallest ($13 \times 24$ km$^2$), the area of Leicester still only contributes to approximately 25% of the total OMI pixel coverage. There are two different NO$_2$ sources contributing to the tropospheric NO$_2$ column measured by OMI. One is from the city centre and the other from the background NO$_2$. The background source of NO$_2$
is explored further in section 5.9. A further improvement in the correlation may be possible if using measurements of AOD from the MODIS instrument onboard the AQUA satellite to determine the NO₂ AMFs for CMAX-DOAS. However, this has not performed in the work here.

5.8 Comparison of CMAX-DOAS and in situ NO₂ data sets

In section 4.6, in situ NO₂ data from chemiluminescence detectors situated at Leicester University and within the city centre have been compared to CMAX-DOAS retrieved NO₂ concentrations. The results show that the in situ monitors generally observe higher concentrations of NO₂ than the CMAX-DOAS instrument. This was attributed to the difference in spatial sampling between the instruments and inhomogeneity of NO₂ across the city. In addition, a comparison of data from chemiluminescence and photolysis techniques demonstrates that the chemiluminescence monitors often observe higher NO₂ concentrations than those measurements obtained by photolysis techniques. In the next section a comparison is performed between CMAX-DOAS retrieved NO₂ tropospheric VCDs and near-surface NO₂ measurements from nine stations across Leicester for 74 days during the period December 2nd 2005 to March 13th 2006

5.8.1 Categorising in situ monitors

Many of the in situ monitoring stations in Leicester are located close to the roadside and may be affected by the traffic density. The measurements from these stations, therefore, do not necessarily represent the spatially averaged concentration of NO₂ across Leicester. A mean concentration of NO₂ was calculated for each of the in situ stations between the local time of 11am and 2 pm to represent the concentration during the OMI overpass. The stations were then categorised according to the levels of NO₂ measured (Table 5-3). Those stations with mean concentrations in excess of 30 ppb (group 3) were located close to the roadside, in areas where high traffic density occurs. Group 2 monitors were located between 2
and 8 m from the roadside and in areas with less traffic, and the group 1 monitors were situated between 6.5 and 35 m from the road.

Figure 5-9: Location of chemiluminescence NO$_2$ monitoring stations in Leicester (red) and the CMAX-DOAS (blue). The orange circle represents a 5 km radius area around the centre of the city that encompasses Leicester.

5.8.2 Comparison of CMAX-DOAS NO$_2$ with in situ measurements

The in situ monitoring stations perform measurements every 15 minutes (or 1 hour in the case of monitor 9 in the city centre), over a 24 hour period. However, the CMAX-DOAS instrument can only obtain measurements during daylight hours. For the comparison between CMAX-DOAS and in situ NO$_2$ data sets only those measurements by the chemiluminescence monitors obtained during the period when CMAX-DOAS was operating were included in the analyses. The vertical columns
from the CMAX-DOAS instrument were derived using AMFs calculated with the
settings used by Leigh et al. [2007]. Daily averages were then calculated for all sets
of data, along with the standard deviation for each of the three groups of in situ
monitoring stations in Table 5-3. The results of the comparison, along with the
linear regression analysis are presented in Figure 5-10.

Table 5-3: Mean concentrations of NO₂ measured by the in situ monitors in Leicester from January 2005 to December 2006.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean NO₂ (ppb)</th>
<th>Number of stations</th>
<th>Station identifier*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (urban background)</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2, 4, 7, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (urban)</td>
<td>20&lt;30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1, 5, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (roadside)</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3, 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*see Figure 5-9 for location

Figure 5-10: Daily averaged NO₂ concentrations from the three groups of in situ monitoring stations (Table 1) and the CMAX-DOAS retrieved NO₂ VCD for December 2005 to March 2006.

The results show, for those stations operating near to the roadside (group 3) and
in areas of heavy traffic density (group 2), that there is a positive offset between
CMAX-DOAS and in situ measurements; such that the in situ instrument measure a
strong NO₂ signal even when CMAX-DOAS is measuring low values. This would
be expected, as the monitoring stations measure NO₂ near to the surface, whereas
CMAX-DOAS measures NO₂ throughout the boundary layer. The agreement,
however, is still very good with correlation coefficients of $r = 0.68$ and $r = 0.71$ for
group 2 and group 3 monitoring stations respectively.
In contrast to the correlations with group 2 and group 3 monitoring stations, the comparison with measurements from monitoring stations in group 1, defined as "urban background", show no positive bias in the *in situ* measurements. In fact there is a very small positive bias in the CMAX-DOAS measurements. The agreement is also very good, with a correlation coefficient of $r = 0.66$. The results show that the measurements from those stations situated close to the roadside, or in areas where the traffic density is high, display a greater influence from emissions owing to vehicles.

![Figure 5-11: Average VCDs of NO$_2$ in Leicester for each hour of the week as measured by the CMAX-DOAS instrument (red lines) and measurements of NO$_2$ concentration from the group 1 *in situ* monitors (blue lines), for December 2005 to March 2006. The black lines represent the average concentration of NO$_2$ measured by the group 1 *in situ* monitors from 6am to 6pm for 2005 to 2006.](image)

Hourly averaged measurements have been produced for each day of the week for coincident measurements between the CMAX-DOAS and the group 1 *in situ* monitors for December 2005 to March 2006. The results in Figure 5-11 show that both sets of data generally observe peaks in NO$_2$ during the morning and evening, during weekdays, coinciding with the local rush hour traffic. Saturdays and Sundays show different diurnal cycles owing to the reduced traffic density. During early
morning and late evening the two sets of data do not agree as well. This may be due to sampling differences as there are a reduced number of coincident measurements during these periods over the winter months owing to the CMAX-DOAS instrument only operating when the light levels are sufficient enough to retrieve measurements. The change in the PBL height may also cause differences between the morning and evening. The black lines in Figure 5-11 show the diurnal cycle from two years of averaged data between 6am and 6pm for the group 1 in situ monitors. The peaks in NO₂ during the week days are evident.

5.9 Comparison of tropospheric VCDs retrieved from OMI and in situ measurements

Recent studies have shown that high NO₂ column amounts retrieved from satellite instruments also coincide with high NO₂ concentration levels at the near-surface under cloud free conditions (Ordóñez et al, 2006). Employing the same thresholds introduced when comparing the CMAX-DOAS and OMI tropospheric VCDs of NO₂, a comparison between OMI tropospheric NO₂ columns with a cloud fraction below 0.2 and in situ measurements from the monitoring stations across Leicester was performed for a two year period between January 2005 and December 2006. The mean NO₂ concentration and variability were calculated for the "urban background" monitoring stations in group 1, as these may best represent the mean level of NO₂ at Leicester city scales.

5.9.1 FOV-weighted comparison

Figure 5-12 shows a comparison between the mean NO₂ measured by the in situ monitoring stations in group 1 and OMI tropospheric NO₂ columns. The horizontal bars illustrate the variability of near surface NO₂ measurements across the stations in group 1. The tropospheric NO₂ VCDs correlate reasonably well \( r = 0.43, n = 150 \) with the near-surface NO₂ measurements when cloud clearing is implemented but there is quite some scatter. Near-surface measurements,
particularly in urban areas, are subject to variation owing to spatial and temporal inhomogeneity of boundary layer NO$_2$. These variations may account for some of the differences that are observed between the OMI tropospheric NO$_2$ VCDs and ground based measured NO$_2$. The two observation techniques yield different samplings of the atmosphere on a spatial scale, which can introduce biases. Emissions of NO$_2$ retrieved by OMI over Leicester originate from the polluted city centre and the surrounding area.

![Image of graph]

**Figure 5-12**: Correlation between OMI tropospheric VCDs and the mean near surface NO$_2$ concentrations from group 1 *in situ* monitoring stations for January 2005 to December 2006. The horizontal bars for each point represent the variability of NO$_2$ concentration across the group 1 *in situ* monitors and the red line represents the linear regression analysis.

The variation in emissions across Leicestershire can be observed in Figure 5-13. The figure on the left shows NO$_x$ emissions calculated with the Airviro model for 5th December 2005 at 13:00 GMT for a 1 km x 1 km grid. The Airviro model is a web based integrated system for air quality management designed by the Swedish
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI). The main modules of the model are:

- **Indico**: Data collection and time series. Data are collected automatically from instruments measuring meteorology, air quality and other variables relevant to air pollution.

- **Indico validation**: Supports validation of measured data.

- **EDB**: An emission database that describes emissions to air and water in an area with many sources emitting several substances with different time variation.

- **Dispersion**: A module to run dispersion calculations and to display and analyse the result. There are currently six different models that can be used, the grid, Gaussian plume, street canyon, wind field, receptor and heavy gas models.

- **APUB**: Publication of environmental data for the public on the internet.

![Figure 5-13: NOx emissions over Leicestershire (left) and the Leicester city (right) calculated with the Airviro model for 5th December 2005 at 13:00 GMT.](image)

For the results in Figure 5-13, a Gaussian model has been used to derive the distribution of pollutants near-surface over Leicester. The model does not support simulations of NO2 alone; therefore, NOx has been modelled here. One hour mean values are simulated, as the wind is generally constant during such a period. The plot on the right in Figure 5-13 shows the same simulation as the plot on the left, but
on a grid of 250 m x 250 m for Leicester city centre and the immediate surroundings. Both simulations demonstrate the variability of NOx over Leicester. In particular, it can be observed that the city centre is a large emission source, which disperses towards the surrounding area. The region in red in both plots in Figure 5-13 encompasses an area approximately 5 km in radius, as shown in Figure 5-9.

To estimate the equivalent near-surface NO2 concentration sampled by OMI, background NO2 measurements were obtained from an in situ monitor, situated in Market Harborough (52.55° N, 0.77 W°), approximately 38 km south east of Leicester city centre. The station was chosen as it is situated in a rural site, generally upwind of Leicester, and is relatively close to the city, but outside of the 5 km radius area classed as the polluted region. The FOV-weighted near-surface NO2 (FWNS\textsubscript{NO2}) can be expressed by the following equation:

\[
FWNS_{\text{NO}_2} = \alpha.NS_{\text{NO}_2}^{\text{mon}} + (1 - \alpha).NS_{\text{NO}_2}^{\text{bg}}
\]

Equation 5-1

where \( \alpha \) is the fraction of the OMI pixel that samples the Leicester urban area and \( NS_{\text{NO}_2}^{\text{mon}} \) and \( NS_{\text{NO}_2}^{\text{bg}} \) are the coincident near-surface measurements of NO2 from the city monitors and the background monitor in Market Harborough.

The FOV-weighted near-surface NO2 measurements have been compared to cloud-free OMI NO2 tropospheric columns for 2005 and 2006. The results of the comparison, presented in Figure 5-14, show that the agreement is very good for the spring and summer months with correlation coefficients of 0.83 and 0.64 respectively. During the winter months, however, the correlation is very poor (\( r = 0.04 \)). OMI generally retrieves much lower concentrations of NO2 than that represented by the near-surface NO2 measurement. This is particularly true for the months December and January. In the autumn season, the majority of points remain close to the best fit line for spring and the correlation is good (\( r = 0.6 \)); however, there are occurrences when high concentrations of NO2 are measured from the ground when OMI measures low tropospheric NO2 columns. All but one of those coincidences occurs in November, which suggests that the atmospheric conditions in late autumn and winter are such that it is difficult to retrieve NO2 close to the surface from satellite based instruments.
The retrieved column from OMI depends on the \textit{a priori} profile shape used in the AMF calculations. During winter, local emissions in Leicester are generally high, but the OMI instrument may yield lower values as the \textit{a priori} may not reflect the high levels observed coupled with the decrease in vertical sensitivity of OMI towards the surface [Eskes et al., 2003].

Another possible explanation for the divergence during these months is the effect of aerosol on the AMF calculations. An increase in aerosols during winter results in an overestimation in the cloud fraction and a lower cloud height, which tends to increase the light path through the troposphere, hence, an increase in the tropospheric AMF and a lower retrieved column than in reality. Therefore, the
indirect effect of aerosols on the cloud retrieval may only partly compensate for the exclusion of aerosols in the AMF calculations [Boersma et al., 2004].

Recently, a study by Richter [2007] compared tropospheric VCDs from OMI to corresponding SCIAMACHY measurements and a variant of the OMI product using AMFs calculated using the IUP Bremen software developed for GOME and SCIAMACHY. The main differences between the operational OMI product and the IUP Bremen OMI product, is that IUP Bremen use a reference sector for stratospheric correction rather than a smoothed field and include aerosols in the AMF calculations. The comparisons show that the AMFs used in the operational OMI product show smaller NO2 columns over industrial regions than corresponding SCIAMACHY or IUP Bremen OMI NO2 columns, during winter. The author attributes this to the operational OMI NO2 product not accounting for aerosols directly in the AMF calculations. However, they conclude that external validation is required to clarify this.

Figure 5-15: Correlation between OMI and CMAX-DOAS tropospheric NO2 VCDs for December 2005 to March 2006. CMAX-DOAS VCDs have been calculated using a box profile of AOD=0.1 up to 1500 m. Black points represent the OMI operational product for tropospheric NO2 VCDs with a cloud fraction < 0.2. The red points are the equivalent coincidences for the Bremen retrieval of tropospheric NO2 VCDs. The green line represents the 1:1 line.
Figure 5-15 shows a comparison of OMI and CMAX-DOAS tropospheric NO$_2$ VCDs for the operational product (black points) and the Bremen retrieval (red points) for all OMI data with a cloud fraction below 0.2 from December 2005 to March 2006. The results show that the Bremen retrieval of tropospheric NO$_2$ VCDs appear much higher and to fall closer to the 1:1 line, shown in green, however the correlation has not improved overall. Further validation with a long time series of data is required to determine whether accounting for aerosols directly in the AMF and using a reference sector for stratospheric correction results in an accurate retrieval of tropospheric NO$_2$ VCDs.

5.10 Seasonal and weekly cycles of NO$_2$

Seasonal and weekly cycles of NO$_2$ have been produced from FOV-weighted near-surface measurements and OMI tropospheric VCDs over Leicester, during the period 2005 to 2006. A seasonal cycle of NO$_2$ from CMAX-DOAS was not produced as measurements were only performed for this instrument from December 2005 to March 2006. The same thresholds were applied to the OMI data as for the correlations in sections 4.2 and 4.3 i.e. cloud fraction below 0.2 and the removal of pixels towards the edge of the swath. The FOV-weighted near-surface seasonal cycle included only those measurements coincident with the OMI data. The results of the seasonal cycle analyses are presented in Figure 5-16.

The near-surface measurements demonstrate the expected seasonal cycle of NO$_2$, with low concentrations in summer owing to a high photolysis rate of NO$_2$ and a reduced lifetime of NO$_2$ in the summer months compared to the long lifetime of NO$_2$ coupled with increases in residential heating in the winter months producing high concentrations in the winter. The OMI retrieved tropospheric NO$_2$ columns do not reflect this seasonal cycle as well. The NO$_2$ tropospheric columns are significantly lower during January and December than expected, as previously discussed in section 4.3. suggesting that OMI is underestimating the NO$_2$ tropospheric columns during winter. Higher NO$_2$ for spring compared to autumn is observed by both sets of sensors.
Figure 5-16: Monthly averages of NO$_2$ for 150 cloud free days (clf < 0.2) between January 2005 and December 2006 for OMI tropospheric columns (blue) and coincident mean FOV-weighted *in situ* data from group 1 monitors in Leicester (black), the error bars show the standard deviation on the mean. The number of cloud free observation for each month is shown at the top of the plot.

Time average weekly cycle of NO$_2$ measurements from the ground based monitors and OMI has been examined for all cloud free days (OMI cloud fraction ≤ 0.2) during 2005 and 2006. For each day of the week, the mean is calculated and normalised to the total mean value of all the days. Results are presented in Figure 5-17a and Figure 5-17b which show normalised near-surface NO$_2$ measurements, coincident with OMI, for each day of the week for group 1 monitors and the rural background monitor. The error bars on the plots show the standard deviation on the daily mean. A noticeable decrease in NO$_2$ at the weekend compared to the mean weekly level is observed in both the urban and rural datasets; however, there is a large decrease in the rural measurements on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, comparable to that of the weekend values. The rural site is generally less affected by anthropogenic emissions; there is also a decrease of average NO$_2$ from urban to rural concentrations as expected (not shown). Hence, the rural measurements may not actually demonstrate a strong weekly cycle but may be influenced by emissions...
from vehicles during busy periods especially from commuters on Mondays and Fridays, which is why high values are observed on these particular days.

The FOV-weighted and OMI weekly NO$_2$ cycles also show the "weekend effect" (Figure 5-17c and d), with high values occurring mid-week which then decrease by 30 to 40% of the mean weekly level, over the weekend. The highest mean daily NO$_2$ level for OMI, however, occurs on Thursday. The in situ monitors and OMI occasionally measure very high levels of NO$_2$ compared to the weekly median, which may have an affect on the cycles observed. Localised pollution events or differences in meteorological conditions may cause these transient high values to be observed.

![Figure 5-17: Weekly cycle of NO$_2$ over Leicester for all cloud free days during 2005 and 2006 for a) group 1 in situ stations, b) the rural background station, c) OMI VCD retrievals and d) FOV-weighted measurements. The mean is calculated for each day and normalised to the mean weekly value. The error bars show the standard deviation on the mean.](image-url)
Weekly cycles have also been produced from CMAX-DOAS data for the winter period during December 2\textsuperscript{nd} 2005 to March 15\textsuperscript{th} 2006, presented in Figure 5-18a, along with coincident \textit{in situ} monitor measurements from group 1 monitoring stations in Leicester (Figure 5-18b). The "weekend effect" during this period is more noticeable than those from the FOV-weighted and OMI cycles in Figure 5-17. CMAX-DOAS and the \textit{in situ} stations in Leicester show a decrease in NO\textsubscript{2} on Saturday of approximately 5 to 15\%, owing to the reduction in industrial activity, but possible increase in traffic due to shopping and short trips and a significant decrease of approximately 30 to 40\% on Sunday. The FOV-weighted and OMI measurements both include NO\textsubscript{2} emissions from the rural background, therefore, the anthropogenic cycles, which are very clear in the city measurements, may have less of an effect when a background source is also measured. The weekly cycle may also be dependent on the season, owing to the difference in the lifetime of NO\textsubscript{2} in the boundary layer from summer to winter. However, a longer time series of NO\textsubscript{2} data than that used in this study will be required to perform a reasonable analysis of the seasonal variation on the weekly cycle.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5-18.png}
\caption{a) Weekly cycle of NO\textsubscript{2} over Leicester observed by a) CMAX-DOAS and b) group 1 \textit{in situ} monitors for December 2\textsuperscript{nd} 2005 to March 15\textsuperscript{th} 2006.}
\end{figure}
5.11 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, vertical tropospheric column densities of NO$_2$ from CMAX-DOAS, for the period December 2005 to March 2006 over Leicester, UK have been retrieved for the comparison with OMI tropospheric NO$_2$ columns. The VCDs for the CMAX-DOAS were derived from tropospheric NO$_2$ AMF calculations by the SCIATRAN RTM. Initially, the AMFs were calculated assuming an aerosol profile similar to that retrieved by the lidar instrument, with an AOD of 0.002, as described in Chapter 4. However, the results of the comparison between the OMI and CMAX-DOAS instrument, showed that an improvement between the correlation can be obtained when using an aerosol profile with a greater aerosol load (AOD=0.1) for these winter months, giving a correlation coefficient of $r=0.64$ when the OMI data is cloud-cleared and where at least 90% of the Leicester circle is within the OMI pixel. The NO$_2$ data from the CMAX-DOAS instrument has previously been validated with near-surface NO$_2$ measurements from chemiluminescence monitors located in the city centre, with good agreement [Leigh et al., 2006; 2007]. The in situ chemiluminescence monitors, were classified into three different groups, according to the mean concentration level of NO$_2$. The groups of monitors that best represent the concentration of NO$_2$ across Leicester from correlations with the CMAX-DOAS instrument were the “urban background” group with mean NO$_2$ levels below 20 ppb.

Comparisons between ground based and space based instruments are challenging, owing to the large difference in spatial sampling and time correlations, which can introduce biases. The agreement between CMAX-DOAS measurements of NO$_2$ over Leicester, with retrieved tropospheric NO$_2$ columns from OMI is good when cloud clearing has been applied but the correlation is further improved, with a correlation coefficient of 0.64, when only those pixels that sample at least 90% of the Leicester area were included in the analyses.

The correlation of near-surface NO$_2$ measurements with OMI tropospheric NO$_2$ columns demonstrate that NO$_2$ emissions from a polluted urban area cannot be simplistically linked to the column measurement by a satellite instrument. A strong positive bias in the near-surface NO$_2$ measurements, with large scattering was observed when comparing ground-based in situ NO$_2$ with tropospheric columns.
from OMI for January 2005 to December 2006, under cloud free conditions. The satellite footprint of OMI over Leicester includes a large area surrounding the city. Therefore, a fraction of the NO$_2$ emissions sampled by an OMI pixel originates from the surrounding background area. A correction to the near-surface measurement was performed by multiplying the near-surface measurement of NO$_2$ by the fraction of the OMI pixel sampling the city and adding the fraction sampling the background. The background measurement was obtained from an in situ monitor situated in a rural area 38 km south of the city centre. The FOV-weighted estimate for the OMI-equivalent urban NO$_2$ near-surface measurements improved the correlation considerably, in particular for spring and summer with correlation coefficients of $r = 0.83$ and $r = 0.64$, respectively. During the winter months, OMI still retrieves much lower concentrations of NO$_2$ than that apparently represented by the near-surface NO$_2$ measurement, even with the background correction applied. The differences observed may be due to the exclusion of aerosols in the operational OMI NO$_2$ product which may cause lower tropospheric columns to be observed over industrial regions in winter.

The seasonal cycle of NO$_2$ also demonstrates that the OMI appears to be underestimating the tropospheric column amounts during the winter months. The FOV-weighted near-surface data show the expected seasonal cycle with low concentrations in the summer and high concentrations in the winter, however the cycle is not as obvious in the OMI data. The FOV-weighted near-surface seasonal cycle included only those measurements coincident with the OMI data; therefore, differences could not be attributed to the reduced number of observations by OMI compared to the in situ monitors.

NO$_2$ data from all three instruments were binned into daily means and normalised to the median weekly value, to produce weekly cycles of NO$_2$. A reduction in NO$_2$ emissions is observed in the OMI and FOV-weighted in situ NO$_2$ at the weekend, owing to the decrease in traffic and industry. However, the CMAX-DOAS data demonstrates a much clearer cycle, with almost constant weekly levels and a large reduction in NO$_2$ on a Sunday. Repeating the analysis with in situ data from the “urban background” monitors, without any background correction, also reveals a clearer weekly cycle. The result may demonstrate that the large OMI pixel, in this case, is dominated by background sources of NO$_2$, which do not display such a strong anthropogenic cycle.
The study has shown that OMI is able to detect tropospheric NO$_2$ over polluted regions such as Leicester in the UK, if particular attention is paid to the sampling area of the pixel and cloud clearing is implemented. The methods developed allow an interpretation of the OMI retrievals for measuring NO$_2$ at the surface over urban areas and demonstrate the use of utility of satellite instruments as part of an air quality monitoring system on a regional scale.
Chapter 6

Halogen oxide measurements in the marine boundary layer

Reactive halogen species (RHS) are believed to contribute to the destruction of ozone within the MBL, initiated by reactions with HOx and NOx. In the MBL RHS precursors are thought to be emitted from intertidal macroalgae at low tide and halides present in sea salt aerosols. During low tide at daytime, photolysis reactions lead to elevated levels of halogen oxides. Previous measurement campaigns have used *in situ* and LP-DOAS techniques to perform direct measurements of halogen oxides (IO, BrO, OIO) and their precursors. Modelling studies have also been performed to understand the role of halogens in the MBL (von Glasow et al., 2002a, 2002b, 2004). However, the impact of halogens on marine oxidation chemistry is still not clearly understood and the quantification of these effects requires measurements of halogen oxides within the marine boundary layer. The CMAX-DOAS instrument offers an opportunity to perform measurements within a marine environment for a number of concurrent views, enabling the vertical and horizontal distribution of halogen oxides to be determined.

During September 2006 a measurement campaign to observe and quantify a range of reactive halogen species (RHS) was held in Roscoff in Brittany, France (48.72° N, 3.97° W). The campaign is part of the Reactive Halogens in the Marine Boundary Layer (RHaMBLe) program funded by NERC UKSOLAS. RHaMBLe is a two year project which includes three core activities. One of the core activities is the Roscoff campaign, which primarily focused on measurements of ultra-fine particle formation and RHS in a region with intertidal macroalgae.

In this chapter, an overview of the measurement campaign in Roscoff is given along with the first measurements IO by a MAX-DOAS system in the mid-latitude MBL along with a correlation with IO data retrieved by a LP-DOAS instrument.
deployed alongside the CMAX-DOAS system during the campaign. Finally the results from the retrieval of BrO and NO$_2$ are presented.

6.1 Previous measurements of RHS in the Marine Boundary Layer

Optical absorption techniques such as DOAS have been used extensively over the past decade to measure RHS in the MBL. In Mace Head, Ireland, a number of measurement campaigns to study halogen oxides have been performed. The Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station operated by Galway University is located on the west coast of Ireland (53°19' N, 9°54' W) and is predominantly influenced by air masses from the clean marine region of the North Atlantic Ocean.

During a campaign in spring 1997 at Mace Head, two different LP-DOAS instruments performed the first measurements of IO in the coastal MBL [Alicke et al., 1999, Allan et al., 2000]. During four days between 5$^{th}$ and 8$^{th}$ May, 1997. Alicke et al. [1999] reported IO concentrations consistently above the instrument detection limit of 0.9 ppt, up to a maximum of 6.7 ppt. The observations also show that the diurnal variation of IO follows the solar radiation. Allan et al. [2000] also observed high levels of IO up to approximately 3 ppt from 8$^{th}$ to 12$^{th}$ May, 1997 with an average daytime concentration of 1.17 ppt.

Allan et al., [2000] reported measurements of IO using the same LP-DOAS instrument during two other campaigns in Tenerife (June to July 1997) and Cape Grim in Tasmania (January to February 1999). In Tenerife, the IO levels were above the instrument detection limit on all five days of measurements, with peak concentrations up to 3.5 ppt observed at midday. The emission of iodocarbons, often proposed as a source of RHS, in the measurement region is thought to be negligible and it is suggested, therefore, that these levels represent the background concentration found in the subtropical North Atlantic. Cape Grim received air masses from the clean marine region of the southern ocean and also from the north coast of Tasmania. The IO levels at Cape Grim were much lower than observed at both Mace Head and Tenerife and generally did not exceed the detection limit. However, on two of three days where high IO concentrations were observed, the air mass originated from an easterly direction over the coast of North Tasmania.
A study by Peters et al. [2005] show results from the measurement of RHS in three different European coastal regions using a LP-DOAS instrument (see Table 6-1). The measurements at Dagebüll, Germany, Lillia in Brittany and Mace Head (1998 campaign) show enhanced levels of IO at all three sites, with concentrations up to 7.7 ppt in Brittany. A strong correlation of IO concentration with low tide was also observed in the Lillia data which suggests that the primary contributor to the RHS is from exposed macroalgae. In the literature, two explanations can be formed. Carpenter et al., [1999] measured peak concentrations of both CH$_2$I$_2$ and IO with a LP-DOAS instrument and gas chromatograph mass spectrometer (GCMS) at Mace Head during low tide. The atmospheric measurements along with results from a 2-D model incorporating horizontal and vertical dispersion, suggest the total flux of iodine atoms in Mace Head was dominated by the photolysis of CH$_2$I$_2$ from sources offshore as well as coastal.

However, during a third campaign (NAMBLEX) in Mace Head in August 2002 Saiz-Lopez and Plane [2004] indicated that I$_2$ may actually be the dominant source of coastal iodine at Mace Head from DOAS observations. During the measurement period the I$_2$ mixing ratio varied from below the detection limit to a maximum of 93 ppt during the night owing to the increased lifetime of I$_2$. During the night IO was

### Table 6-1: Mixing ratios (m.r.) and detection limits (D.L.) measured by LP-DOAS at Dagebüll, Lillia and Mace Head [Peters et al., 2005].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Av. D.L.</th>
<th>Min Max D.L.</th>
<th>Av. m.r.</th>
<th>Max m.r. ± 3σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brittany 2003</td>
<td>NO$_2$</td>
<td>0.23 ppb</td>
<td>0.09 0.73 ppb</td>
<td>1.02 ppb (5.40±0.26) ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O$_3$</td>
<td>1.2 ppb</td>
<td>0.7 4.6 ppb</td>
<td>4.27 ppb (8.89±5.01) ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IO</td>
<td>0.23 ppt</td>
<td>0.13 0.96 ppt</td>
<td>0.75 ppt (7.7±0.5) ppt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BrO</td>
<td>0.67 ppt</td>
<td>0.37 2.36 ppt</td>
<td>0.75 ppt (3.99±1.30) ppt$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OIO</td>
<td>1.84 ppt</td>
<td>0.69 5.80 ppt</td>
<td>-0.24 ppt (13.3±4.96) ppt$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I$_2$</td>
<td>7.58 ppt</td>
<td>2.84 23.95 ppt</td>
<td>-0.82 ppt (23.29±10.6) ppt$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea 2002</td>
<td>NO$_2$</td>
<td>0.02 ppb</td>
<td>0.01 0.05 ppb</td>
<td>1.9 ppb (8 10±0.02) ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O$_3$</td>
<td>2.8 ppb</td>
<td>1.8 23 ppb</td>
<td>37.25 ppb (59.3±7.6) ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IO</td>
<td>0.28 ppt</td>
<td>0.18 0.65 ppt</td>
<td>0.35 ppt (1.90±0.65) ppt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BrO</td>
<td>1.47 ppt</td>
<td>0.6 4.08 ppt</td>
<td>0.2 ppt (2.98±1.36) ppt$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OIO</td>
<td>2.75 ppt</td>
<td>1.18 12.19 ppt</td>
<td>-4.27 ppt (15.26±6.5) ppt$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mace Head 1998</td>
<td>NO$_2$</td>
<td>0.07 ppb</td>
<td>0.02 0.6 ppb</td>
<td>0.6 ppb (6.5±0.07) ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O$_3$</td>
<td>4.3 ppb</td>
<td>1.4 15.5 ppb</td>
<td>32.35 ppb (44±3.9) ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IO</td>
<td>0.91 ppt</td>
<td>0.3 6 ppt</td>
<td>0.48 ppt (7.2±0.3) ppt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BrO</td>
<td>2.45 ppt</td>
<td>0.88 9.45 ppt</td>
<td>-1.28 ppt (4.1±4.2) ppt$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OIO$^a$</td>
<td>3.22 ppt</td>
<td>1.78 5.12 ppt</td>
<td>0.69 ppt (9.19±1.25) ppt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I$_2$</td>
<td>9.99 ppt</td>
<td>7.6 27.6 ppt</td>
<td>6.6 ppt (61.29±12.09) ppt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Re-analysis Mace Head 1998 data  
$^b$ No identification in the spectrum
also observed up to a maximum of 7 ppt. The authors suggest that a likely route for
the production of IO at night is from the reaction of I_2 and NO_3 to yield INO_3 and
iodine atoms which may then react with O_3 to form IO. The peaks in I_2 during the
day and night always coincide with low tide which suggests that the source is
emitted from macroalgae under stress. Measurements of OIO were obtained
simultaneously with the I_2 measurements and also show a maximum at night, with a
concentration of 10.8 ppt.

During the NAMBLEX campaign in Mace Head in August 2002 BrO was also
measured by LP-DOAS for six days of the campaign. A maximum concentration of
BrO occurred during the day with a sharp increase at dawn, most likely owing to
inorganic bromine species photolysing to produce Br atoms which react with ozone
to yield BrO. Further peaks in BrO occur around noon and also in late afternoon.
The average BrO daytime concentration of 2.3 ppt is thought to be sufficient to
increase ozone depletion in the MBL.

A broad band cavity ringdown spectrometer (BBCRDS) from Cambridge
University was also deployed at Mace Head in 2002 to measure NO_3, N_2O_5, I_2 and
OIO [Bitter et al., 2005]. The effective absorption path of approximately 10 km
allows sensitive measurements of the target gas species. For OIO and I_2 a detection
limit of 4 ppt and 20 ppt respectively could be achieved with an integration time of
10 minutes. The mixing ratios of these compounds were generally below the
detection limits for most of the campaign, however, higher concentrations of 13 ± 4
ppt and 94 ± 13 ppt for OIO and I_2, respectively, were observed around sunset at low
tide.

DOAS retrievals of trace gases in the MBL are generally performed with LP-
DOAS instruments. More recently, however, MAX-DOAS instruments have been
employed to provide measurements of BrO at varying altitudes, yielding
information on the vertical gas profile.

Hönninger et al. [2004b] performed measurements of BrO and SO_2 with a
MAX-DOAS instrument at the world’s largest salt pan, Salar de Uyuni in Southern
Altiplano, Bolivia during October to November 2002. The MAX-DOAS instrument
retrieved slant columns from four elevation angles (5°, 10°, 20° and 90° above the
horizon) in the UV wavelength range. Concentrations of BrO were retrieved from
the 5° slant column measurements by assuming a mixing layer height of 1 ± 0.5 km.
BrO levels of up to 20 ppt were observed and coincided with local ozone depletion events.

A study on the south east coast of Hudson Bay involved coincident measurements of halogen oxides and other trace gases by MAX-DOAS and LP-DOAS instruments during Spring 2001 [Hönninger et al., 2004c]. The MAX-DOAS system consisted of a scanning telescope which took sequential measurements of scattered sunlight at elevation angles of 5°, 10°, 20° and 90°, with an integration time of approximately 5 minutes for each elevation angle at noon. The LP-DOAS instrument was set up almost parallel to the MAX-DOAS system with an azimuth angle between the two views of < 10°. Simultaneous measurements of BrO were obtained between 19th April and 8th May 2001. In addition the LP-DOAS instrument performed measurements of ozone, OCIO, IO, OBrO and OIO. The results from the study showed that many of the peaks in BrO (up to 30 ppt), observed by both instruments coincided with a decrease in ozone and in one particular case complete ozone depletion was observed after sunset.

![Figure 6-1](image_url)

**Figure 6-1**: Concentration of BrO retrieved from 5° slant column densities of the MAX-DOAS (assuming BL height of 1 km) and coincident LP-DOAS measurements on the south east coast of Hudson Bay. The solid points represent the MAX-DOAS measurements of BrO above the BL, and the open circles represent the measurement of BrO below the BL. [Hönninger et al., 2004c]
A comparison between the LP-DOAS and MAX-DOAS retrieved concentrations of BrO was performed for all coincident measurements. The concentration of BrO from MAXDOAS was derived from the 5° slant column densities by assuming a BrO layer of 1 km at the surface. The results from the comparison are shown in Figure 6-1. The MAX-DOAS measurements have been categorised into points above the boundary layer (when there is an enhancement in the BrO slant columns, but no difference between the 5° 10° and 20° views) and those within the boundary layer, where there is an enhancement in the BrO slant columns for the 5° view only. A good agreement is found between the LP-DOAS and MAX-DOAS measurements for events when BrO is observed at high concentrations within the boundary layer alone.

The campaigns and studies discussed in this section include measurements of halogen oxides in various marine environments. The results suggest that intertidal macroalgae is the primary source of IO and sea salt aerosols are a significant source of BrO. Therefore studying these species within a coastal location is important to determine their sources and role in the MBL. BrO has been previously been measured by both MAX-DOAS and LP-DOAS instruments. However, to date, the most successful measurement technique to measure IO in the mid-latitude MBL is LP-DOAS. In this chapter the first IO measurements performed by a MAX-DOAS are presented. The CMAX-DOAS instrument also gives a unique opportunity to perform simultaneous measurements of IO in three different azimuthal viewing directions.

### 6.2 Introduction to RHaMBLe

The RHaMBLe campaign, held in Roscoff on the north coast of France during September 2006 (see Figure 6-4), involved the deployment of a number of in situ and remote sensing instruments from seven institutions. A summary of the instruments participating in the Roscoff RHaMBLe campaign is given in Table 6-2.

The site of the campaign at Roscoff was selected as it is known to have a dense coverage of macroalgae which is exposed during low tide, as shown in Figure 6-2).
6.2.1 Meteorological conditions during the RHaMBLe campaign

Meteorological data was sampled every minute from two separate stations on site during the RHaMBLe campaign. The data presented in this chapter is measured by the University of Manchester meteorological station.

Figure 6-3 shows a frequency plot of wind direction on the left, measured every minute during the campaign and the plot on the right shows a histogram of wind speed, binned to 0.5 m s\(^{-1}\) intervals. The wind direction throughout the campaign was predominantly from a south westerly direction and occasionally from a southerly or easterly direction. There was no prolonged period where air was sampled from the northerly clean Atlantic region.
Table 6-2: Summary of the instruments participating in the Roscoff RHaMBLe campaign.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Target species</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Detection limit</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long path-DOAS</td>
<td>IO, BrO, I₂, OIO</td>
<td>6.7 km and 2.5 km paths</td>
<td>0.6 ppt (IO), 50 ppt-(NO₂)</td>
<td>University of Leeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAX-DOAS</td>
<td>IO, BrO, NO₂</td>
<td>Scattered light - 7 axis. DSCDs (molecules cm⁻²)</td>
<td>7×10¹⁴ (NO₂), 3×10¹³ (IO), 9×10¹³ (BrO)</td>
<td>University of Leicester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 x BBCRDS</td>
<td>IO</td>
<td>Open-path CRDS instrument at 435 nm</td>
<td>10 ppt (Bristol)</td>
<td>University of Cambridge/ Bristol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAGE-LIF</td>
<td>IO</td>
<td>Laser Induced Fluorescence at 445 nm (300 s integration)</td>
<td>0.3ppt (300 s integration)</td>
<td>University of Leeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBCEAS</td>
<td>I₂, NO₃</td>
<td>Green LED source</td>
<td>15 ppt (I₂) 2.5 ppt (NO₃)</td>
<td>University of Cambridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC-MS</td>
<td>Iodocarbons</td>
<td>Gas chromatograph with mass spectrometric detection</td>
<td></td>
<td>University of York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REA (Relaxed Eddy Accumulation)</td>
<td>Molecular iodine fluxes</td>
<td>Eddies sampled according to updrafts and downdrafts.</td>
<td></td>
<td>University of Manchester/ York</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.2: Continued

| Eddy Correlation/ particle number concentration | Aerosols/Fluxes | Aerosol measurements particle number concentration (>2 nm and > 10 nm diameter) and size distributions from 3 nm | University of Manchester |
|NO\textsubscript{xy} instrument | NO, NO\textsubscript{2} | Diode based blue light converter | ~3 ppt (NO), 6ppt (NO\textsubscript{2}), 3ppt (NO\textsubscript{y}) (10 minute data cycle) |
|Ozone monitor | O\textsubscript{3} | UV absorption technique | 1 ppb |
|Radiometers | J values, Actinic flux | 0.5 second integration time | University of Leicester |
|Meteorological data | Temperature, wind speed, wind direction, humidity | | University of Leeds/Manchester |
6.3 CMAX-DOAS set up during the RHaMBLe campaign.

The CMAX-DOAS system was set up as described in Chapter 3, with the head unit attached to the top of a mast approximately 5 m above the ground, fixed to the side of a mobile lab. The mast could be moved up and down, to a maximum height of 10 m by the use of a pump, which allowed access to the telescopes. In addition to the five telescopes incorporated into the head unit pointing north at elevation angles of 2°, 5°, 10°, 15°, and 90° (zenith), two more telescopes were attached to the side of the unit. One of the telescopes was permanently fixed at an elevation of 5° and an azimuth angle of 60° west throughout the campaign. The second telescope was originally used as an additional zenith view which allowed a self-consistency test to be performed on the instrument. The telescope was then moved and permanently fixed at an elevation angle of 5° and 60° east (see red lines in Figure 6-4). Fibres from each telescope are input into a multi-track fibre and connected to the spectrometer, housed within the mobile lab.

Figure 6-4: RHaMBLe campaign measurement site in Roscoff, France. The red lines represent the viewing direction of the CMAX-DOAS telescopes and the yellow lines represent the viewing directions of the LP-DOAS instrument.
During the campaign a number of problems were encountered which affected the quality of the data. The most serious of these was a power failure resulting in oil from the vacuum pump entering the camera housing and specks forming on the CCD. The oil on the CCD produced large structures on the spectra of a magnitude comparable to the optical density of the IO retrieval and the IO absorption structure cannot be extracted separately from the noise, resulting in spectra from the 10°, 15° and the original zenith to be discarded during this experiment.

In addition, temperature fluctuations from the heat produced by the instruments situated inside the mobile lab affected the mechanical and optical components of the spectrometer. The temperature changes expanded and contracted the gratings and mirrors resulting in wavelength shifts in the spectra. Foam padding was placed around the spectrometer and camera to reduce the effect of temperature, however, the consequence of the temperature and oil effects still resulted in spectra with low S/N. In Chapters 4 and 5, the zenith view spectrum at noon is used as the reference for the other views as it has the smallest path length through the atmosphere, hence observes the least absorption by gases. The second zenith view was not as affected by the oil on the CCD as much as the original zenith and theoretically could be used as the reference spectrum, however, the shift in wavelength appears to be large along the rows and is not uniform across all fibres; therefore, the spectra measured in the second zenith view cannot be used as reference spectra for the off-axis measurements in the DOAS analysis. For the analysis performed here, the spectrum recorded in each view at noon is used as the reference for that view.

To improve the S/N the spectra have been averaged over 15 minute intervals. A spectrum is recorded every minute, therefore, averaging over 15 minutes results in a reduction of noise on the spectra by $\frac{1}{\sqrt{15}}$ (approximately a factor of 4). The wavelength shift in the spectra was corrected by linearly shifting each spectrum to fit the noon spectrum before spectral averaging. However, small changes in the instrument line shape across the CCD columns may result in additional structures in the averaged spectra.
6.4 CMAX-DOAS retrieval of IO in the MBL

During the campaign, the retrieval of IO was performed on 17 days between 5th and 26th September. A wavelength window of 25 nm from 434 to 459 nm was used for the analysis (see section 2.6). This wavelength region includes three IO bands at and avoids the strong Fraunhofer structure between 425 and 433 nm. Within the selected wavelength region absorption features of NO₂ (at 294 K and 220 K), O₄, ozone and water vapour are also present and are included in the DOAS fitting routine. A third order polynomial is used to fit the broadband features owing to scattering.

Figure 6-5: Spectral retrieval of a) IO and b) NO₂ (294 K) on 8th September 2006 at 18:00 GMT from the 2° view. Include in the fitting routine are also c) O₃, d) O₄, and e) Ring. H₂O, NO₂ (220 K), an offset and 3rd order polynomial are also included (not shown). The black lines represent the retrieved spectral signature and the red lines represent the fitted absorption cross section. The residual for this fit (f) has an rms value of 2.23 x 10⁻². The DSCD values for IO and NO₂ are 1.79 x 10¹⁴ molecules cm⁻² and 3.20 x 10¹⁶ molecules cm⁻² respectively.
Figure 4-3 shows an example fit for IO, NO$_2$, ozone and O$_4$ from the 2° north view for a spectrum obtained at 18:00 GMT on 8th September 2006, the reference spectrum in this case was measured at noon in the 2° view. The O$_4$ is particularly weak in this wavelength range compared to the bands used in Chapters 4 and 5 as the wavelength region was chosen on the strength of the IO bands. The residual in this retrieval is much larger compared to those in the retrievals from Chapter 4 and 5 owing to the increase in noise levels on the spectra (see sections 4.2.1), resulting in detection limit of approximately $2.2 \times 10^{13}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ for IO and $6.75 \times 10^{14}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ for the NO$_2$ DSCD. Nonetheless there appears to be a good indication that IO is measured in these experiments.

The DOAS analysis was used to derive DSCDs for IO from each viewing angle. As the reference spectrum is measured at noon for each elevation angle separately, negative DSCDs can be produced when there is greater IO absorption in the noon reference spectra compared to the measured spectra. As each elevation angle may measure different amounts of IO absorption in their reference spectra, performing a comparison between them is difficult. To allow a direct comparison between all the views, the minimum IO DSCD is calculated for all the views, each day, and the negative IO DSCD values corrected for by shifting all the DSCDs so the minimum DSCD for each view lies on the zero line.

Figure 6-6: a) IO DSCDs retrieved from the 2° north (black) and 5° north (red) and 5° west (green) elevation angles on 5th September 2007 and b) DSCDs of IO with the negative offset in all views corrected for. The error bars represent the fitting error on the IO retrieval and the grey line represents the average detection limit for the 2° north view.

An example of the offset correction is presented in Figure 6-6 for 5th September 2006. The left hand plot in the figure shows the retrieved IO DSCDs for the 2° north
(black) and 5° north (red) and 5° east (green) elevation angles. Correcting for the negative offset allows a comparison to be performed of the IO absorption in all views. From the plot on the right it can be observed that the 2° view measures the largest IO DSCD and the 5° east view sees an increase in IO absorption when the northerly views have reached a minimum. The grey lines in Figure 6-6 show the average detection limit of approximately ±3×10^{13} molecules cm^{-2} when no correction has been applied, resulting in a detection limit of approximately 6×10^{13} molecules cm^{-2} after the negative offset has been corrected for.

### 6.5 Distribution of IO in the MBL from the CMAX-DOAS measurements

The location of IO precursors are thought to be heterogeneously distributed over ocean and coastal regions owing to the diverse coverage of the macroalgae. The addition of extra azimuthal views on the CMAX-DOAS instrument allows the first simultaneous measurements of IO in three viewing directions.

![Image of Macroalgae distribution map around Roscoff, France](image.png)

**Figure 6-7:** Macroalgae distribution map around Roscoff, France. [image courtesy of CNRS Station Biologique de Roscoff].
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Figure 6-7 shows a map of the location of various species of macroalgae around Roscoff. Previous studies have demonstrated that emissions of RHS, such as CH$_3$I, C$_2$H$_5$I, CH$_2$ICl, CH$_2$IBr and CH$_2$I$_2$ from macroalgae, in particular Laminaria digitata and Laminaria saccharina [McFiggans et al., 2004], are quickly photolysed to yield iodine atoms [Carpenter et al., 1999; 2001; O'Dowd et al., 2002]. From the map it can be observed that the Laminaria species are generally located to the north and west of Roscoff, around the small rocky islands and Ile de Batz.

The results from the retrieval of IO for 17 days during the RHaMBLe campaign are presented in Figure 6-8. The 5° east telescope was only fixed into position from 13th September onwards. The plots in Figure 6-8 demonstrate during the RHaMBLe campaign the CMAX-DOAS often measured IO above the average detection limit of approximately 6x 10$^{13}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ and an anti-correlation with tide was present, in agreement with the theory that IO precursors are emitted by macroalgae when exposed at low tide. High DSCDs of IO are often observed when the low tide corresponds with solar noon, presumably owing to the rapid photolysis of IO precursors such as CH$_2$I$_2$ and possibly I$_2$.

The results in Figure 6-8 also show, during some days, the peaks in IO DSCD occur at different times and at with different magnitudes, depending on the view from which measurements were obtained. On a number of days the IO DSCDs measured by the 2° elevation angle are much lower than from the 5° views. The 2° view has a greater sensitivity to absorption in the lowermost level of the MBL, therefore, this result suggests that the IO is present at higher altitudes in the MBL.

Whalley et al., [2007] observed IO levels, up to concentrations of 20 ppt (300 s integration), with the FAGE-LIF on the 7th and 8th September in Roscoff. The authors suggest that the high concentrations of IO indicate either a strong IO source near to the instruments inlet, or that the IO levels were sustained in the MBL. The results from the CMAX-DOAS suggest the latter may be the case here.
Figure 6-8: IO DSCDs measured during the RHaMBLe campaign. The coloured dots represent the 2° north (black) and 5° north (red), 5° west (green) and 5° east (blue) views. The error bars show the fitting error for each measurement. The navy blue line represents the tidal height and the grey line represents the average detection limit for the 2° north view.
Figure 6-9 presents the NO\textsubscript{2} concentration from 7\textsuperscript{th} to 26\textsuperscript{th} September (black line) along with the ratio of IO DSCDs from the 5\textdegree north and 2\textdegree north measurements. During periods when the 5\textdegree view observes greater IO DSCDs than the 2\textdegree view, shown as red points above 1 on the right y-axis of Figure 6-9, the NO\textsubscript{x}, instrument often measures high peaks in NO\textsubscript{2}. In high NO\textsubscript{x} scenarios it is thought that the reaction of IO with NO to form iodine atoms and NO\textsubscript{2} will result in a sink in IO levels (see chapter 1). The result here, however, indicates that IO in the MBL can co-exist in polluted regions with high NO\textsubscript{2} levels up to 10 ppb. However, the absence of NO\textsubscript{x} measurements at higher altitudes means that the vertical distribution of NO\textsubscript{x} in the MBL layer cannot be determined. Therefore, the NO\textsubscript{x} may only be present near-surface, and the lower IO measurements in the 2\textdegree viewing angle may result from the reaction of IO with NO, whereas, at higher altitudes in the MBL, the NO concentration may be lower and the IO may be sustained for longer periods. Plane et al., [2006] proposed that OIO formed from the self-reaction of IO may react with NO to form the weakly bound OIONO molecule, which subsequently dissociates to produce IO and NO\textsubscript{2}. Therefore, even with high NO\textsubscript{x} concentrations in the upper MBL, the IO may still be sustained.

![Figure 6-9: Plot of NO\textsubscript{2} concentration measured by the NO\textsubscript{x} instrument (black lines) along with the ratio of IO DSCDs from the 5\textdegree north and 2\textdegree north CMAX-DOAS measurements (red points) for 7\textsuperscript{th} to 26\textsuperscript{th} September 2006.](image-url)
6.5.1 Using CMAX-DOAS observations to determine source regions of IO

The variability in the retrieved IO DSCDs from each of the 5° viewing angles demonstrates the heterogeneous distribution of IO and its precursors within the MBL around Roscoff. The plots in Figure 6-10 show the retrieved IO DSCDs from CMAX-DOAS as a function of wind direction for the 2° north view and all the 5° north views. The 5° west and the 2° views show similar results, with large IO values observed when the wind is coming from an easterly or south/south-westerly direction. Easterly winds generally occurred during the first half of the campaign, hence the 5° east view, installed from 13th September onwards does not show many correlations with wind direction coming from the east.

Figure 6-10: 15 minute averaged IO DSCDs from the CMAX-DOAS instrument as a function of wind direction, for the 2° north, 5° north, 5° east and 5° west viewing angles.
The 5° east view appears to observe high concentrations of IO when the wind is coming across the Atlantic from a north-westerly direction. This is also the case for the 5° north view. The higher IO DSCDs observed in the 5° east and 5° north views compared to 5° west view may imply that there is a source of IO far out from the coast line towards the north-westerly region that is upwelled higher into the MBL and observed by the 5° northerly view, followed by the easterly view. This is explored further in the next section.

6.5.1.1 Case studies: 22nd to 25th September 2006

Figure 6-11 shows the results of the IO retrieval by CMAX-DOAS for the 25th September. On this day the wind direction was from the north-west with a speed of approximately 6 m s⁻¹. The results show that a peak in IO is initially observed in the 5° north view at 9.45 GMT, approximately 3 hours before the lowest tidal point. Peaks in the 2° and 5° east view occur approximately 15 minutes and 1 hour later, respectively. At a wind speed of 6 m s⁻¹, this would result in the IO emissions travelling 22 km before being detected in the 5° east view. Using simple trigonometry this would relate to a source approximately 16 km away. If the IO levels are sustained in the MBL for long periods, this may be the case here.

Figure 6-11: IO DSCDs measured on 25th September 2006. The coloured dots represent the 2° north (black) and 5° north (red), 5° west (green) and 5° east (blue) views. The error bars show the fitting error for each measurement. The navy blue line represents and the grey line represents the average detection limit for the 2° north view.
However, peaks in IO may also result from local sources close to the shoreline. For example, if macroalgae is close to the shoreline in the northerly direction, the north viewing angle may observe a peak in the IO first as the macroalgae is exposed and the IO builds up. Towards the east however, the macroalgae may be located further from the shoreline and were not exposed until low tide. For example, on 22\textsuperscript{nd} September 2006, a similar result is observed to that on the 25\textsuperscript{th} September, with a sharp peak in IO from the 2\textdegree and 5\textdegree north viewing angles at approximately 8.30 GMT (there is no data for the 5\textdegree west view until 10 GMT). The wind originated from the south during the morning of 22\textsuperscript{nd} September; therefore, any IO produced from a source close to the coast in the northerly direction will not be transported through the easterly or westerly views. However, the east viewing angle observes a peak in IO around 2 hours later, suggesting that the macroalgae may be located further from the shoreline in the easterly direction and is not exposed until low tide. An interesting feature on this day is the second peak in IO observed by the 2\textdegree north viewing angle just after low tide, which coincides with a peak in the 5\textdegree west view. The wind direction slowly moved round to a south westerly direction during this period, therefore the IO may be transported from the 5\textdegree west view towards the northerly view, however there is not a similar peak observed in the 5\textdegree north view and this requires further investigation.

\textbf{Figure 6-12:} IO DSCDs measured on 22\textsuperscript{nd} September 2006. The coloured dots represent the 2\textdegree north (black) and 5\textdegree north (red), 5\textdegree west (green) and 5\textdegree east (blue) views. The error bars show the fitting error for each measurement. The navy blue line represents the tidal height and the grey line represents the average detection limit for the 2\textdegree north view.
On the 23rd September 2006 a southerly wind was observed throughout the day. A southerly wind should result in similar IO diurnal cycles in all 5° views if the IO sources were homogeneously distributed. However, the IO observed in the 5° west view remains almost constant until high tide, whilst the IO observed by the other views decrease just after low tide (see Figure 6-13). The differences may indicate more abundant sources present near the coast in the westerly region of the sea surrounding Roscoff, which are exposed for longer periods during low tide.

![Figure 6-13: IO DSCDs measured on 23rd September 2006. The coloured dots represent the 2° (black) and 5° (red), 5° west (green) and 5° east (blue) views. The error bars show the fitting error for each measurement. The navy blue line represents the tidal height and the grey line represents the average detection limit for the 2° north view.](image)

6.6 Intercomparison of IO measurements from the CMAX-DOAS and a Long Path DOAS instrument

The results from section 6.7 demonstrate that the 5° west view of the CMAX-DOAS instrument observes IO above the detection limit on many occasions during the RHaMBLe campaign and that peaks in IO often occur at low tide. As the west view was pointing along the same direction as the LP-DOAS instrument, for most of the campaign, it provides a good opportunity to perform an intercomparison between the two instruments.
6.6.1 LP-DOAS instrument

The LP-DOAS instrument was deployed during the RHaMBLe campaign to perform measurements of I₂, IO, OIO as well as NO₃ and BrO. The instrument was situated approximately 100 m east of the main campaign site and was initially set up with a long path of 3.35 km (6.7 km total) which was directed towards the edge of the island, Ill de Batz. In addition to the long path, towards the end of the campaign a shorter path was set up directly over some Laminaria Digitata beds to the same island which was 1.25 km (2.5 km) long. The paths are shown on Figure 6-4 as yellow lines. A brief description of the LP-DOAS instrument is given here [A. Mahajan: personal communication].

The LP-DOAS instrument consists of Newtonian telescope used to collimate the light from a 450 W Xenon lamp, to an array of corner-cube mirrors (retro-reflector) situated on the island 3.35 km away. The reflected light is returned to the telescope and focused onto the end of a fibre optic bundle via a series of mirrors. The fibre optic bundle is connected to a Czerny-Turner spectrometer with a grating of 1200 lines mm⁻¹. The radiation is then dispersed onto a two dimensional CCD detector array (1024 x 256). A shutter is placed in front of the lamp which allows the signal to be switched on and off in intervals.

Spectra are obtained in three different configurations. The first is an atmospheric spectrum measured from the reflected signal, which contains scattered light and absorption features. The second is a scattered light spectrum only, obtained by blocking the signal from the lamp and the third is a spectra including scattered light, atmospheric absorption and a lamp spectrum. After processing the spectra, the majority of the lamp structure and the scattered light are removed leaving a normalised processed spectrum which is used to derive a differential optical density spectrum by applying a high pass Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to smoothen the spectrum. A low pass FFT is then applied and an inverse transformation performed to calculate the broad band structure of the spectrum (I₀'). The logarithm of the broad band structure divided by the smoothed spectrum gives the differential optical density spectrum (see section 2.3). The DOAS fitting routine also includes the lamp spectra, to remove any residual structures and improve the fit.
6.6.2 Results of comparison

A comparison has been performed between the 15 minute averaged IO DSCDs, retrieved by the CMAX-DOAS instrument in the 5° east view and IO concentrations measured every minute by the LP-DOAS instrument, whilst at a path length of 6.7 km. Figure 6-14 shows the results of the comparison for six days during the RHaMBLe campaign when coincident measurements were performed. The results show that the CMAX-DOAS retrievals of IO appear to show prolonged enhancements, compared to the sharp peaks observed by the LP-DOAS instrument.

Figure 6-14: IO concentrations measured by the LP-DOAS instrument, with a total path length of 6.7 km (black points) and the CMAX-DOAS retrieval of IO DSCDs from the 5° east view, green points) for six days during the RHaMBLe campaign in Roscoff, France.
The correlation, shown in Figure 6-15, shows the agreement between IO concentrations measured the LP-DOAS and the retrieved IO DSCDs from the 5° east viewing angle of the CMAX-DOAS instrument. The LP-DOAS measurements were averaged over 15 minute intervals to allow a direct comparison with the CMAX-DOAS measurements. The correlation, shown as a dashed line in the figure has a correlation coefficient of \( r = -0.06 \), suggesting that there does not appear to be a relationship between the two sets of measurements.

The difference in IO retrievals observed between the two instruments may be attributed to the different sampling altitudes. The LP-DOAS instrument performs measurements along a horizontal path up to 3.35 km away and approximately 3 to 10 m above the sea level, depending on tidal height. The CMAX-DOAS instrument, however, is initially position at a height of approximately 8 to 15 meters above the
sea level and an elevation angle of 5°. At a distance of 3.35 km, the CMAX-DOAS 5° west view is sampling at an altitude of approximately 300 m above the sea level. At a few meters above the sea bed, the LP-DOAS may observe a sharp increase in IO as the tide recedes and more seaweed is exposed. Conversely, the CMAX-DOAS instrument measures IO much higher in the atmosphere. In addition, the scattering point of the photons for the CMAX-DOAS instrument is more than likely to be a farther distance than the position of the LP-DOAS retro-reflector, possibly resulting in CMAX-DOAS observing IO emission from sources behind the island, Île de Batz. The results demonstrate that IO may remain in the upper MBL for longer than previously thought, even in high NOx conditions, as described in section 6.7, possibly owing to a recycling of halogen atoms via photolysis, reaction with NOx and self and cross reactions.

The effect of IO and iodine atoms remaining in the in the atmosphere may result in catalytic destruction of ozone. Ozone measurements performed at a sampling inlet on the mobile lab roof do not demonstrate an obvious decrease in ozone concentration during those periods where IO is observed for long period in the CMAX-DOAS data; however, the effect may be present at higher altitudes.

6.7 CMAX-DOAS retrieval of BrO in the MBL

The retrieval of BrO in the MBL was performed on four days between 17th and 20th September 2006. A wavelength window of 23 nm from 341 to 364 nm was used for the analysis (see section 2.6) which includes four BrO bands. Below a wavelength of approximately 340 nm the signal to noise decreases rapidly, resulting in large errors in the retrievals. Within the selected wavelength region absorption cross sections of NO2 (at 294 K and 220 K), O4, ozone and OCIO and a third order polynomial are also included in the DOAS fitting routine.

Figure 4-3 shows an example fit for BrO, NO2 (294 K), Ozone and O4 from the 2° view for a spectrum obtained at 07:30 GMT on 19th September 2006, the reference spectrum in this case was measured at noon in the 2° view. The residual for the retrieval of BrO is larger than for IO owing to the decrease in intensity in the
UV wavelength region. The detection limit for BrO calculated from the residual is approximately $8.6 \times 10^{13}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$.

Figure 6-16: Example of the spectral retrieval of a) BrO on 19th September 2006 at 07:30 GMT. Include in the fitting routine are also b) NO$_2$ (294 K), c) O$_3$, d) O$_4$, and e) Ring. OCIO, NO$_2$ at 220 K, an offset and a third order polynomial are also included (not shown). The black lines represent the retrieved spectral signature and the red lines represent the fitted absorption cross section. The residual for this fit (f) has an rms value of $3.35 \times 10^{-3}$. The DSCD values for BrO is $6.3 \times 10^{14}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$.

6.7.1 Correlations with tidal measurements and solar radiance

Figure 6-17 shows the results of the BrO retrieval for the 2°, 5°, 5° east and 5° west views on four days between 17th and 20th September 2006, along with tidal height data. Also shown in Figure 6-17 are plots of actinic flux integrated over 380 to 700 nm, measured by a radiometer situated next to the CMAX-DOAS head unit. The results show elevated levels of BrO on all four days, suggesting that that CMAX-DOAS instrument is sufficiently sensitive to the detection of BrO.
Figure 6-17: Plots of total actinic flux and BrO DSCDs, measured on four days during the RHaMBLe campaign, represented by yellow lines. The coloured dots represent the 2° (black) and 5° (red), 5° west (green) and 5° east (blue) views. The error bars show the fitting error for each measurement. The navy blue line represents the tidal height.

The results in Figure 6-17 show that the BrO DSCDs do increase at low tide; however, peaks are also observed when the tidal height is at a maximum and possibly correlate with the actinic flux. An increase in BrO is observed on 18th and 19th September just after dawn, in agreement with previous measurements of BrO by a LP-DOAS instrument in Mace Head [Saiz-Lopez et al., 2004, 2006b]. The authors attribute the enhancement to inorganic bromine species, such as Br₂, and
IBr, quickly photolysing to produce Br atoms which react with ozone to yield BrO. Further peaks were also observed during the day at Mace Head, similar to the results obtained by the MAX-DOAS instrument in Roscoff, and is thought to occur from the recycling of HOBr and BrNO$_3$ through sea-salt aerosols.

In low NO$_x$ conditions the main sink for BrO is the reaction with HO$_2$, formed from the photolysis of ozone, resulting in a midday sink in BrO. The results here however, imply that there may not be a midday minimum occurring. The analysis of ozone data does not appear to show a sink in ozone during these periods, indicating that other processes are dominating over the reaction with HO$_2$. In polluted regions the reaction of BrO with NO$_2$ to form BrONO$_2$ will dominate over the reaction with HO$_2$. The NO$_2$ concentration on the morning of the 17$^{th}$ September is approximately 2 to 3 ppb (see Figure 6-18), however, at midday, the concentration decreases below 0.5 ppb. Further investigation is required to determine the reactions leading to the enhancement in BrO at midday.

![Figure 6-18: Plot of NO$_2$ measured by the NOxy instrument on four days during the RHaMBLe campaign from 17th to 20th September 2006.](image)

The variation in BrO observed from different viewing angles is evident in the four days of data presented here. Saiz-Lopez $et$ $al.$ [2006] observed an increase in BrO with wind speed, possibly owing to wind-driven production of sea-salt
aerosols, however, this result is not obvious when analysing the wind data for the four days of measurements performed.

The correlation of BrO DSCDs with wind direction, shown in Figure 6-19, demonstrates that the peaks of BrO in different views do not appear to show any strong correlation with wind direction, either. The result for BrO is contrary to the IO observations discussed in section 6.7, where a correlation with wind data is observed, implying that the BrO precursors do not have a major source in macroalgae and are more likely to originate from sea-salt aerosols. However, it is challenging to infer information from only four days of measurements and a longer dataset is required to allow for varying scenarios.

![Figure 6-19: BrO DSCDs as a function of wind direction for four days during the RHaMBLe campaign.](image)

6.8 NO$_2$ measurements during the RHaMBLe campaign

The NO$_2$ observations relating to IO and BrO have previously been discussed in sections 6.7 and 6.9. In this section, observations of NO$_2$, retrieved from the CMAX-DOAS instrument will be presented. The set up of the CMAX-DOAS, with seven telescopes pointing at different elevation and azimuth angles gives an
opportunity to observe plumes of NO\textsubscript{2} in the vertical and horizontal direction. In Chapter 4, NO\textsubscript{2} plumes were observed in the vertical plane as they passed through each viewing angle resulting in high concentrations of NO\textsubscript{2} in the upper boundary layer over Leicester. Leigh et al., 2007 demonstrated the ability of the CMAX-DOAS instrument to measure plumes in the horizontal direction from the observations by two telescopes placed at an elevation angle of 15° and pointing 20° east and 20° west of the permanent viewing geometries.

NO\textsubscript{2} is a strong absorber in the atmosphere and with a highly structured absorption cross-section in the visible wavelength range. The retrieval of NO\textsubscript{2}, therefore, is much less affected by noise than IO and 1 minute averaged spectra can be used in the analysis here, for all viewing angles. However, owing to the wavelength shifts and difference in line shape between each spectrum imaged on the CCD, the reference spectrum is still obtained from each view separately, at noon.

Figure 6-20: Plumes of NO\textsubscript{2} observed as peaks in the NO\textsubscript{2} DSCDs observed by the CMAX-DOAS instrument, on 8\textsuperscript{th} September 2006.

Figure 6-20 shows the results of the NO\textsubscript{2} retrieval from the 2°, 5° 10° 15° and 5° west views of the CMAX-DOAS instrument, for a period during 8\textsuperscript{th} September 2006. The NO\textsubscript{2} DSCDs are very small apart from two distinct peaks observed at 15:30 and 18:13 GMT. The first of these lasts approximately 15 minutes and is
observed in all views simultaneously, with a maximum observed in the 2° view. The results indicate that the source is from local emissions near to the head unit. The second peak lasts approximately 11 minutes and is detected by the 2° view first, followed by the other views a few minutes later. Similar peaks are observed by the NO$_{xy}$ instrument at the same time, with concentrations increasing from below 1 ppb to 2 ppb in the first peak and over 3 ppb in the second peak. No enhancement was observed in the NO$_2$ retrieved from the LP-DOAS NO$_2$ measurements. The most likely source of the NO$_2$ is emission from a tour bus that stopped by the campaign site for a few minutes at this time. The wind during these periods was from an easterly direction, therefore, the LP-DOAS, which is situated east of the site, may not observe the emissions.

![Figure 6-21: Plumes of NO$_2$ observed as peaks in the NO$_2$ DSCDs observed by the CMAX-DOAS instrument, on 25th September 2006.](image)

On 25th September, the results of the CMAX-DOAS NO$_2$ retrieval, shown in Figure 6-21, indicate that plumes of NO$_2$ are travelling from west to east, and detected by each telescope in turn. An initial peak in NO$_2$ is observed by the 5° west view at 7.23 GMT, followed by peaks in all northerly viewing telescopes at 7.28 am GMT and the 5° east view at 7:32 GMT. Approximately 30 minutes and 45 minutes later, two more events occur, with peaks in all viewing directions, however, the NO$_2$
DSCDs are much lower during these events. The source of the emissions in this case, is more likely to be from over the sea, rather than local coastal emissions. The period between each peak allows an estimate to be calculated of the distance between the instrument and the emission source. Using the second plume as an example, the time between taken for the plume to travel through the 5° west view to the 5° north view is 3 minutes. The wind speed at this point was approximately 5 ms\(^{-1}\) from a westerly direction, giving a source distance of \((180 \times 5)/\tan 60^\circ \approx 520\) m. During the initial event a small aircraft was observed flying from west to east between the coast of Roscoff and Ill de Batz. Emissions from the aircraft are the most likely source of the NO\(_2\) plumes. Similar events, with short enhancements in the retrieved NO\(_2\) are observed on other days during the campaign and correspond to ferries travelling between the mainland and Ill de Batz.

![Figure 6-22: NO\(_2\) retrieved from the 2° view of the CMAX-DOAS instrument (black lines) and NO\(_2\) concentrations measured by the NO\(_x\) instrument (blue lines), from 21st to 22nd September 2006. The large DSCDs observed in the CMAX-DOAS data in the evenings are caused by the stratospheric contribution to the slant column measurement.](image)

In general, the NO\(_2\) observed in the MBL throughout the campaign was very low with concentrations measured by the NO\(_x\) instrument of a few ppb. However, peaks are occasionally observed owing to emissions from ferries and aircraft. There
are also a few occasions when prolonged emissions of NO$_2$ are observed. Figure 6-22 shows two days of NO$_2$ measurements performed by the NO$_x$y instrument, shown as blue lines and the 2° view of the CMAX-DOAS instrument (black lines), for 21$^{\text{st}}$ and 22$^{\text{nd}}$ September. Between 6 and 12 GMT for both days the NO$_2$ concentration reaches levels above 4 ppb and on some occasions sharp peaks can be observed over 25 ppb. A broad enhancement in NO$_2$ in the mornings can also be observed in the CMAX-DOAS data. Finally, the stratospheric component of the NO$_2$ slant column measurement can be observed as a large increase in NO$_2$ DSCD at dusk, which increases with SZA, owing to the increase in path length in the stratosphere. The wind direction for both days is from a south/south-westerly direction; bring polluted air masses from the continent, over the campaign site.

6.9 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, MBL measurements of IO, BrO and NO$_2$ performed by the CMAX-DOAS in Roscoff, France during September 2006 are presented. Previous measurements of halogen oxides and their precursors in the MBL suggest that exposure of macroalgae to sunlight and ozone initiates the production of IO. BrO, however, is thought to originate from the halogen atoms released by sea-alt particles. The majority of halogen oxide measurements in the have been performed by LP-DOAS instruments that sample the near-surface region. More recently MAX-DOAS instruments have performed measurements of BrO in the MBL and over salt pans in Bolivia. However, the results presented in this thesis show the first measurements of IO by a MAX-DOAS instrument in the mid-latitude MBL. In addition, the CMAX-DOAS instrument is able to perform simultaneous measurements with a number of concurrent views, potentially allowing the measurement of the vertical and horizontal distribution of halogen oxides, and the determination of their source regions.
Despite the problems encountered during the campaign, which affected the quality of the data, the results shown in this chapter have demonstrated that the CMAX-DOAS system is capable of measuring IO in the MBL. The results demonstrate that IO emissions are anti-correlated with tidal height, in agreement with previous measurements and the theory that IO precursors are emitted by macroalgae when exposed at low tide. The largest IO emissions appear to be observed when the lowest tide corresponded with solar noon.

Analysis of the IO retrievals for different elevation angles shows that IO may exist in high concentrations, in a polluted MBL, with NO\textsubscript{2} concentrations up to 10 ppb, possibly owing to a reaction between OIO and NO, which quickly dissociates to produce IO and NO\textsubscript{2} or via the recycling of halogen atoms in the MBL. The higher DSCDs measured by the 5° elevation angle of the CMAX-DOAS instrument compared to the 2° elevation angle, possibly suggest that the NO\textsubscript{x} may only be present near-surface, therefore, IO may be removed from lower altitudes and only remain sustained at higher altitudes in the MBL. The results suggest that further investigation is required to determine the effect of polluted air masses on the halogen oxides in the MBL.

Case studies were performed for three days during the campaign when the wind direction was coming from the north-west over the Atlantic region and from a southerly direction, over the continent. The observations of IO by the azimuthal telescopes during these periods show periods where plumes of IO appear to be transported through each viewing direction in turn and are correlated with wind data, suggesting that there are sources of IO far from the coast line that may be upwelled higher into the MBL in addition to local sources near the coast.

Results from an intercomparison of CMAX-DOAS and LP-DOAS IO measurements for six days during the campaign do not show a strong correlation. The LP-DOAS IO measurements increase sharply with low tide, whereas the CMAX-DOAS show a much broader enhancement in the IO levels. The differences were attributed to the CMAX-DOAS instrument measuring at a higher altitude and sampling different air masses.
6.9.2 BrO

The measurement of BrO by passive DOAS instruments is challenging owing to the low signal detected from the scattered sunlight in the UV region. However, the results appear to show elevated BrO levels during all four days of measurements. The results of the analysis show, in contrast to IO, BrO does not appear to have a strong anti-correlation with tidal height. The diurnal cycle shows an enhancement in BrO just after dawn attributed to the photolysis of inorganic bromine species. However, a midday minimum in BrO, caused by the reaction of HO$_2$ formed from the photolysis of ozone, does not appear to present in the data and further investigation is required.

6.9.3 NO$_2$

In comparison to the NO$_2$ measured in the urban boundary layer in Chapters 4 and 5, the concentrations retrieved in the marine boundary layer are much lower, as expected, owing to a decrease in traffic and industrial sources. Nonetheless, the CMAX-DOAS system is sufficiently sensitive to identify specific sources. Sharp peaks in NO$_2$ concentration were often observed throughout the day in measurements from the NO$_{xy}$ instrument and the CMAX-DOAS instrument. The set-up of the CMAX-DOAS instrument, with seven different views also gives a unique opportunity to measure plumes of NO$_2$ as they are transported through the different viewing geometries and appear to be due to specific sources.

The analysis of NO$_2$ plumes concentrated on two days of measurements. The first of these days showed an increase in NO$_2$ in all views simultaneously. A similar peak was observed in the NO$_{xy}$ instrument, but not measured by the LP-DOAS instrument, indicating that the emissions came from a local source around the campaign site. On the second day the CMAX-DOAS instrument detected a plume of NO$_2$ travelling through each view in turn. From the wind speed measurements and the time taken to travel through each view the location of the source was measured and attributed to emissions from a small aeroplane.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

The work performed in this thesis involved measurements of trace gases and aerosols within the boundary layer, the lowermost layer of the atmosphere, which is directly influenced by emissions from the surface. The measurements were performed by the Concurrent Multi-Axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (CMAX-DOAS) instrument. CMAX-DOAS is a scattered light DOAS instrument with up to seven viewing directions that is capable of measuring gas species with a temporal resolution of a minute or less.

The two main aims of this thesis were:

1) Perform measurements of NO$_2$ and O$_4$ in the urban boundary layer to monitor air quality over Leicester and perform a comparison of aerosol retrievals from the lidar and CMAX-DOAS system.

2) Perform measurements of IO and BrO in the marine boundary layer to determine their sources and improve knowledge on the role of halogens in oxidative processes.

Both of these aims were performed with a view to understanding the spatial (vertical and horizontal) and temporal distribution of trace gases and aerosols in the urban and marine boundary layers.

The first of these aims, presented in Chapter 4, involved measurements of NO$_2$ and O$_4$ over Leicester during a measurement campaign in Summer 2007. The primary focus of the campaign was to perform a comparison of the aerosol retrievals between the CMAX-DOAS and the lidar instrument, which were deployed long side each other during the campaign. The study also involved a number of sensitivity tests with simulated O$_4$ DSCDs from the SCIAMACHY radiative transfer model.
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In addition, a comparison of NO$_2$ measurement techniques was performed to determine the influence of nitrogen compounds on measurement of NO$_2$ by in situ monitors with molybdenum oxide catalytic converters.

In Chapter 5, a comparison of tropospheric vertical columns from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) with in situ data and a CMAX-DOAS dataset of NO$_2$ measurements from December 2005 to March 2006 were performed. The majority of NO$_2$ measurements in urban regions are in situ and do not benefit from the spatial sampling of the CMAX-DOAS instrument or satellite instruments. However, validation of remote sensing techniques is important to perform accurate retrievals. A field-of-view (FOV) weighted estimate for the OMI-equivalent near-surface urban NO$_2$ was calculated, by including background emissions from a nearby in situ monitor, situated in a rural area. The chapter concluded with seasonal and weekly cycles of NO$_2$ in an urban and rural environment measured by the OMI and in situ monitors.

A summary of the main results from the measurements performed in the urban boundary layer are given here:

1. The AOD measurements from the lidar instrument were used as an input parameter to the modelled O$_4$ DSCDs and a comparison performed between the measured O$_4$ DSCDs from CMAX-DOAS and the modelled O$_4$ DSCDs. The agreement is excellent with a correlation coefficient of $r = 0.98$ for cloud free measurements. The AODs observed in Leicester during the summer were low and ranged between 0.01 and 0.1.

2. Sensitivity tests performed by modelling O$_4$ DSCDs for various aerosol scenarios demonstrate that the O$_4$ DSCDs retrieved from the CMAX-DOAS are sensitive to both the aerosol layer thickness and magnitude of the AOD, but not aerosol layers at elevated altitudes. The error for the retrieval of AODs from the CMAX-DOAS O$_4$ DSCDs is dominated by the error in the elevation angle. The error in AOD ranges between 0.01 to 0.55 for AODs between 0.01 and 1 when retrieving AOD from O$_4$ DSCDs at one viewing angle and a single wavelength.
3. Comparisons of the CMAX-DOAS NO\textsubscript{2} measurements with \textit{in situ} monitors demonstrate the inhomogeneity of NO\textsubscript{2} across the city owing to local emission sources and a comparison of \textit{in situ} techniques show that molybdenum oxide catalyst appear to convert reactive nitrogen species to NO\textsubscript{2}, resulting in a higher measured concentration than is actually present.

4. The comparison between the OMI and CMAX-DOAS instrument over winter 2005/2006 show the agreement improves when using an aerosol load of AOD=0.1 to calculate the NO\textsubscript{2} AMFs, instead of AOD=0.05 as an average measured during the summer. The best correlation was obtained when only those pixels that sample at least 90\% of the Leicester area were included in the analyses, with a correlation coefficient of 0.64.

5. Applying a FOV-weighted estimate for the OMI-equivalent urban NO\textsubscript{2} near-surface measurements improved the correlations, in particular for spring and summer, with correlation coefficients of $r = 0.83$ and $r = 0.64$ respectively.

6. The FOV-weighted near-surface data show the expected seasonal cycle with low concentrations in the summer and high concentrations in the winter. However, during the winter months, OMI retrieves much lower concentrations of NO\textsubscript{2} than that apparently represented by the near-surface NO\textsubscript{2} measurement. The differences are attributed to the exclusion of aerosols in the operational OMI NO\textsubscript{2} product.

7. A "weekend effect", where a reduction in NO\textsubscript{2} emissions occurs at the weekend owing to the decrease in traffic and industry, is observed in the NO\textsubscript{2} measurements from both the OMI and FOV-weighted \textit{in situ} NO\textsubscript{2}.

The second aim of this thesis, presented in Chapter 6, involved measurements of BrO and IO in the MBL in Roscoff, France as part of the Reactive Halogens in the Marine Boundary Layer (RHaMBLe) program. The current theory is that reactive halogen species (RHS) contribute to the destruction of ozone within the marine
boundary layer initiated by reactions with HO\textsubscript{x} and NO\textsubscript{x}. In the marine boundary layer RHS precursors are thought to be emitted from intertidal macroalgae at low tide and halides present in sea salt aerosols.

The CMAX-DOAS instrument was set up with two additional telescopes pointing in easterly and westerly directions to determine the source regions of RHS and horizontal distribution of IO and BrO. A comparison of IO measurements was also performed with a LP-DOAS instrument directed along the same view as the westerly viewing telescope. Finally measurements of NO\textsubscript{2} were performed to observe plumes of NO\textsubscript{2} and their sources identified.

A summary of the main results from the measurements performed in the marine boundary layer are given here:

1. The results have demonstrated that the CMAX-DOAS system is capable of measuring IO in the MBL. The analysis showed that IO often peaks at low tide in agreement with the theory that macroalgae emits iodine precursors when exposed at low tide. In addition, the analysis from different elevation angles show, in contrast to previous observations, that IO levels are possibly sustained for long periods (up to a few hours) and may exist in high concentrations, in a polluted MBL. A similar result was observed when comparing IO measurements from CMAX-DOAS with IO from the LP-DOAS instrument.

2. Observations of IO by the azimuthal telescopes show possible plumes of IO transported through each viewing direction in turn which are closely correlated with wind direction. The results suggest sources of IO far from the coast line that may be lifted higher into the MBL, in addition to sources close to the shoreline.

3. The results from the BrO analysis show that the CMAX-DOAS instrument observes elevated BrO DSCDs in the MBL, suggesting that the instrument is capable of measuring trace gases in the UV region where the signal is low.
4. The retrieval of NO$_2$ in the MBL shows that the NO$_2$ concentration is much lower than the levels observed in the UBL in Leicester. The low concentrations allow the instrument to identify specific sources of NO$_2$ which were also observed by the in situ NO$_{xy}$ instrument and attributed to local sources near the campaign site.

7.1 Recommendations for future work

The main results from this thesis, summarised in the previous section, demonstrate the ability of the CMAX-DOAS instrument to retrieve information on gases and aerosols in both the urban and marine boundary layer. However, improvements can be made and some recommendations are given here along with suggestions for future studies:

The results from the sensitivity tests and comparisons between measurements from the lidar and CMAX-DOAS instruments in Chapter 4 show that the error in the retrieval for AOD in the currently set-up is approximately 0.01 to 0.55 for AODs between 0.01 and 1. However, the instrument has the potential to retrieve aerosols to an accuracy of 0.005 for all AODs if the elevation angle is known to a precision of 0.1° or better.

The advantage of additional telescopes is evident from the results obtained during the RHaMBLe campaign. The new CMAX-DOAS set-up, described in Chapter 4, consists of a multi track fibre that can be connected with up to 14 telescopes at once, enabling the system to perform measurements with a range of elevation and azimuth views. For an urban area, such as Leicester, the additional views will allow the variability of NO$_2$ and aerosols across the city to be determined, which will improve the validation of satellite instruments.

In the marine boundary layer, additional elevation angles may allow the IO and BrO vertical distribution to be measured. In a study by Saiz-Lopez et al. [2007], a 1-D chemical transport model (CTM) was used to investigate the vertical gradients of BrO and IO in the boundary layer at Halley Station, Antarctica.
The results from the modelled IO mixing ratios, shown in Figure 7-1, demonstrate that IO has a strong vertical gradient in the Antarctic boundary layer. With a number of telescopes pointing at different elevation angles the CMAX-DOAS instrument may be able to measure the vertical gradient of IO and BrO in the MBL.

![Figure 7-1: Two day model of the IO mixing ratios at Halley, Antarctica. The numbers represent the mixing ratios of IO in ppt [Saiz-Lopez et al., 2007].](image)

The observations of IO and BrO in the MBL have demonstrated the ability of the CMAX-DOAS instrument to measuring weak absorbers in the atmosphere. Two trace gases that are of particular importance in the boundary layer are glyoxal (CHOCHO) and formaldehyde (HCHO). These two gases are formed from the oxidation of hydrocarbons form both anthropogenic and biogenic sources and can be used as an indicator for volatile organic compounds and the formation of photochemical smog [Volkamer et al., 2005].

HCHO has been reported from space for some time [Chance et al., 2000], however, CHOCHO has only recently been observed from both ground and space-based instruments [Volkamer et al., 2005; Kurosu et al., 2005; Wittrock et al., 2006; Beirle et al., 2006; Sinreich et al., 2007; Kurosu et al., 2006].

The results from the study of HCHO and CHOCHO from space show that HCHO is strongly correlated with biomass burning events and CHOCHO is also
elevated over intense burning regions but is also correlated with anthropogenic and biogenic emissions. In fact, measurements of CHOCHO from SCIAMACHY and OMI have indicated a large source of CHOCHO over areas having strong biogenic emissions in the tropics (see Figure 7-2).

![Figure 7-2: Yearly mean for (a) glyoxal and (b) formaldehyde derived from SCIAMACHY observations in 2005 [Witlick et al., 2006].](image)

The retrieval of HCHO from passive ground-instruments is challenging as HCHO absorbs in the UV region, hence, the signal to noise ratio is low when using solar radiation as the light source. However, the retrieval of BrO in the marine boundary layer by CMAX-DOAS has demonstrated the ability of the instrument to detecting species in the UV regions. From the instrument set-up during RHAMBLE, typical rms values for the residual in the UV regions are approximately of $3 \times 10^3$. Assuming a similar instrument set-up and residual value when retrieving HCHO using the three main absorption bands between 337 to 357 nm, this relates to a detection limit of approximately $1.3 \times 10^{16}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ for the HCHO slant columns. Heckel et al. [2005] reported slant column amounts between $1 \times 10^{16}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ and $12 \times 10^{16}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ when retrieving HCHO with a MAX-DOAS instrument over the Po-Valley region of Italy, suggesting that the CMAX-
DOAS instrument could retrieve HCHO above the detection limit in polluted regions.

Previous retrievals of CHOCHO have been performed with a LP-DOAS instrument in Mexico City [Volkamer et al., 2005] with mixing ratios detected from < 0.15 ppb to 1.82 ppb and by two ground-based MAX-DOAS instrument at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Cambridge, USA, and onboard a research vessel in the Gulf of Maine [Sinreich et al., 2007], where CHOCHO mixing ratios were observed to be up to 2.5 times larger over the Gulf of Maine than at MIT (40 to 140 ppt).

The strongest absorption bands of glyoxal are located in the visible wavelength region. Therefore, simultaneous retrievals of NO$_2$ may also be performed. Figure 7-4 shows the results from the retrieval of CHOCHO (black line) and NO$_2$ (blue line) during the LAMP campaign on the 7$^{th}$ September 2007. The retrieval was performed over the wavelength region 435 to 460 nm and an example of the CHOCHO fit is shown in Figure 7-3. The residual for this fit has an rms value of 6.75 x 10^{-4} giving a detection limit of approximately 1.35 x 10^{15} molecules cm^{-2}.

![Figure 7-3](image.png)

**Figure 7-3**: Example of the spectral retrieval of glyoxal on 7$^{th}$ September 2007 at 8:21 GMT. The black dashed line represents the retrieved spectral signature and the red line represents the fitted glyoxal absorption cross section.
The results shown in Figure 7-4, demonstrate that the NO$_2$ and CHOCHO follow a similar diurnal cycle. The O$_3$ measurements on this day confirm that the large peak in NO$_2$ and CHOCHO DSCDs between 8.30 and 9.30 cannot be attributed to clouds, and most likely arise from vehicle emissions during the rush hour traffic period. The simultaneous increase in both the NO$_2$ and CHOCHO is in agreement with previous observations by Volkamer et al., [2005] owing to the reaction of NO with peroxy radicals from the photolysis and oxidation of CHOCHO and other VOCs.

![Figure 7-4: Glyoxal (black lines) and NO$_2$ (blue lines) retrieved from the 6° view of the CMAX-DOAS instrument on 7th September 2007.](image)

The results on the retrieval of HCHO and CHOCHO above demonstrate the ability of the CMAX-DOAS instrument to detect weak absorbers. Future measurements and the analysis of these two trace gases will increase our knowledge on the rate of VOC oxidation and improve the development of air quality control policies. In addition, the data will provide an additional source for the validation of space-based measurements.
The methods developed in this thesis allow an interpretation of the OMI retrievals for measuring NO$_2$ at the surface over urban areas. So far, this has only been performed on measurements over Leicester. Its application to other national and international cities/sites would serve to further support the use of satellite instruments as part of an air quality monitoring system. The launch of GOME-2 in 2006 and the potential future launch of the TROPOMI in 2014/2015 will provide additional satellite datasets and continue the long term monitoring of the troposphere. TROPOMI, in particular, will provide measurements of trace gases and aerosols in the atmosphere with a spatial resolution of 10 x 10 km$^2$, making it ideal for measurements in urban regions.
### Appendix

Table A1: Specifications of the gratings used in the CMAX-DOAS system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line Density (l/mm)</th>
<th>Blaze Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Peak Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Reciprocal Dispersion (nm/mm)*</th>
<th>Multichannel Array Bandpass (nm)**</th>
<th>Primary Wavelength region (nm)***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Ruled</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>200-1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Ruled</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>250-1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Ruled</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>250-1150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* at blaze wavelength.

** across a 1 inch array, with grating centered at blaze wavelength.

*** wavelength region where grating efficiency is ≥20%
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